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10012 Carrying case
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10062 Music stand »Robby Plus«

10065 Music stand
10065 Music stand
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K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
K&M’s colorful collection of music stands helps to
make music fun for kids of all ages. Folding, 3piece telescopic design.
For music stands 100/1, 10062 and 10065.
Waterproof nylon carrying case featuring velcro flap
fastener and adjustable shoulder strap. Color: black
with silk-screened K&M logo.
Solid height-adjustable music stand with a special
music desk which can be opened up with a flick of
a wrist and can be put back away just as easily.
After the installation, the tube combination
consisting of 3 parts is height adjustable between
650 and 1240 mm, so the stand can be used in a
seated and standing position. The angle of the
music stand desk is adjustable. The music stand is
collapsible for an easy transport.
Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism.
Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism.
Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism.
Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism.
Non-marring height-adjustment mechanism.
The standard music stand 10050 in extra-long – i.e.
extra tall. With a height of 640 - 1.500 mm, this tall
music stand is well suited for standing musicians,
particularly for tall musicians. The clamping
elements for height adjustment and the adjustable
head made of zinc-die cast material are extremely
robust and provide the required stability and
sturdiness for this music stand. The legs can be
adjusted according to the musician's individual
needs. The powder coating is non-abrasive and
durable. The music stand is collapsible and easy to
transport.
This music stand is equipped with an expandable
music desk. Both music rests can be expanded to
the right and the left and together with the
additional sheet music holder provide for the
viewing of 4 DIN A4 sheets of music next to each
other. The comfortable angle is facilitated through
very fine zinc-die-cast teeth. The expandable music
desk collapses to a small and easy to transport
size.
Big & beautiful, three-piece folding music stand
with large, deep desk.
Big & beautiful, three-piece folding music stand
with large, deep desk.
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10010-000-31 yellow green

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-33 ocean blue

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-54 blue

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-59 red

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-60 green

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-61 yellow

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-65 lilac

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10010-000-99 rainbow

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

10012-000-00

1 pcs.

€4,60

€5,52

10040-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€21,16

€25,39

10050-000-11
10050-000-54
10050-000-55
10050-000-59
10050-000-99
10052-000-55

1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€23,58
€23,58
€23,58
€23,58
€23,58
€25,30

€28,29
€28,29
€28,29
€28,29
€28,29
€30,36

10062-015-55 black

1 pcs.

€35,08

€42,09

10065-000-11 nickel-colored

1 pcs.

€31,40

€37,67

10065-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€31,40

€37,67

nickel-colored
blue
black
red
rainbow
black

10068 School orchestra music stand

101

101

10111

107

107

10711

10810

10811

11450

11460

11510

11515
115/2

11540

Professional music stand with lightweight aluminum
music desk. A precision prismatic »V-block«
connector attaches the desk to the shaft.
Music stand
Our classic music stand has been redesigned. To
provide new user friendly and comfortable height
adjustment, the 101 was supplemented with clamp
elements which protect the finish. The powder
coating is extremely resistant to wear and tear and
guarantees optimal protection against corrosion.
With the optional carrying case, the collapsible
music stand is always stored away and can be
easily transported to any destination.
Music stand
Our classic music stand has been redesigned. To
provide new user friendly and comfortable height
adjustment, the 101 was supplemented with clamp
elements which protect the finish. The powder
coating is extremely resistant to wear and tear and
guarantees optimal protection against corrosion.
With the optional carrying case, the collapsible
music stand is always stored away and can be
easily transported to any destination.
Carrying case
For music stands 101. Waterproof nylon carrying
case featuring velcro flap fastener and nylon
handle. Color: black with silk-screened K&M logo.
Music stand
The proven and very stable music stand is also
available in a nickel-colored finish. The black
clamping elements protect the finish and ensure
comfortable and user friendly height adjustment.
Larger end caps and the extremely stable leg
construction provide the music stand with
extraordinary stability.
Music stand
The proven and very stable music stand is also
available in a nickel-colored finish. The black
clamping elements protect the finish and ensure
comfortable and user friendly height adjustment.
Larger end caps and the extremely stable leg
construction provide the music stand with
extraordinary stability.
Carrying case
For music stands 107. Waterproof nylon carrying
case featuring velcro flap fastener and adjustable
shoulder strap. With silk-screened K&M logo.
Music stand
Sturdily designed, it is made of steel, black powdercoated. This three-piece folding music stand is
equipped with beautifully designed, easy-to-use
clamping elements. Its large music desk provides
lots of space for your personal sheet music.
Carrying case
To store and transport music stand 10810. Sturdy
nylon fabric, waterproof. Comes with zipper and 2
nylon handles. Black with K&M logo.
Carrying case
For orchestra music stands 118/1 etc. Waterproof
nylon carrying case for K&M orchestra music
stands. Features 2 internal compartments and
outside pocket for music and accessories. Wraparound zipper, sturdy nylon handles and a
removable, adjustable shoulder strap. Color: black
with silk-screened K&M logo.
Carrying case
The ideal carrying case for Orchestra Music Stand
11940.2 fabric handles and a zipper along the
length of the case provide the needed comfort. The
bottom of the case is equipped with a piece of
fabric with Velcro to protect the stand and the
music desk from scratches during transport.
Sheet music and document holder The position (angle) and depth to the stand tube of
the tilting 300 x 200 mm sheet music holder is
adjustable. The music desk has a depth of 30 mm.
The flexible clamp makes it easy to mount the
holder in a wide variety of directions. The clamp
can be attached to tables (0 to 48 mm thickness).
The sturdy metal frame of the clamp is equipped
with high-quality plastic inserts and the non-slip
coating ensures that the clamp provides a secure
and powerful hold. Thanks to the specially formed
clamping surface, the clamp can be used on flat
surfaces such as tables or shelfing, as well as on
round tubing. The holder is collapsible for easy
transport.
Music holder
Wide-angle music desk attaches to Hackbrett stand
28070. Foldable for transport.
Sheet music and document holder Attaches to stands with tubing diameter up to 30
mm. Steel clamping mechanism. Metal music desk
is adjustable for angle and depth.
Sheet music and document holder Torsion-resistant sheet music holder in steel with
integrated K&M logo. High-class, easy-to-use
aluminum clamping element with protective plastic
inserts, attaches to tubes with diameter up to 30
mm. Tiltable music holder is infinitely adjustable in
height and angle. Music desk depth 30 mm. Folds
very small, easy to carry.

10068-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€42,21

€50,65

10100-013-11 nickel-colored

1 pcs.

€14,95

€17,94

10100-013-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,95

€17,94

10111-000-00

1 pcs.

€3,91

€4,69

10700-000-11 nickel-colored

1 pcs.

€44,16

€52,99

10700-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€44,16

€52,99

10711-000-00

1 pcs.

€9,20

€11,04

10810-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€51,52

€61,82

10811-000-00

1 pcs.

€11,62

€13,94

11450-000-00

1 pcs.

€27,03

€32,43

11460-000-00

1 pcs.

€16,91

€20,29

11510-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€28,75

€34,50

11515-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€25,07

€30,08

11520-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€19,55

€23,46

11540-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€44,62

€53,54

115/6 Magnet

115/6 Magnet

11580 Power magnet

11581 Power magnet

11590 Sheet music holder

116/1 Wooden music stand

116/1 Wooden music stand

116/1 Wooden music stand

117 Wooden music stand

117 Wooden music stand

117 Wooden music stand

118/1 Orchestra music stand

118/1 Orchestra music stand

118/1 Orchestra music stand

118/1 Orchestra music stand

118/1 Orchestra music stand

A powerful magnet to hold sheet music to music
stands and other metal surfaces. Black plastic
covering with felt lining. With K&M logo.
A powerful magnet to hold sheet music to music
stands and other metal surfaces. Black plastic
covering with felt lining. Custom imprinting of
customer logos are available on request (plus
charges for special logo).
Strong magnetic power - mini size, easy to use.
Steel casing with K&M logo. 2 magnets in blister
packaging.
Strong magnetic power - mini size, easy to use.
Steel casing with K&M logo. 10 magnets in PET
bag).
The alternative to clothes pegs holding sheet music
in place – unobtrusive, virtually invisible and simple
to use. This patented sheet music holder resulted
from the schools&rsquo; talent competition
"Creative Minds 2011" and was awarded first prize
by the jury. The holder consists of a base section
with integrated magnets, which is secured under
the sheet music rest. The two caps at the ends of
the transparent rubber lace are plugged onto the
ends of the opened-out sheet holder on the sheet
music rest. Opened sheet music books, folders,
etc. are held securely, unaffected by the wind.
Music and text can be read through the transparent
lace and the pages can still be turned. The sheet
music holder is suitable for the music stands with
collapsible desk from König & Meyer&rsquo;s
product groups »Baseline« and »Topline«. The
small sheet music holder can be transported
folded, while on the stand.
An elegant music stand with an angular, 4-leg
design for optimum stability. Made from solid
beech. The stand is available in three natural
finishes.
An elegant music stand with an angular, 4-leg
design for optimum stability. Made from solid
beech. The stand is available in three natural
finishes.
An elegant music stand with an angular, 4-leg
design for optimum stability. Made from solid
beech. The stand is available in three natural
finishes.
Music stand with a curved baroque design. Made
from solid beech. The stand is available in three
natural finishes.
Music stand with a curved baroque design. Made
from solid beech. The stand is available in three
natural finishes.
Music stand with a curved baroque design. Made
from solid beech. The stand is available in three
natural finishes.
These professional-quality orchestra music stands
are rock-steady thanks to the die-cast base and
folding legs. A prismatic »V-block« connector
attaches the removable desk to the stand. Desks
are available in a variety of premium woods and
other materials.
These professional-quality orchestra music stands
are rock-steady thanks to the die-cast base and
folding legs. A prismatic »V-block« connector
attaches the removable desk to the stand. Desks
are available in a variety of premium woods and
other materials.
These professional-quality orchestra music stands
are rock-steady thanks to the die-cast base and
folding legs. A prismatic »V-block« connector
attaches the removable desk to the stand. Desks
are available in a variety of premium woods and
other materials.
These professional-quality orchestra music stands
are rock-steady thanks to the die-cast base and
folding legs. A prismatic »V-block« connector
attaches the removable desk to the stand. Desks
are available in a variety of premium woods and
other materials.
These professional-quality orchestra music stands
are rock-steady thanks to the die-cast base and
folding legs. A prismatic »V-block« connector
attaches the removable desk to the stand. Desks
are available in a variety of premium woods and
other materials.

11560-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,42

€2,90

11561-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,65

€3,17

11580-000-29 zinc-plated

2 pcs.

€3,34

€4,00

11581-000-29 zinc-plated

10 pcs.

€11,27

€13,52

11590-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€5,18

€6,21

11611-000-00 walnut

1 pcs.

€116,73

€140,07

11616-000-00 beech

1 pcs.

€116,73

€140,07

11617-000-00 cherrywood

1 pcs.

€116,73

€140,07

11701-000-00 walnut

1 pcs.

€127,65

€153,18

11706-000-00 beech

1 pcs.

€127,65

€153,18

11707-000-00 cherrywood

1 pcs.

€127,65

€153,18

11811-000-02 chrome stand, walnut wooden
2 pcs. desk €141,91

€170,29

11811-050-02 chrome stand, walnut wooden
1 pcs. desk

€71,88

€86,25

11812-000-02 chrome stand,
black wooden desk

€71,88

€86,25

11812-000-55 black stand, black wooden
1 pcs.
desk

€68,66

€82,39

11818-000-55 black stand, black aluminum
1 pcs. desk

€68,66

€82,39

1 pcs.

118/1 Orchestra music stand

118/3 Orchestra music stand
118/3 Orchestra music stand
118/4 Orchestra music stand

118/4 Orchestra music stand

These professional-quality orchestra music stands
are rock-steady thanks to the die-cast base and
folding legs. A prismatic »V-block« connector
attaches the removable desk to the stand. Desks
are available in a variety of premium woods and
other materials.
Like model 118/1, but desk has additional shelf.
Like model 118/1, but desk has additional shelf.
Similar to 118/1, with longer shaft for extended
stand height. Nickel stand with wooden music desk.

11819-500-02 chrome stand, beech wooden
1 pcs. desk

€72,34

€86,80

11831-000-02 chrome stand with walnut
1 pcs.
wooden desk€83,38
11832-000-02 chrome stand with black
1 pcs.
wooden desk €81,65
11841-000-02 chrome stand, walnut wooden
1 pcs. desk €80,73

€100,05
€97,98
€96,88

Similar to 118/1, with longer shaft for extended
11842-000-02 chrome stand, black wooden
1 pcs. desk
stand height. Nickel stand with wooden music desk.

11865 Orchestra music stand »Symphony«
Steel music desk with an original stamping in the
design of a waving music line. Metal base with
foldable feet. The music desk can be easily
attached due to its prismatic connector.
11870 Orchestra music stand
Powder coated aluminum music stand with a steel
plate. Connecting parts made out of durable plastic.
The music desk can be removed and attached
easily with its user friendly and practical quick
release mechanism. A large wing-nut makes it easy
to adjust the angle. The music desk can be
adjusted variably by clamping sleeves that protect
the surface. 2 piece rod combination.
11888 Orchestra music stand
Compact, all-aluminum orchestra stand
that&rsquo;s perfect for the traveling professional.
A prismatic »V-block« connector attaches the
removable desk to the stand.
11888 Orchestra music stand
Compact, all-aluminum orchestra stand
that&rsquo;s perfect for the traveling professional.
A prismatic »V-block« connector attaches the
removable desk to the stand.
11899 Orchestra music stand
Orchestra music stand with a lightweight perforated
steel music desk. Exclusive non-marring height
adjustment mechanism to protect the finish.
11900 Sound insulation stand
In keeping with the European Union directive on
noise abatement aimed at orchestras, the concave
plexiglass shield provides hearing protection for the
musician stationed in front of other performers. The
stand can be used on both sides, depending on
requirements. The stable tripod construction affords
safe usage and a long product life. The
shield&rsquo;s practical prismatic »V-block«
connector makes it quick and easy to connect to
the stand.
11930 Orchestra music stand »Overture«Stackable orchestra music stand with a
contemporary look. This music stand has been
specially designed for venues such as schools,
concert halls, halls etc. It is absolutely ideal for
whenever several orchestra music stands need to
be set up and cleared away quickly or when
storage space is limited. The minimum stacking
distance is only 70 mm. Height adjustment is very
easy by just using the clamping lever. The tension
of the lever can be adjusted to your needs. The
height can be continuously adjusted between 760
and 1300 mm. The angle of the music stand desk
can also be adjusted continuously. Trolley 11935000-55 for up to 12 orchestra music stands is also
optionally available for transport and storage.
11935 Wagon for orchestra music stands Very
»Overture«
solid and robust transport wagon for up to 12
»Overture« orchestra music stands. The wagon is
fitted with 2 castor wheels with locking brakes as
well as 2 heavy-duty castors. Different design
features as well as a safety cord prevent the stand
from tipping. When unloaded, the wagon can also
be stacked to save space.
11936 Storage box for wagon
Useful supplement for orchestra music stand
wagon 11935. Tools and accessories are safely
and tidily stored in the practical storage box.
Thanks to the covered recessed handles, the
storage can be easily put on and taken off the
wagon's frame.
11937 Cover for wagon
Cover made of wear-resistant nylon. Protects your
music stands 11930 from dust and dirt until the
nextconcert.
11940 Orchestra music stand
Powder-coated, perforated steel music stand with
plastic connecting elements. The music stand rest
can be attached and removed using the plastic,
user-friendly, quick-release lock. There is a large,
easy-to-use wing nut making adjustment of the tilt
easy. The stand can be freely adjusted to any
height using the non-scratch tension sleeve.

€80,73

€96,88

11865-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€45,89

€55,06

11870-015-55 black

1 pcs.

€42,21

€50,65

11888-000-55 black

2 pcs.

€135,36

€162,43

11888-050-55 black

1 pcs.

€69,81

€83,77

11899-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€49,68

€59,62

11900-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€95,22

€114,26

11930-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€51,75

€62,10

11935-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€296,36

€355,63

11936-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€38,53

€46,23

11937-000-00

1 pcs.

€15,53

€18,63

11940-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€33,35

€40,02

11960 Orchestra music stand

12120 Orchestra music stand

12125 Orchestra music stand

12140 Universal table-top stand

12150 Laptop stand

12152 Mouse rest
12155 Laptop stand

12179 Music stand

12180 Laptop stand

12185 Laptop stand

12210 Bracket

122a Tray

12218 Tray

122e Music stand light

122/6 Double music stand light

Stable orchestra music stand made out of steel.
11960-000-55 black
Connecting parts made out of durable plastic. The
music desk can be removed and attached easily
with its user friendly and practical quick release
mechanism. A large wing nut makes it easy to
adjust the angle. The music desk can be adjusted
variably by a clamping sleeve that protects the
surface.
A lightweight orchestra music stand with collapsible 12120-000-55 black
music desk made of plastic; perfect for mobile use.
The stand comes with a black nylon bag for easy
carrying.
Foldable music desk made of plastic; perfect for
12125-000-55 black
mobile use. The stand can be adjusted very high by
a double extension. A black nylon bag is included.

1 pcs.

€33,35

€40,02

1 pcs.

€40,14

€48,16

1 pcs.

€48,30

€57,96

Foldable 3 legged table-top tripod for laptops and
multimedia equipment, also suitable for
manuscripts, lecture notes, sheet music, etc. The
continuous-tilt mounting plate is simply attached
with a prismatic connector to the stand.
Height adjustable tripod with ergonomic clamping
elements. The laptop rest plate can be easily
attached to the bottom part by a prismatic
connection. Includes a clampable mouse rest.
Clampable mouse rest for tubes up to 30 mm
diameter.Mouse pad included.
The convenient and comfortably sized laptop rest
of 400 x 290 mm is large enough to hold
notebooks, laptops or similar products in a range of
sizes. The V-shaped connector means the laptop
rest can be quickly detached for transport. Its angle
can also be altered to any position with the
clamping lever. The stable 3-legged base section
folds compactly.
Locking base with U-profile steel legs. Legs are
foldable for easy transport. With a special locking
mechanism in the base the legs lock tightly, making
the stand ultra stable. The removable perforated
steel music desk attaches to the stand with 2
locking screws.
This practical and extremely stable table stand is
perfect for laptops, DJ systems and other
multimedia equipment. The support arms can very
quickly and easily be tilted to max. 33º in 5 stages.
Self-adhesive rubber protectors and soft caps
protect the equipment. The table stand has a height
of 300 mm. There is sufficient room between the
base sections for an additional 10" unit (battle
mixer, etc.).
The laptop stand offers stability and safety. The
generously sized tray provides space for all
common laptops. Thanks to the adjustable
clamping bolts with rubber caps, the laptop is
protected and can be secured safely on the stand.
To secure the laptop, the clamping bolts are
pressed on the laptop using wing nuts. The height
of the stand can be adjusted variably. For transport
the tray can be removed easily without the use of
tools. The robust tripod legs quickly collapse
together into a compact and easy to carry package.

12140-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€38,30

€45,95

12150-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€87,40

€104,88

12152-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€29,21

€35,05

12155-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€46,12

€55,34

12179-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€38,64

€46,37

12180-013-55 black

1 pcs.

€50,72

€60,86

12185-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€62,10

€74,52

Universal bracket with clamping screw fits all tube
diameters ranging from 7 to 30 mm. Two drill holes
with ø 5.2 mm provide for the mounting of an array
of different instrument pegs, trays and other
accessories.
A practical music and instrument tray made of
wood with felt inner-lining. Attaches to K&M stands
with tubing diameter up to 30 mm.
A practical music and instrument tray made of
aluminum with felt inner-lining. Attaches to K&M
stands with tubing diameter up to 30 mm.
Classic music stand light with black light shade.
Three-way tilt adjustment for precise placement.
Two meter electrical cable with on-off switch and
Euro-style plug. One tubular bulb included. Uses
only tubular bulbs with a maximum rating of 25
watts. In-door use only.
Double music stand light (320 mm) with black light
shades. Three-way tilt adjustment for precise
placement. Two meter electrical cable with on-off
switch and Euro-style plug. Two tubular bulbs
included. Uses only tubular bulbs with a maximum
rating of 25 watts. In-door use only.

12210-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,13

€8,56

12211-000-55 walnut

1 pcs.

€20,36

€24,43

12218-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€22,31

€26,77

12250-013-55 black

1 pcs.

€22,43

€26,91

12260-013-55 black

1 pcs.

€36,34

€43,61

12270 Music stand light »Twin Head«

Another "highlight" from König & Meyer&rsquo;s
range of lights. The exceptionally flexible goose
neck allows the musician to choose either a
focussed beam or flat light. Each lamp head
contains a pack with four LEDs, which can be
switched on or off individually. The latest LED
technology guarantees a bright source of light, long
product life and minimal consumption of energy.
The light is attached to surfaces with a maximum
thickness of 25 mm using the clip. This multipurpose attractive lamp functions with batteries or
external power supply. The power pack and 3
batteries are included in the delivery.
Double music stand light (320 mm) with black light
shades. With elegant gooseneck for precise
placement. Two meter electrical cable with on-off
switch and Euro-style plug. Two tubular bulbs
included. Uses only tubular bulbs with a maximum
rating of 25 watts. In-door use only.
Replacement tubular light bulb for 12250-000-55,
12260-000-55 and 12275-000-55.
Replacement tubular light bulb for 12250-000-55,
12260-000-55 and 12275-000-55.
Perfect lighting for any situation. Equipped with 12
energy saving and durable LEDs guaranteeing
optimal music desk lighting. The brightness is
adjusted using a variable dimmer switch. The
flexible goose neck ensures that the light is ideally
positioned. A handy clip provides for easy
attachment to all music desks with a thickness of
25 mm. A power supply with a 3 m cord is included.

12270-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€24,27

€29,12

12275-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€56,35

€67,62

12290-000-00

1 pcs.

€3,57

€4,28

12293-000-00

1 pcs.

€12,65

€15,18

12295-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€39,91

€47,89

12296 LED piano lamp

12296-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€54,05

€64,86

12297

Piano lamp with an elegant design, perfect for
stage and digital pianos. State-of-the art LED
technology guarantees bright light (12 LEDs, 2500
Lux), long life and low energy consumption.
Optimum positioning thanks to a long, flexible
goose neck (405 mm length). Heavy base ensures
stable positioning. Includes power adapter.
LED piano lamp
Piano light with an elegant design. State-of-the art
LED technology guarantees bright light (12 LEDs,
2500 Lux), long life and low energy consumption.
Optimum positioning thanks to a long, flexible
goose neck (415 mm length). Heavy base ensures
stable positioning. Includes power adapter.
LED piano lamp
Piano light with an elegant design. State-of-the art
LED technology guarantees bright light (12 LEDs,
2500 Lux), long life and low energy consumption.
Optimum positioning thanks to a long, flexible
goose neck (415 mm length). Heavy base ensures
stable positioning. Includes power adapter.
LED piano lamp
Piano light with an elegant design. State-of-the art
LED technology guarantees bright light (12 LEDs,
2500 Lux), long life and low energy consumption.
Optimum positioning thanks to a long, flexible
goose neck (415 mm length). Heavy base ensures
stable positioning. Includes power adapter.
LED piano lamp
Piano light with an elegant design. State-of-the art
LED technology guarantees bright light (12 LEDs,
2500 Lux), long life and low energy consumption.
Optimum positioning thanks to a long, flexible
goose neck (415 mm length). Heavy base ensures
stable positioning. Includes power adapter.
Orchestra conductor stand
A conductor's desk for mobile or stationary use.
There are pull-out music racks on both sides made
of black wood. The bottom part, which is made of
black powder-coated steel tubes, is quick and easy
to set up and fold back up, and it is convenient to
transport in just two parts.
Promotional board (excl. Logo)
Board facing the audience for affixing logos and
promotional use. Quick mounting and removal
without tools using 2 clamping screws (included in
delivery). Optional: foil lettering to customer
specifications.
Advertising panel for orchestra music
Advertising
desks panel for mounting to orchestra music
desks. The advertising panel is attached to the
music desk using two clamps and can be attached
and removed easily. The advertising panel is made
out of aluminum with a dimension of 520 x 800 mm
and provides enough space for your individual
message.

12297-000-40 gold-colored

1 pcs.

€54,05

€64,86

12297-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€54,05

€64,86

12297-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€54,05

€64,86

12297-000-63 silver

1 pcs.

€54,05

€64,86

12342-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€205,16

€246,19

12383-000-81 silver

1 pcs.

€20,93

€25,12

12384-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€47,96

€57,55

12275 Double music stand light

12290 Replacement bulb
12293 LED replacement bulb
12295 Music stand light

12297

12297

12297

12342

12383

12384

12386 Lectern »Ovation Pro«

Sturdy, sloping extruded aluminum column, with
12386-000-81 silver
raised legs (for plenty of leg room). Elegant
manuscript rest with an embossed aluminum
surface and stop rail. Height and angle are infinitely
adjustable. Elegant cable management with feedthrough bushing and cable clips. Two 3-pin XLR
microphone sockets, acoustically insulated for
recording with gooseneck or other lightweight
microphones with XLR plugs (not included).

€724,73

€869,68

12387 Protective cover for lectern

12387-000-00

1 pcs.

€100,40

€120,47

12388

12388-000-00

1 pcs.

€647,57

€777,08

12400-000-11 nickel-colored

1 pcs.

€10,93

€13,11

12440-000-00 4 color set

22 pcs.

€81,88

€98,26

12440-012-54 blue

12 pcs.

€46,23

€55,48

12440-012-59 red

12 pcs.

€46,23

€55,48

12440-012-60 green

12 pcs.

€46,23

€55,48

12440-012-61 yellow

12 pcs.

€46,23

€55,48

12450-000-00 4 color set

22 pcs.

€81,88

€98,26

12450-012-54 blue

12 pcs.

€46,23

€55,48

12450-012-59 red

12 pcs.

€46,23

€55,48

12450-012-60 green

12 pcs.

€46,23

€55,48

13020-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,91

€20,29

13100-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€12,08

€14,49

13330-000-01 nickel

1 pcs.

€63,02

€75,62

13400-000-02 legs chrome, seating beech
1 pcs.wood natural
€102,35

€122,82

13405-000-02 legs chrome, seating black
1 pcs.

€106,38

€127,65

13410-000-02 legs chrome, seating beech
1 pcs.wood natural
€125,35

€150,42

13415-000-02 legs chrome, seating black
1 pcs.

€155,94

124
12440

12440

12440

12440

12440

12450

12450

12450

12450

13020

131
133/3

13400

13405

13410

13415

Tear-proof, water-repellent nylon fabric with linenlike look, foamed cover. Zip closure, two carrying
straps and a shoulder strap. Black.
Transportation case (hard case) forStable,
Lectern
plastic case with aluminum edges and
casters. Foamed compartments for housing the
folded lectern and accessories. Black.
Table music stand
Expandable, folding table-top music stand with
sheet music retainers.
Uni-Boy »Book« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc. Available in 22-piece promotion package with 4
assorted colors (blue, red, yellow, green).
Uni-Boy »Book« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc.
Uni-Boy »Book« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc.
Uni-Boy »Book« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc.
Uni-Boy »Book« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc.
Uni-Boy »Classic« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc. Available in 22-piece promotion package with 4
assorted colors (blue, red, yellow, green).
Uni-Boy »Classic« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc.
Uni-Boy »Classic« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc.
Uni-Boy »Classic« stand
The versatile Uni-Boy: a multi-purpose table-top
stand for sheet music, books, magazines, reports
etc.
File holder
Neat and tidy! Keep track of your sheet music and
make sure it is always in easy reach with König &
Meyer's new file holder. Its stable construction will
not feel the strain - even under the weight of the
thickest of files. The holder can be folded very
compactly for transport. The integrated tapped
holes allow you to mount a variety of instrument
pegs for clarinet, flute, oboe, etc. The rubber end
caps protect floors and ensure stability.
Music holder
Small, collapsible music holder attaches to any
stand with a diameter of up to 30 mm.
Bass drum stand
Designed for large marching drums. Upper rack
covered with silicone rubber. Easy heightadjustment, foldable.
Stacking chair
Stable stackable multi-purpose chair with seating
made of multi-ply laminated beech wood. Color:
natural. Long-lasting, high-quality framing made of
chrome-plated steel tubes. Up to 10 chairs can be
stacked.
Stacking chair
Stable stackable multi-purpose chair with seating
made of multi-ply laminated beech wood. Color:
black. Long-lasting, high-quality framing made of
chrome-plated steel tubes. Up to 10 chairs can be
stacked.
Stacking chair
Stable stackable multi-purpose chair with seating
made of multi-ply laminated beech wood. Color:
natural. Long-lasting, high-quality framing made of
chrome-plated steel tubes. Up to 10 chairs can be
stacked. Seat cushion upholstered with durable
black fabric.
Stacking chair
Stable stackable multi-purpose chair with seating
made of multi-ply laminated beech wood. Color:
black. Long-lasting, high-quality framing made of
chrome-plated steel tubes. Up to 10 chairs can be
stacked. Seat cushion upholstered with durable
black fabric.

1 pcs.

€129,95

13420 Musician’s chair

Stable comfortable musician&rsquo;s chair with
13420-000-55 black
upholstered seat and backrest. The seat and
backrest are made from multi-ply laminated wood.
The fabric is 100% polyester and has a durability
rating of 100,000 abrasion resistance cycles. The
black powder-coated base is made from sturdy
steel tubes with 2 mm wall thickness. The product
has the following practical features: low-noise
plastic glides, stacking racks and stacking
protection. The rounded seat cushion with
ventilation holes and the breathable foam provide
for comfortable seating.
Professional orchestra chair with upholstered seat 13430-000-55 black
and backrest. Cushioning and fabric (Trevira CS)
are made from inherently fire-resistant materials.
The black fabric has a durability rating of 100,000
abrasion resistance cycles. The black powdercoated base is made from sturdy steel tubes with 2
mm wall thickness. The product has the following
useful features: low-noise plastic glides, stacking
racks and stacking protection. The rounded seat
cushion with ventilation holes and the breathable
foam provide for comfortable seating.
Comfortable professional orchestra chair with
13440-000-55 black
upholstered seat and backrest. Cushioning and
fabric (Trevira CS) are made from inherently fireresistant materials. The black fabric has a durability
rating of 100,000 abrasion resistance cycles. The
black powder-coated base is made from sturdy
steel tubes with 2 mm wall thickness. The
pneumatic seat height adjustment is variable using
a release lever. The height of the backrest and the
seat angle are also adjustable. The product has the
following useful features: low-noise plastic glides,
stacking grooves and stacking protection. The
rounded seat cushion with ventilation holes and the
breathable foam provide for comfortable seating.

1 pcs.

€143,75

€172,50

1 pcs.

€161,00

€193,20

1 pcs.

€396,75

€476,10

Fully adjustable bass chair with upholstered seat
13460-000-55 black
and backrest. Cushioning and fabric (Trevira CS)
are made from inherently fire-resistant materials.
The black fabric has a durability rating of 100,000
abrasion resistance cycles. The black powdercoated 5 leg base provides perfect stability. The
footrest height adjustment is variable and the
comfortable seat with leg recesses provides for
additional comfort. The pneumatic seat height
adjustment is variable using a release lever. The
height of the backrest and the seat angle are also
adjustable.
13470 Chair for Percussion, Cello and Harp
Fully adjustable percussion chair with upholstered 13470-000-55 black
seat and backrest. Cushioning and fabric (Trevira
CS) are made from inherently fire-resistant
materials. The black fabric has a durability rating of
100,000 abrasion resistance cycles. The black
powder-coated 5 leg base provides perfect stability.
The pneumatic seat height adjustment is variable
using a release lever. The height of the backrest
and the seat angle are also adjustable. Typical for
a percussion chair, the seat is rotatable.
13480 Chair for Kettledrums and Conductor’s
Fully adjustable kettle drum / conductor chair with 13480-000-55 black
upholstered seat and backrest. Cushioning and
fabric (Trevira CS) are made from inherently fireresistant materials. The black fabric has a durability
rating of 100,000 abrasion resistance cycles. The
black powder-coated 5 leg base provides perfect
stability. The footrest height adjustment is variable
providing additional comfort. The pneumatic seat
height adjustment is variable using a release lever.
The height of the backrest and the seat angle are
also adjustable. Including a rotating seat.

1 pcs.

€396,75

€476,10

1 pcs.

€335,80

€402,96

1 pcs.

€402,50

€483,00

13490 Chair cart

1 pcs.

€86,25

€103,50

1 pcs.

€66,70

€80,04

13430 Orchestra chair

13440 Orchestra chair

13460 Bass stool

13500 Percussion table

Very durable and stable transport cart for all kinds 13490-000-55 black
of musician&rsquo;s i.e. orchestra chairs. Powdercoated low steel frame. Four casters, two of them
lockable provide the highest possible flexibility.
Compact and small overall size.
The stable and practical percussion stand provides 13500-000-55 black
more than enough space for a variety of
accessories. The large robust steel tray is open to
one side and is covered with noise dampening felt.
For transport, the tray can be removed easily
without the use of tools. The robust tripod legs
quickly collapse together into a compact and easy
to carry package.

13700 Piano bench - wooden-frame

13701 Piano bench - wooden-frame

13710 Piano bench - wooden-frame

13711 Piano bench - wooden-frame

13720 Piano bench - wooden-frame

13730 Piano bench - wooden-frame

13740 Piano bench - wooden-frame

13751 Piano bench - wooden-frame

13800 Seat cushion - velvet

13801 Seat cushion - velvet

13802 Seat cushion - velvet

13803 Seat cushion - velvet

13820 Seat cushion - imitation leather

Piano bench wooden-frame. Solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable
legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench wooden-frame. Solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable
legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench wooden-frame. Solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable
legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench wooden-frame. Solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable
legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench wooden-frame. Solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable
legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench wooden-frame. Solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable
legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench wooden-frame. Solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable
legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench wooden-frame. Solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable
legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with a soft velvet
cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in the
wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.
Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with a soft velvet
cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in the
wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.
Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with a soft velvet
cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in the
wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.
Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with a soft velvet
cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in the
wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.
Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with an imitation
leather cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in
the wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.

13700-000-20 black matt finish

1 pcs.

€121,44

€145,73

13701-000-21 black glossy finish

1 pcs.

€121,44

€145,73

13710-000-22 white matt finish

1 pcs.

€121,44

€145,73

13711-000-23 white glossy finish

1 pcs.

€121,44

€145,73

13720-000-24 rosewood matt finish 1 pcs.

€121,44

€145,73

13730-000-26 walnut matt finish

1 pcs.

€121,44

€145,73

13740-000-28 cherry matt finish

1 pcs.

€121,44

€145,73

13751-000-31 mahogany glossy finish1 pcs.

€121,44

€145,73

13800-100-00 black

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

13801-101-00 brown

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

13802-102-00 red

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

13803-103-00 hazelnut

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

13820-200-00 black

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

13821 Seat cushion - imitation leather

13821-201-00 brown

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

13824

13824-204-00 white

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

13840-400-00 black

1 pcs.

€52,10

€62,51

13841-401-00 brown

1 pcs.

€52,10

€62,51

13900-100-20 bench black matt finish,1 seat
pcs. black velvet
€137,31

€164,77

13901-100-21 bench black glossy finish,
1 pcs.
seat black velvet
€137,31

€164,77

13840

13841

13900

13901

13910

13911

13950

Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with an imitation
leather cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in
the wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.
Seat cushion - imitation leather
Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with an imitation
leather cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in
the wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.
Seat cushion - leather
Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with a leather
cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in the
wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.
Seat cushion - leather
Seat cushion for piano benches 13700 through
13751 made out of MDF material with a leather
cover. The seat cushion is simply placed in the
wooden frame of the piano bench. Any time you
wish - or according to wear and tear - a
replacement cushion can be ordered. Replacing
the old cushion is very simple.
Piano bench
Complete piano bench of solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of black matt
polyester finish. Stable legs with non-slip rubber
end-caps. Dual crossbar mechanism for easy and
precise height adjustment. Heavy duty seat cushion
made out of MDF material with black velvet cover.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench
Complete piano bench of solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of black glossy
polyester finish. Stable legs with non-slip rubber
end-caps. Dual crossbar mechanism for easy and
precise height adjustment. Heavy duty seat cushion
made out of MDF material with black velvet cover.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
Piano bench
Complete piano bench of solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of black matt
polyester finish. Stable legs with non-slip rubber
end-caps. Dual crossbar mechanism for easy and
precise height adjustment. Heavy duty seat cushion
made out of MDF material with black imitation
leather cover. The piano bench ships flat and is
easy to assemble.
Piano bench
Complete piano bench of solid European beech
wood, varnished with four coats of black glossy
polyester finish. Stable legs with non-slip rubber
end-caps. Dual crossbar mechanism for easy and
precise height adjustment. Heavy duty seat cushion
made out of MDF material with black imitation
leather cover. The piano bench ships flat and is
easy to assemble.
Piano bench with sheet music storage
Complete piano bench with seat cushion and
integrated sheet music storage. Solid European
beech wood, varnished with four coats of polyester.
Stable legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual
crossbar mechanism for easy and precise height
adjustment. Heavy duty seat cushion made out of
MDF material with black velvet cover. The piano
bench ships flat and is easy to assemble.

13910-200-20 bench black matt finish,1 seat
pcs. black imitation
€137,31
leather €164,77

13911-200-21 bench black glossy finish,
1 pcs.
seat black imitation
€137,31 leather
€164,77

13950-100-21 bench black glossy finish,
1 pcs.
seat black velvet
€290,49

€348,59

13951 Piano bench with sheet music storage
Complete piano bench with seat cushion and
13951-200-21 bench black glossy finish,
1 pcs.
seat black imitation
€290,49 leather
€348,59
integrated sheet music storage. Solid European
beech wood, varnished with four coats of polyester.
Stable legs with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual
crossbar mechanism for easy and precise height
adjustment. Heavy duty seat cushion made out of
MDF material with black imitation leather cover.
The piano bench ships flat and is easy to
assemble.
13980 Piano bench with quilted seat cushion
Complete piano bench with a high quality quilted
13980-200-21 bench black glossy finish,
1 pcs.
seat black imitation
€272,21 leather
€326,65
seat cushion. Solid European beech wood,
varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable legs
with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
Heavy duty seat cushion made out of MDF material
with quilted black imitation leather cover. The piano
bench ships flat and is easy to assemble.

13981 Piano bench with quilted seat cushion
Complete piano bench with a high quality quilted
13981-400-21 bench black glossy finish,
1 pcs.
seat black leather
€366,62
€439,94
seat cushion. Solid European beech wood,
varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable legs
with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
Heavy duty seat cushion made out of MDF material
with quilted black leather cover. The piano bench
ships flat and is easy to assemble.
13990 Piano bench
Complete piano bench made of solid European
13990-200-21 bench black glossy finish,
1 pcs.
seat black imitation
€241,62 leather
€289,94
beech wood. Black highgloss finish with imitation
leather upholstery. Securely glue-laminated legs
with anti-slip feet that won&rsquo;t mark floors.
Easy-to-use, precise and specially-designed height
adjustment.
13995 Piano bench with quilted seat cushion
Complete piano bench with a high quality quilted
13995-400-21 bench black glossy finish,
1 pcs.
seat black leather
€523,71
€628,45
seat cushion. Solid European beech wood,
varnished with four coats of polyester. Stable legs
with non-slip rubber end-caps. Dual crossbar
mechanism for easy and precise height adjustment.
Heavy duty seat cushion made out of MDF material
with quilted black imitation leather cover. The piano
bench ships flat and is easy to assemble.
14000 Drummer's throne »Gomezz«

14003 Carrying case

14005 Backrest for »Gomezz«

14010 Drummer’s throne »Piccolino«

14015 Drummer's throne

14016 Drummer's throne

Professional drummer&rsquo;s throne: stable,
foldable 3-leg base with fixed large rubber end
caps for good floor contact and shock absorption.
Continuous height adjustment by a notched system
with 10 mm steps for a quick and precise height
positioning. Locking height adjustment mechanism
features a comfortable pull-button and handy
clamping lever. Very sturdy and unique rod
combination. The detachable seat features an
innovative die-cast flange. The seat is wobble-free
thanks to a clamping lever which permits a seat
rotation from loose to fixed position. The ergonomic
seat reduces pressure on the drummer&rsquo;s
thighs. Perfect comfort from sophisticated
upholstery in black, high quality grained soft
imitation leather. As a world-wide first, this
drummer&rsquo;s throne has 4 threaded screw
sockets on the bottom side of the seat to attach a
ButtKicker.
Sturdy carrying case for drum throne »Gomezz«
14000. Tearproof nylon material, water-resistant.
The case comes with padded handles and an
adjustable shoulder strap. Plastic rubber feet
protect the bottom of the case. 2 internal
compartments separate base from the seat.
Stable and comfortable backrest for the drummer
throne »Gomezz«. The comfortable oval backrest is
upholstered with durable imitation leather. The
height and depth of the backrest adjustment is
variable using the knurled screws. Included in the
delivery is the backrest holder which is screwed
onto the seat.
Low Rider! The smallest drum throne in the K&M
series really does have depth. With a height
adjustment from 363 – 453 mm, it is the ideal
companion for drummers who prefer lower seating.
It&rsquo;s great for children too. There is a simpleto-use clamp with a patented push-button system
for fine height adjustment in 15 mm steps. A
comfortable clamping lever functions to provide
extra stability and snug positioning. The small
footprint diameter of 430 mm is ideal when space is
restricted and is also a feature contribu- ting to the
stability of the throne. The comfortable cushioned
seat with a durable, tough imitation leather cover
has a diameter of 300 mm and does an excellent
job - even when you&rsquo;re playing over long
periods of time. The rotational stiffness can be
freely adjusted from easy to taut.
Sturdy, professional drum throne with foldable 3-leg
base. Wide base for added stability. Wobble-free
locking height-adjustment mechanism is extremely
functional and user-friendly.
Sturdy, professional drum throne with foldable 3-leg
base. Wide base for added stability. Wobble-free
locking height-adjustment mechanism is extremely
functional and user-friendly.

14000-000-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€154,79

€185,75

14003-000-00

1 pcs.

€30,02

€36,02

14005-000-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€50,03

€60,03

14010-000-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€61,87

€74,24

14015-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€80,39

€96,46

14016-000-55 black fabric

€82,11

€98,53

1 pcs.

14020 Drummer’s throne »Picco«

14030 Drummer’s throne »Grande«

14032 Backrest

14033 Backrest

14041 Carrying case

14044 Stool

14045 Stool

14046 Pneumatic stool

14047 Pneumatic stool

The »Picco« drummer&rsquo;s throne is a good
choice, not just for the beginner, but for the
advanced player too. A unique clamp with a
patented push-button system affords user-friendly
height adjustment. The handy clamping lever
provides additional stability and a precisely fitted
position. The stable double-braced steel leg
construction with large floor protectors is the soul of
this robust and reliable introductory model. The
height is adjustable in 15 mm intervals from 481 to
661 mm. The small footprint with a diameter of 540
mm makes the throne ideal when space is at a
premium – and it is nonetheless stable. The
comfortable upholstered seat with a durable, nonslip leather cover and a diameter of 300 mm does a
great job, even when used over long periods of
time. The swivel feature can be adjusted from
smooth to stiff using the easy-to-use wing nut.
The »Grande« drummer&rsquo;s throne is an all
rounder, demonstrating comfort and excellent
stability. The tried-and-tested precision height
adjustment mechanism with a ratchet knob and
clamping lever allows height adjustment at 10 mm
intervals. The stable double-braced steel leg
construction and robust floor protectors provide a
good grip. The comfortable upholstered seat (ø 330
mm) with a durable, resistant cover makes
fatigueless playing for hours possible. The swivel
feature can be adjusted from smooth to stiff using
the easy-to-use wing nut. Height can be adjusted
from 490 to 690 mm. Medium footprint of 620 mm
provides good stability even when space is at a
premium.
Stable and comfortable backrest for different
drummer seats and stools. The comfortable oval
backrest is upholstered with durable imitation
leather. The height and depth of the backrest
adjustment is variable using the knurled screws.
Stable and comfortable backrest for different
drummer seats and stools. The comfortable oval
backrest is upholstered with durable fabric. The
height and depth of the backrest adjustment is
variable using the knurled screws.
Sturdy carrying case for stools 14044/14045 and
14046/14047.Tearproof nylon material, waterresistant. The case comes with padded handles
and an adjustable shoulder strap. Plastic rubber
feet protect the bottom of the case. Reinforced
outer shell to protect the stands.
No matter whether you play guitar, keyboard or
another instrument, this redesigned stool lends the
right support for your back every time you play. The
ergonomically shaped seat will perceptibly relieve
pressure on your back and prevent premature
tiredness. Moreover, the seat, which is covered
with fabric, can be freely adjusted to any angle. The
height can be adjusted from 600 to 900 mm to suit
every individual. The practical and beneficial foot
rest can also be height adjusted. The robust
construction of the legs and the integrated foot end
caps ensure the stool is sturdy and safe. The stool
can be folded flat for transport.
No matter whether you play guitar, keyboard or
another instrument, this redesigned stool lends the
right support for your back every time you play. The
ergonomically shaped seat will perceptibly relieve
pressure on your back and prevent premature
tiredness. Moreover, the seat, which is covered
with imitation leather, can be freely adjusted to any
angle. The height can be adjusted from 600 to 900
mm to suit every individual. The practical and
beneficial foot rest can also be height adjusted. The
robust construction of the legs and the integrated
foot end caps ensure the stool is sturdy and safe.
The stool can be folded flat for transport.

14020-000-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€65,44

€78,52

14030-000-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€85,68

€102,81

14032-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€45,89

€55,06

14033-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€47,50

€56,99

14041-000-00

1 pcs.

€35,08

€42,09

14044-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€120,18

€144,21

14045-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€120,18

€144,21

The stool with power! The popular and functional
stool 14044/14045 has been upgraded again.The
secret lies in the integrated pneumatic spring for
effortless and comfortable height adjustment.
Simply release the clamping knob and it
couldn&rsquo;t be easier to adjust the height.
The stool with power! The popular and functional
stool 14044/14045 has been upgraded again.The
secret lies in the integrated pneumatic spring for
effortless and comfortable height adjustment.
Simply release the clamping knob and it
couldn&rsquo;t be easier to adjust the height.

14046-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€145,36

€174,43

14047-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€145,36

€174,43

14051 Footrest

14052 Stool

14053 Stool

14055 Drummer's throne »Nick«

14056 Drummer's throne »Nick«

14060 Stool

14061 Pneumatic stool

14065 Keyboard bench

14066 Keyboard bench

14068 Carrying case

14075 Keyboard bench

14076 Keyboard bench

14077 Keyboard bench

Attaches to K&M stool 14052/14053, drum thrones
14015/14016 and 14055/14056. Steel construction.
Footrest folds away for freedom of movement.
Multi-purpose stool, ideal for keyboardists, bassists,
etc. Very sturdy tripod base. Wobble-free height
adjustment mechanism, foldable. Large,
comfortable seat covered with black imitation
leather or wear-resistant black fabric.
Multi-purpose stool, ideal for keyboardists, bassists,
etc. Very sturdy tripod base. Wobble-free height
adjustment mechanism, foldable. Large,
comfortable seat covered with black imitation
leather or wear-resistant black fabric.
A sturdy, high-quality drum throne featuring an
ergonomically-designed seat. Wobble-free locking
height-adjustment mechanism is extremely
functional and user-friendly. Large 3-foot radius for
best-possible stability. Fully-foldable. Molded seat
covered with black imitation leather or wearresistant black fabric.
A sturdy, high-quality drum throne featuring an
ergonomically-designed seat. Wobble-free locking
height-adjustment mechanism is extremely
functional and user-friendly. Large 3-foot radius for
best-possible stability. Fully-foldable. Molded seat
covered with black imitation leather or wearresistant black fabric.
It does not matter if you are playing guitar,
keyboard or any other instrument; this practical
stool provides you with the necessary support. The
angle of the round imitation leather upholstered
seat can be adjusted variably. The ideal position is
easy to find - the stool&rsquo;s height can be
adjusted between 600 and 900 mm. To provide for
more comfort the footrest is also height adjustable.
The sturdy base construction with integrated
adjustable end caps ensure solid and stable
footing. Great for transport! The stool is collapsible
for easy and compact transport.
The stool is equipped with a powerful pneumatic
spring. It does not matter if you are playing guitar,
keyboard or any other instrument; this practical
stool provides you with the necessary support. The
angle of the round imitation leather upholstered
seat can be adjusted variably. The ideal position is
easy to find - the stool&rsquo;s height can be
adjusted between 600 and 900 mm. Thanks to the
integrated pneumatic spring, the height of the stool
can be adjusted effortlessly. To provide for more
comfort, the footrest is also height adjustable. The
sturdy base construction with integrated adjustable
end caps ensure solid and stable footing. Great for
transport! The stool is collapsible for easy and
compact transport.
Comfortable keyboard bench with high quality black
imitation leather or wear-resistant black fabric seat
540 x 300 mm, height-adjustable, wobble-free
design, collapsible for easy transport.
Comfortable keyboard bench with high quality black
imitation leather or wear-resistant black fabric seat
540 x 300 mm, height-adjustable, wobble-free
design, collapsible for easy transport.
Sturdy carrying case for different keyboard
benches. Tearproof nylon material, water-resistant.
The case comes with padded handles and an
adjustable shoulder strap. Plastic rubber feet
protect the bottom of the case.
Extremely wide keyboard bench, sturdy tubular
steel, height-adjustable, wobble-free design,
collapsible for easy transport, black imitation
leather or wear-resistant black fabric seat 650 x
300 mm.
Extremely wide keyboard bench, sturdy tubular
steel, height-adjustable, wobble-free design,
collapsible for easy transport, black imitation
leather or wear-resistant black fabric seat 650 x
300 mm.
Extremely wide keyboard bench, sturdy tubular
steel, height-adjustable, wobble-free design,
collapsible for easy transport, black imitation
leather or wear-resistant black fabric seat 650 x
300 mm.

14051-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€24,50

€29,39

14052-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€120,29

€144,35

14053-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€121,56

€145,87

14055-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€102,47

€122,96

14056-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€105,46

€126,55

14060-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€102,35

€122,82

14061-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€121,90

€146,28

14065-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€47,04

€56,44

14066-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€48,19

€57,82

14068-000-00

1 pcs.

€26,91

€32,29

14075-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€61,99

€74,38

14076-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€61,99

€74,38

14077-000-76 pure white imitation leather
1 pcs.

€77,05

€92,46

14080 Piano bench »Uplift«

14080 Piano bench »Uplift«

14081 Piano bench »Uplift«

14085 Piano bench

14086 Piano bench

14091 Stage stool

14092 Piano stool

14093 Piano stool

14094 Stage stool

This advanced piano bench offers the pianist pure
comfort. Built-in pneumatic springs allow the height
of the bench to be adjusted while sitting
comfortably. Your preferred sitting position can be
found in no time at all with the easy-to-use
adjustment handle. The compact steel construction
and large round floor protectors make this
attractively designed bench extremely stable.
Excellent sitting comfort is achieved by a wearresistant imitation leather seat covering for
enjoyable and relaxed piano playing.
This advanced piano bench offers the pianist pure
comfort. Built-in pneumatic springs allow the height
of the bench to be adjusted while sitting
comfortably. Your preferred sitting position can be
found in no time at all with the easy-to-use
adjustment handle. The compact steel construction
and large round floor protectors make this
attractively designed bench extremely stable.
Excellent sitting comfort is achieved by a wearresistant imitation leather seat covering for
enjoyable and relaxed piano playing.
This advanced piano bench offers the pianist pure
comfort. Built-in pneumatic springs allow the height
of the bench to be adjusted while sitting
comfortably. Your preferred sitting position can be
found in no time at all with the easy-to-use
adjustment handle. The compact steel construction
and large round floor protectors make this
attractively designed bench extremely stable.
Excellent sitting comfort is achieved by a wearresistant fabric seat covering for enjoyable and
relaxed piano playing.
Its compact steel tubing construction and large
round foot end caps make this attractive bench
significantly more stable. Excellent sitting comfort is
achieved by an attractive skai leather seat covering
for enjoyable and relaxed keyboard playing. The
two sided spring-loaded locking screws make
precision height adjustment easy. There is an
engraved height scale to find your personal setting
with ease. The bench complements keyboard table
18810.
Its compact steel tubing construction and large
round foot end caps make this attractive bench
significantly more stable. Excellent sitting comfort is
achieved by a wear-resistant fabric seat covering
for enjoyable and relaxed keyboard playing. The
two sided spring-loaded locking screws make
precision height adjustment easy. There is an
engraved height scale to find your personal setting
with ease. The bench complements keyboard table
18810.
Perfect Appearance! The comfortable stage stool is
not only easy on the eyes, its ergonomic saddle
seat convinces through its extraordinary seating
comfort. The height adjustable foot rest is in the
form of a ring. The large circular base with the
rubber ring provides reliable stability. The height of
the stage stool is easily adjusted from 590 to 840
mm with the help of the integrated pneumatic
spring.
Perfect Position. You are always sitting in the right
position with this comfortable piano stool. The
round seating area and heavy duty imitation leather
cover with a diameter of 350 mm provide
extraordinary seating comfort. The height
adjustment is variable thanks to an integrated
pneumatic spring. The lever is located under the
seat and is easy to operate. The settings vary from
470 and 600 mm.
Perfect Position. You are always sitting in the right
position with this comfortable piano stool. The
rectangular seating area and heavy duty immitation
leather cover with dimensions of 430 x 330 mm
provide extraordinary seating comfort. The height
adjustment is variable thanks to an integrated
pneumatic spring. The lever is located under the
seat and is easy to operate. The settings vary from
470 and 600 mm.
Classic stool with "Stop & Go" casters. The flexible
caster stool can be used on stage, in studio and
rehearsal rooms. The weight-dependent breaking
function of the innovative casters can be turned on
or off through a small adjustment ring depending on
the desired degree of freedom of movement. The
comfortable seat is upholstered with high-quality
imitation leather and the variable pneumatic height
adjustment provides for extra comfort.

14080-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€205,97

€247,16

14080-000-76 pure white imitation leather
1 pcs.

€210,45

€252,54

14081-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€205,97

€247,16

14085-000-55 black imitation leather 1 pcs.

€126,27

€151,52

14086-000-55 black fabric

1 pcs.

€126,27

€151,52

14091-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€236,67

€284,00

14092-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€119,49

€143,38

14093-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€123,74

€148,49

14094-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€116,15

€139,38

141 Double bass stand

14102 Carrying case

141/1 Cello stand

14130 Cello Stand

14160 Stand for electric double bass

14300 Saxophone stand

14301 Peg holder
14303 Carrying case

14315 Soprano saxophone stand

14330 Saxophone stand »Jazz«

14335 Saxophone stand »Jazz«

14340 Saxophone stand »Saxxy«

14350 Saxophone stand »Saxxy«

The 14100 double bass stand is a high quality
product. Its stable support arms have a protective
rubber coating and the stand is easy to fold for
transport. The newly developed V-shaped base for
the endpin means it is easy to place the instrument
securely in the stand. The quality workmanship and
robust materials guarantee stability and a long life.
The integrated bow holder is a very practical
addition.
Carrying case for a wide range of instrument
stands. The carrying case is made out of water and
tear resistant nylon material. It comes with a fulllength zipper and two comfortable strap handles.
Suitable for 15010, 15060, 14100 and 14110.
The cello stand 14110 is a high quality product.
The stable support arms have a protective rubber
coating and it can be folded easily and quickly for
transport. The newly developed V-shaped base for
the endpin means it is easy to position the
instrument securely in the stand. The quality
workmanship and robust materials guarantee
stability and a long life. The integrated bow holder
is a very practical addition.
This compactly folding cello stand is an excellent
stand for use on the road or at home. It looks good
and stores your cello safely until your next
performance. The surfaces, which come in contact
with the instrument, are covered with an attractive
rubber/cork material to pro- tect your instrument.
There are three different width settings for the body
of the instrument. Adjustable end caps protect the
floor and ensure the stand is stable. The useful
bow holder can be folded away to facilitate
transport.
This new instrument stand was designed especially
for the electric double bass. The flexible metal
support bracket, upholstered with protective rubber
provides optimum hold of the instrument. The newly
developed V-shaped base for the endpin means it
is easy to position the instrument securely in the
stand. Compact when folded, it is highly suitable for
mobile use. The clever design is completed by the
flocked bow holder.
Adjustable folding stand for Eb Alto and Bb Tenor
Sax. Fiberglass reinforced plastic base. Flexible
upper support arm for different bell sizes. Lower
support arm bracket with several vertical locking
positions. All instrument support parts covered with
exclusive non-marring plastic coating. To be used
with peg holder 14301 and clarinet peg or with peg
holder, adapter 15281 and pegs for trumpet,
soprano sax or flugelhorn.
Holder for instrument pegs.
Universal carrying case for 2 saxophone stands
14300 or other combinations like 1 x 14300 and 1 x
music stand 101.Tearproof nylon material, waterresistant. With sturdy nylon handles and 2 separate
internal compartments.
Adjustable folding stand for curved Soprano
Saxophones. Fiberglass reinforced plastic base.
Flexible upper support arm for different bell sizes.
All instrument support parts covered with exclusive
non-marring plastic coating.
Practical, easy to use and stable stand for Eb alto
saxophones. Solid square-type aluminum tubes
with a large central locking screw, protective rubber
bumps where the stand connects with the
saxophone body and the bell. Embedded foot end
caps. Folds compactly, can be transported in the
supplied velour bag in the saxophone bell.
Practical, easy to use and stable stand for tenor
saxophones. Solid square-type aluminum tubes
with the large central locking screw, protective
rubber bumps where stand connects with the
saxophone body and the bell. Embedded foot end
caps. Folds compactly, can be transported in the
supplied velour bag in the saxophone bell.
Robust and handy: Thisultra-small, extremely
compact saxophone stand, the »Saxxy«, provides
support for Eb alto saxophones. The wonderful
thing about it is that, when folded up in the velour
bag that comes with it, the stand can be stored and
transported in the bell of the saxophone.
Robust and handy: This compact saxophone stand,
the »Saxxy«, provides support for Bb tenor
saxophones. The wonderful thing about it is that,
when folded up in the velour bag that comes with it,
the stand can be stored and transported in the bell
of the saxophone.

14100-011-55 black

1 pcs.

€82,34

€98,81

14102-000-00

1 pcs.

€15,41

€18,49

14110-011-55 black

1 pcs.

€82,34

€98,81

14130-000-95 cork

1 pcs.

€49,22

€59,06

14160-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€82,34

€98,81

14300-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,68

€20,01

14301-000-55 black
14303-000-00

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€4,83
€12,54

€5,80
€15,04

14315-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€25,42

€30,50

14330-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€32,43

€38,92

14335-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€36,11

€43,33

14340-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€28,41

€34,09

14350-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€33,01

€39,61

14355 Soprano saxophone stand »Saxxy«Small and compact stand for soprano saxophones. 14355-000-55
Soft rubber pads protect your instrument from
scratches and provide a secure fit. The stand can
be collapsed for transport in no time at all and
stored in the bell of the saxophone using the
supplied velour bag.
144/1 Baritone saxophone stand
Extra-sturdy tripod base. Large support bracket
14410-000-55
with several locking positions. Height adjustable.
Instrument support arms are covered with special
non-marring plastic to protect instrument.
14510 Pick holder
Where is my Pick? No worries, your picks are
14510-000-55
always ready and at hand with K&M&rsquo;s Pick
Holder. Just attach the holder to your microphone
stand. The pick holder has 2 sections which can be
linked together. Each section can hold max. 3
picks. If you need to store even more picks, more
units can be linked. The units are made from heavyduty plastic and are very durable. Includes 4 picks
of 0.81 mm thickness in different colors.
14540 Guitar capo
Capo in plastic for nearly all six and twelve string
14540-000-55
guitars with flat or slightly curved fingerboards. The
capo is distinguished by its quick and
uncomplicated ease of use. The clamping pressure
is adjusted with a screw dial. There is no "string
bend" due to a linear clamping action, so tuning is
not affected. No pre-setting necessary - simple and
quick to mount on other frets.
14545 Guitar capo
Capo in plastic for nearly all six and twelve string
14545-000-55
guitars with curved fingerboards. The capo is
distinguished by its quick and uncomplicated ease
of use. The clamping pressure is adjusted with a
screw dial. There is no "string bend" due to linear
clamping action, so tuning is not affected. No presetting necessary - simple and quick to mount on
other frets.
14580 Guitar playing-aid »Pohlmann«
It&lsquo;s so easy! A quick and clever alternative to 14580-000-55
a guitar strap. Simply clip the guitar playing-aid to
your trouser belt – use it as a guitar rest - and
you&lsquo;re ready to go. The "Pohlmann" allows
you more freedom when handling your guitar, no
matter whether playing or quickly tuning the strings
of your guitar. The instrument contact surface is
rubber covered to protect the instrument and
prevent slipping. The clip is made from a high
quality plastic, is extremely light, robust and
durable.
14640 Footrest
The Featherweight! The compact footrest made out 14640-000-55
of aluminum only weighs an unbelievable 300
grams. In spite of this, it is extremely stable and as
such well suited as a mobile footrest for daily use.
The height has 4 adjustments between 105 and
180 mm. The footrest surface with integrated
ribbing provides an anti-slip surface to rest one's
foot on. Four robust end caps provide for the
required grip.
14670 Footrest
Stable footrest, height-adjustable to 6 different
14670-014-11
positions. Large non-skid plastic pad and heavyduty legs for added stability. Individually packed.
14670 Footrest
Stable footrest, height-adjustable to 6 different
14670-014-54
positions. Large non-skid plastic pad and heavyduty legs for added stability. Individually packed.
14670 Footrest
Stable footrest, height-adjustable to 6 different
14670-014-55
positions. Large non-skid plastic pad and heavyduty legs for added stability. Individually packed.
14670 Footrest
Stable footrest, height-adjustable to 6 different
14670-014-59
positions. Large non-skid plastic pad and heavyduty legs for added stability. Individually packed.
14760 Guitar performer stand
For electric guitars, for convenient playing. 2-way
14760-000-55
height adjustment. Felt-lined instrument support
arm. Angle and length adjust to your needs.
14761 Guitar performer stand
For acoustic guitars, for convenient playing. 2-way 14761-000-55
height adjustment. Felt-lined instrument support
arm. Angle and length adjust to your needs.
149/1 Bass trombone stand
Sturdy die-cast base. Two-section tubular
14910-013-55
extension. Wooden peg with felt pads. Foldable
legs.
149/2 Tenor horn stand
A tenor or baritone horn is supported safely and
14920-012-55
securely by this robust support stand. The
functional instrument support incorporates a stable
metal bracket wrapped in a particularly soft material
to protect the instrument body. The integrated
mouth piece holder is a useful extra. The lower
instrument support is again a combination of stable
metal and soft rubber profile. The instrument body
is protected as it is held in position. The stand can
be adjusted to a height suitable for the instrument
using the continuous height adjuster. The onepiece, non-dismantable item folds to a small size.

black

1 pcs.

€35,08

€42,09

black

1 pcs.

€38,99

€46,78

black

1 pcs.

€3,11

€3,73

black

1 pcs.

€7,36

€8,83

black

1 pcs.

€7,36

€8,83

black

1 pcs.

€8,17

€9,80

black

1 pcs.

€7,48

€8,97

nickel-colored

1 pcs.

€9,09

€10,90

blue

1 pcs.

€9,09

€10,90

black

1 pcs.

€9,09

€10,90

red

1 pcs.

€9,09

€10,90

black

1 pcs.

€152,26

€182,71

black

1 pcs.

€152,26

€182,71

black

1 pcs.

€72,22

€86,66

black

1 pcs.

€60,72

€72,86

14922 Carrying case

14922-000-00

1 pcs.

€14,72

€17,66

149/3

14930-011-55 black

1 pcs.

€98,10

€117,71

14940-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€66,13

€79,35

14941-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€66,13

€79,35

14942-000-00

1 pcs.

€12,65

€15,18

14945-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€116,50

€139,79

14950-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€64,75

€77,69

14951-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€66,01

€79,21

14952-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€63,94

€76,73

14985-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€20,13

€24,15

14990-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,25

€36,29

15010-011-55 black

1 pcs.

€65,78

€78,94

15043-000-00

1 pcs.

€26,91

€32,29

15045-011-55 black

1 pcs.

€85,68

€102,81

15060-011-55 black

1 pcs.

€86,25

€103,50

15140-013-55 black

1 pcs.

€66,24

€79,49

15210-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€12,65

€15,18

14940

14941

14942

14945

14950

14951

14952

14985

149/9

The carrying case for the Tenor Horn Stand 14920
is made out of water and tear resistant nylon
material. It comes with a full-length zipper and two
comfortable strap handles.
Sousaphone stand
The sousaphone stand 149/3 is an entirely new
design. The heavy instrument is well protected by
the extremely robust steel construction of the
stand. An adjustable foot end cap provides stability
on uneven ground. The variable instrument support
means the sousaphone stand can be adapted to all
types of sousaphone. The stable metal struts are
upholstered with soft rubber to protect the
instrument. The stand is easy to fold compactly for
transport.
Tuba stand
For German and English tubas. Supporting arms
fully adjustable in height and width. Arms are
covered with exclusive non-marring material to
protect instrument finishes. Big bottom instrument
support with non-marring material to protect the
instrument from damage.
Baritone stand
For all baritone and tenor horn models. Supporting
arms fully adjustable in height and width. Arms are
covered with exclusive non-marring material to
protect instrument finishes. Big bottom instrument
support with non-marring material to protect the
instrument from damage.
Carrying case
For tuba and baritone stands 14940 and 14941.
Black, waterproof nylon carrying case. With zipper
and adjustable shoulder strap.
Stand for kingsize tuba
Solid stand with leveling feet. Easy to set up and
fold. Folds to 450 mm only. Support arms
adjustable in height and width, velvet-covered. Big
bottom instrument support with non-marring
material and bore hole for instruments with comb.
Tuba performer stand
For all tuba models. Wide base construction. Easy
to set up and fold. Non-marring height-adjustment
mechanism. Instrument support rubber coated.
Tuba performer stand
For all tuba models. Wide base construction. Easy
to set up and fold. Non-marring height-adjustment
mechanism. Instrument support rubber coated.
Tuba performer stand for children Low, lightweight model for all tubas. Snap-in base
with 3-leg construction, which is foldable for
transport. Rod combination is height-adjustable.
Rubber-covered instrument support.
Trombone stand
Fibreglass reinforced plastic base. Foldable legs.
Adjustable plastic peg. Non-marring heightadjustment mechanism.
Trombone stand
Sturdy two-section tubing. Wide, flat tripod base.
Adjustable plastic peg. Easy height-adjustment with
smooth clamp assembly. Compact, easy to fold.

150/1 Bassoon stand

15043 Universal carrying case

15045 Contrabassoon stand

15060 Bass clarinet stand

151/4 French horn stand

152/1 Trumpet stand

The bassoon stand is now available in a newly
improved design 150/1. The large rubber coated
support cup guarantees stability. The newly
designed support bracket can be adjusted in tilt and
width. The support bracket adjusts to the individual
instrument by converting the removable rubber
pads. The protective felt cover and the non-marring
foot end caps are proven standards in König &
Meyer&rsquo;s quality policy.
Universal carrying case for multiple applications.
The case comes with padded handles and an
adjustable shoulder strap. Plastic rubber feet
protect the bottom of the case. Separate internal
compartments.
The reworked stand is now even more stable and
robust. The stable metal support bracket holds the
instrument securely and comfortably. The large soft
felt instrument support protects the precious
surface of the contrabassoon. The large rubber
coated support cup provides a secure stand for the
instrument. High quality materials and modern
production techniques guarantee a long lasting and
reliable stand.
The universal support bracket can be adjusted in tilt
and width. The support bracket can be adjusted to
the individual instrument by converting the
removable rubber pads. The newly designed Vshaped base for the endpin means it is easy to
position the instrument in the stand. The stand is
easy to fold compactly for transport.
For French horn and French shaped Eb horn.
Adjustable side support. Wooden peg with felt pads
to protect the instrument. Foldable base.
Black plastic peg with felt pads to protect the
instrument. Detachable metal leg base screws into
the peg so that the entire unit may be stored in the
bell of the instrument for easy transport.

15213 Trumpet stand

15214 Trumpet peg

15222 Clarinet stand

15224 Clarinet peg
15225 Clarinet holder

15228 Clarinet stand

15229 Clarinet stand

152/3 Flute stand

15232 Flute stand

15233 English-Horn stand

15235 Flute holder

15240 Flugelhorn stand

15244 Flugelhorn peg

152/5 Recorder stand

15252 Recorder stand

15255 Recorder holder

152/6 Recorder stand

The 5-leg base provides maximum stability for the
instrument. The detachable metal leg base screws
into the peg so that the entire unit may be stored in
the bell of the instrument for easy transport. The
black plastic peg is covered with felt pads to protect
the instrument.
Black plastic peg with felt pads to protect the
instrument, incl. peg adapter 15281. Can be
attached to peg holder 14301, foldable base 17700
and 17710, bracket 12210 as well as universal
holder 44192.
Unique, compact clarinet stand with black plastic
peg which fits A and B clarinets. The 4-leg base
provides maximum stability for the instrument. The
detachable metal leg base screws into the peg so
that the entire unit can be stored in the bell of the
instrument. Very handy!
Black plastic peg, incl. peg adapter 15281. Can be
attached to peg holder 14301.
Attaches to stands with diameter up to 30 mm.
Scratch protection. Black plastic peg for A and B
clarinets.
The "In-Bell" clarinet stand is extremely small and
compact.5 stable die-cast feet ensure excellent
stability and sturdiness. Thanks to the patented and
easy to operate screw-in system the feet can be
conveniently stored in the peg. The short peg
completely fits into the bell of the clarinet making it
easy for transport in all common instrument cases.
Compact and functional stand for Eb clarinets. 5
stable zinc die-cast legs ensure excellent stand
stability and sturdiness. Thanks to the patented and
easy to operate screw-in system the legs can be
conveniently stored in the peg. The soft felt ring
protects the instrument from scratches.
Stable and practical stand for Böhm/Cross Flutes.
The base and instrument holder, ø 18 mm, are
made out of durable plastic. The three robust steel
tube legs, ø 10 mm, are collapsible for easy and
compact transport.
Unique, compact and extremely light flute stand
with 4-leg base for Böhm flutes and/or cross flutes.
Plastic peg diameter 18 mm. The zinc die-cast legs
ensure a very high stability. Folded up the stand fits
in almost every pocket.
Practical stand for English Horns. The proven 4legged construction made of stable zinc die-cast
legs guaranties optimal stand stability. Thanks to
the patented and easy to operate screw-in system
the legs can be conveniently stored in the peg. The
soft felt ring protects the instrument from scratches.

15213-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€15,76

€18,91

15214-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,35

€12,42

15222-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,93

€13,11

15224-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,56

€7,87

15225-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,16

€13,39

15228-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,16

€13,39

15229-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,50

€13,80

15230-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,35

€12,42

15232-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,70

€12,83

15233-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,50

€13,80

Plastic peg for bass, Böhm and cross flutes.
Scratch protection. Diameter of instrument support:
18 mm.
The 5-leg base provides maximum stability for the
instrument. The detachable metal leg base screws
into the peg so that the entire unit can be stored in
the bell of the instrument for easy transport. The
black plastic peg is covered with felt pads to protect
the instrument.
Black plastic peg with felt pads to protect the
instrument, incl. peg adapter 15281. Can be
attached to peg holder 14301, foldable base 17700
and 17710, bracket 12210 as well as universal
holder 44192.
Stable and practical stand for Alto/Tenor recorders.
The light base is made out of durable plastic. The
instrument holder, ø 9 mm, has a stable metal core
that is completely rubberized to protect the
instrument. The three robust steel tube legs, ø 10
mm, are collapsible for easy and compact
transport.
Compact recorder stand with 4-leg base for alto
recorders and/or tenor recorders. Peg made of
rubber with an unbreakable steel core, diameter 9
mm. Folded up the stand fits in almost every
pocket.
Plastic peg with steel core suitable for alto
recorders and/or tenor recorders. Scratch
protection. Diameter of instrument support: 9 mm.
Stable and practical stand for Soprano and Piccolo
recorders. The light base is made out of durable
plastic. The instrument holder, ø 6.5 mm, has a
stable metal core that is completely rubberized to
protect the instrument. The three robust steel tube
legs, ø 10 mm, are collapsible for easy and
compact transport.

15235-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,70

€12,83

15240-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€21,85

€26,22

15244-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,38

€17,25

15250-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,35

€12,42

15252-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,70

€12,83

15255-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,27

€13,52

15260-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,35

€12,42

15262 Recorder stand

15265 Recorder holder

15270 Trombone stand

15281 Peg adapter

15290 Soprano saxophone stand

15294 Soprano saxophone peg

15520 Violin stand

15530 Violin stand

15550 Violin/Ukulele display stand

15580 Violin holder

15590 Ukulele holder

157 Trumpet holder

15715 Trumpet holder
15910 Mute holder

Compact recorder stand with 4-leg base for
15262-000-55 black
soprano recorders and/or piccolo recorders. Peg
made of rubber with an unbreakable steel core,
diameter 6.5 mm. Folded up the stand fits in almost
every pocket.
Plastic peg with steel core suitable for soprano
15265-000-55 black
recorders and/or piccolo recorders. Scratch
protection. Diameter of instrument support: 6.5 mm.

1 pcs.

€10,70

€12,83

1 pcs.

€11,27

€13,52

Patented wide base trombone stand. Gradual
height-adjustment. Black plastic peg with felt pads
to protect the instrument. Foldable and compact for
space-saving transportation in the instrument bell.
M5 thread adapter to attach trumpet, flugelhorn and
saxophone pegs with 14301 peg holder to
saxophone stands 14300 and 14320.
The 5-leg base provides maximum stability for the
instrument. The detachable metal leg base screws
into the peg so that the entire unit can be stored in
the bell of the instrument for easy transport. The
black plastic peg is covered with a felt ring to
protect the instrument.
Black plastic peg with felt pads to protect the
instrument, incl. peg adapter 15281. Can be
attached to peg holder 14301, foldable base 17700
and 17710, bracket 12210 as well as universal
holder 44192.
Elegant and handy aluminum stand for violins. Flap
hinge assists in easy set up. Compact folding
design makes it easy to transport and store. All
instrument support parts are covered with special
plastic coating to protect the instrument.
Compact, stable aluminum violin stand. Fully height
adjustable instrument support arms can be
adjusted to fit a variety of violin sizes. The
instrument support arms are lined with soft plastic
material to protect the instrument finish. Height
adjustment using a non-slip clamping lever. The
solid yoke has a safety lock to provide extra
protection. Integrated bow holder.
Perfect Presentation! The display stand is ideally
suited for small string instruments, such as violins
and ukuleles. The compact design of the stand
places the instrument front and center- this is the
best possible way to put the focus on your
instrument. Be it at a music store, at an exhibition
or at home, your instrument is always the center of
attention on this attractive display stand. The body
of the instrument rests on rubberized support arms
ensuring that the instrument finish is protected. A
solid four point support system and three cross
struts ensure sold and stable footing. For storage
and transport the extremely light stand folds to a
small compact size.
For use in the concert hall, music school or at
home, the new König & Meyer violin holder for
music stands keeps your instrument easy to hand.
The holder can be mounted on all tubes to max. 30
mm diameter using the steel clamp with protecting
rubber pads. The violin is clasped at the curved
end of the peg box to prevent inadvertent
adjustment of the pegs. The depth of the holder
means it is virtually impossible to remove the
instrument inadvertently nor can it fall from the
holder. The bow holder integrated at the side
perfectly complements the flexible holder. The
durable flocking cover and additional Velcro
protector protect the violin finish and prevent
damage from bumps or knocking.
This practical ukulele holder is flexible and easy to
mount. The clamp can be attached to any tube with
a diameter ranging from 7 to 30 mm. Thanks to the
rubberized support arms the instrument is safe and
protected. The ukulele holder is suitable for all
common models.
Attaches to music stands. Clamp adjustable to 30
mm. Support arm covered with non-marring
material to protect the instrument.
Attaches to stands up to diameter of 30 mm. Black
felt-covered peg to protect the instrument.
The practical and flexible holder for 3 mutes can be
attached onto tubes with a diameter of 7 to 30
mm.The holder is suitable for all common mutes for
trumpets, cornets and Flugel horns. The individual
holder rings (2 large sized, 1 small sized) are
completely rubberized to protect the mutes from
scratches and collapses for an easy transport.

15270-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€48,88

€58,65

15281-005-55 black

1 pcs.

€3,57

€4,28

15290-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€18,17

€21,80

15294-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,93

€13,11

15520-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€18,17

€21,80

15530-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€28,64

€34,36

15550-000-98 wooden look

1 pcs.

€8,28

€9,94

15580-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€17,37

€20,84

15590-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,04

€13,25

15700-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,43

€11,32

15715-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€12,54

€15,04

15910-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,10

€19,32

15915 Mute holder ring

Additional holder ring with a large diameter (95
mm) is available for the expansion of Mute Holder
15910. The holder ring is completely rubberized,
ensuring that the mute is safe and protected.
Practical ash tray with sliding cover. It can be
clamped onto all common music and microphone
stands with tube diameters up to 30 mm.
Attaches to any stand (microphone, music or
instrument) with tubing diameter up to 30 mm.
Holds bottles, cans & glasses.
Solid holder for bottles, glasses and cups with
maximum diameter of 100 mm.
Useful accessory to hold sheet music, notes,
reports etc. to music stands. 4 pieces in a poly bag.

15915-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

16015-013-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,84

€17,80

16020-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,94

€9,52

16022-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€12,88

€15,46

16060-000-55 black

4 pcs.

€2,53

€3,04

16060 Sheet music clip

16060-100-55 black

100 pcs.

€50,83

€61,00

16080

Useful accessory to hold sheet music, notes,
reports etc. to music stands.
Headphone holder
A holder for headphones when not in use.The new
headphone holder is simply clamped to the tubes of
a music stand or microphone stand, etc. and is
generally suitable for a tube diameter max. 30 mm.
The soft rubber support can easily take two sets of
headphones. In addition, 2 in-ear headphones can
also be hung on the slotted front of the holder. The
headphones are close to hand and out of
harm&rsquo;s way.
Headphone holder with table clampThe new headphone holder including an innovative
table clamp is a guaranteed secure and
comfortable holder for your headphones. The
holder protected with soft rubber can easily hold 2
standard headphone sets and 2 in-ear headphones
can additionally be hung on the front. The
headphone holder can be fixed in four different
directions using the clamping screw. In addition the
holder can be rotated from any position by 90º. The
clamp can be extended from 0 to 48 mm allowing it
to be mounted on a wide variety of tables. The
stable metal construction with high quality plastic
inserts guarantees a secure and strong attachment.
The cleverly shaped clamping parts allow the clamp
to be used on smooth surfaces and round-shaped
tubes.
Headphone holder
Protective and stable holder covered in soft rubber
for 2 standard headphones. In addition, there are
grooves on the front of the support arm in which
two in-ear-headphones can be hung. The clamp
can be extended from 0 to 45 mm allowing it to be
mounted on a wide variety of tables, shelves etc.
Pencil holder
Pencil holder
Pencil holder
Holding magnet with pencil
The practical pencil with a holding magnet with
extreme adhesive force, sticks to all music stands
and orchestra stands with magnetic surfaces.
Suitable for all pencils with a diameter of 6 to 7.5
mm.
Guitar wall mount
Like the 161, but with two fastening points, covered
support arms.
Guitar wall mount
Attractive and functional, the guitar wall mount with
wood elements not only looks good, but is also a
reliable and practical way to display your guitar, or
store it until your next gig. The holding fork with its
stable metal core is seated centrally and provides
an elegant counterpoint to the headstock. The
appealing cork fork covering protects the guitar
from knocks, and will retain its form even after
years of use due to wear-resistant properties. An
integrated metal batten in the wall plate ensures
the hanger is optimally secure and has a reliable
grip.
Guitar wall mount
Screw-mount. Adjustable for right or left facing.
Support arms covered with non-marring rubber to
protect the instrument.
Guitar wall mount
Screw-on type wall mount which accommodates a
wide variety of guitar shapes. Features a patented
flexible hooking-in and clamping system which
quickly and firmly grasps the guitar neck. Studs at
support arms provide extra protection. Support
arms are covered with non-marring rubber to
protect the instrument. Mounting plate made from
high quality plastic material.

16080-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€8,97

€10,76

16085-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€20,36

€24,43

16090-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,47

€12,56

16092-000-55
16094-000-55
16096-000-55
16099-000-55

black
black
black
black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€0,75
€0,75
€0,75
€2,42

€0,90
€0,90
€0,90
€2,90

16200-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,71

€9,25

16220-000-95 cork

1 pcs.

€9,66

€11,59

16235-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,50

€13,80

16240-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,89

€11,87

16015 Ashtray

160/2 Drink holder

16022 Universal drink holder
16060 Sheet music clip

16085

16090

16092
16094
16096
16099

162
16220

16235

16240

16250 Guitar wall mount

16255 Guitar wall mount

16280 Guitar wall mount

16280 Guitar wall mount

16280 Guitar wall mount

16295 Wall mount for electric guitar

16296 Wall mount for acoustic guitar

16310 Headphone wall holder

16320 Universal holder

164/1 Harmonica holder
16415 Harmonica holder

16416 Harmonica holder

164/2 Triangle holder
16450 Drum stick holder

16580 Violin wall holder

The new guitar wall mount caters for all your needs.
The thick rubber covered support arms are safe
and secure for all types of guitar. The arms are
adjusted individually and are suitable for guitars
with asymmetric necks. The wall mount closes
under pressure to clamp around the neck of the
guitar. The holder guard cams provide additional
locking and prevent the guitar from turning in the
holder. The wall mount is robustly constructed, but
nonetheless low weight and requires minimal space
to mount.
Features flexible support arms for various guitar
models, covered with exclusive non-marring plastic
material to protect the instrument. Screw-mount,
adjustable for right or left facing.
Our best guitar-holder. Screw-mount. Features
flexible support arms for various guitar models,
covered with non-marring rubber to protect the
instrument.
Our best guitar-holder. Screw-mount. Features
flexible support arms for various guitar models,
covered with non-marring rubber to protect the
instrument.
Our best guitar-holder. Screw-mount. Features
flexible support arms for various guitar models,
covered with non-marring rubber to protect the
instrument.
Screw-on type wall mount to hold electric guitars.
Features flexible support arms for neck and body
for a perfect presentation of the instrument.
Support arms are covered with non-marring rubber
to protect the instrument.
Screw-on type wall mount to hold acoustic guitars.
Features flexible support arms for neck and body
for a perfect presentation of the instrument.
Support arms are covered with non-marring rubber
to protect the instrument.
This attractive headphone holder keeps the
headphones tidy and close to hand. The soft rubber
support can easily take 2 standard pairs of
headphones. In addition, 2 in-ear headphones can
also be hung on the slotted front of the holder. The
metal plate with the four drill holes is simply
screwed onto the wall.
Ideal for headphones, cables or other technical
equipment. The stable headphone holder has a
180 degree swivel and can be turned away to save
space if it is not needed. The rubber support has a
strong and robust steel core. A massive metal plate
is the basis for a secure wall mount.
For various harmonica models. Covered neck
frame. Adjustable spring-tension instrument holder.
For various harmonica models. Elegant harmonica
holder with professional features. Fully adjustable
spring-tension instrument holder. Neck frame is
covered with exclusive soft rubber material for more
comfort.
Particularly suitable for blues harmonica models.
Molded rubber sections on the support arms hold
the instrument securely. Easily adjusted by spring
tension and two knurled screws. The neck frame
has a soft rubber covering for extra comfort.
Attaches to music stands with diameter up to 30
mm.
You have your drum sticks always at hand with this
comfortable holder. The large quiver, ø 90 mm
provides enough room for several drum stick sets.
With a depth of 240 mm the sticks are also securely
stored. Thanks to the proven clamping element, the
holder can be attached to all tubes with diameters
of up to 30 mm. Tools are not required for the
installation. Space-saving storage is made possible
through the flexible quiver material. If needed, the
quiver can be quickly removed from the holder
through the Velcro fasteners.

16250-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€8,28

€9,94

16255-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,56

€19,87

16280-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,10

€7,31

16280-000-95 cork

1 pcs.

€6,56

€7,87

16280-014-00 white with translucent support
1 pcs. elements€6,56

€7,87

16295-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€39,22

€47,06

16296-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€39,22

€47,06

16310-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€8,63

€10,35

16320-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€12,88

€15,46

16410-000-11 nickel-colored

1 pcs.

€9,55

€11,45

16415-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,96

€14,35

16416-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,69

€16,42

16420-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€8,63

€10,35

16450-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,26

€17,11

This new König & Meyer wall holder is second only 16580-000-55 black
to a violin case as a safe storage option for your
violin. The violin is clasped at the curved end of the
peg box to prevent inadvertent adjustment of the
pegs. The dimensions of the wall holder are such
that there is place for the violin plus shoulder
padding. The bow holder integrated at the side
means the violin and bow can be picked up
comfortably and easily. The durable flocked
covering provides optimal protection for the violin.

1 pcs.

€13,69

€16,42

16590 Ukulele wall mount

16590-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,43

€11,32

16600-000-01 nickel

1 pcs.

€13,57

€16,28

16610-000-01 nickel
16700-000-01 nickel

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€15,18
€51,64

€18,22
€61,96

16800-000-01
16810-000-01
16820-000-01
17400-009-55

nickel
nickel
nickel
black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€2,65
€3,45
€5,18
€267,95

€3,17
€4,14
€6,21
€321,54

17510-000-55 black

4 pcs.

€12,77

€15,32

17513 Three guitar stand »Guardian 3« The »Guardian« holds 3 guitars securely, saves
17513-016-00 black with translucent support
1 pcs. elements
€89,13
space and allows you an easy overview of your
guitars. Ideal for use in the studio, on stage in a
shop or at home. No matter whether you have
acoustic, electrical or bass guitars, the special
instrument-compatible supports protectively hold
max. 3 guitars. The protective bars stop the guitars
from rotating and prevent inadvertent removal or
knocks or bumps when taking the guitars from the
stand or placing them. The soft pads made of high
quality thermoplastic elastomer have cushioning
characteristics. Therefore they protectively take the
weight of the guitar and avoid damages of the
instrument. The innovative folding mechanism used
on the »Guardian« allows the stand to be carried
easily and it can be left standing upright. Highly
flexible, sub-divided support arms with integrated
pick holders mean the guitar can be held from
either side (right or left) and that the strings are
untouched. The structural design allows the
»Guardian« to be positioned against a wall.The
»Guardian« is available entirely in black or with
translucent(colorless) elements made of high
quality Elastomer plastic,whichare suitable for all
kind of guitar lacquers, including nitro lacquer.
Discoloration from the stand to the guitar does not
occur.
17513 Three guitar stand »Guardian 3« The »Guardian« holds 3 guitars securely, saves
17513-016-55 black
1 pcs.
€89,13
space and allows you an easy overview of your
guitars. Ideal for use in the studio, on stage in a
shop or at home. No matter whether you have
acoustic, electrical or bass guitars, the special
instrument-compatible supports protectively hold
max. 3 guitars. The protective bars stop the guitars
from rotating and prevent inadvertent removal or
knocks or bumps when taking the guitars from the
stand or placing them. The soft pads made of high
quality thermoplastic elastomer have cushioning
characteristics. Therefore they protectively take the
weight of the guitar and avoid damages of the
instrument. The innovative folding mechanism used
on the »Guardian« allows the stand to be carried
easily and it can be left standing upright. Highly
flexible, sub-divided support arms with integrated
pick holders mean the guitar can be held from
either side (right or left) and that the strings are
untouched. The structural design allows the
»Guardian« to be positioned against a wall.The
»Guardian« is available entirely in black or with
translucent(colorless) elements made of high
quality Elastomer plastic,whichare suitable for all
kind of guitar lacquers, including nitro lacquer.
Discoloration from the stand to the guitar does not
occur.

€106,95

166 Piano tuning lever
166/1 Piano tuning lever
167 Piano tuning lever set
168
168/1
168/2
174

Tuning fork
Tuning fork
Tuning fork
Accordion stand

17510 Caster set for »Guardian«

This practical and high quality wall mount provides
a safe and secure hold for your instrument.The wall
mount is quick and easy to mount - it only takes two
screws. The support arms are covered with nonabrasive and durable rubber. The ukulele wall
mount is suitable for all common models.
Conical star adapter 6.2 mm. Polished wooden
handle.
Square adapter 6.2 mm. Polished wooden handle.
Set includes: polished handle and 3 adapters, star
5.8 mm, star 6.5 mm, square 6.5 mm.
A 440 Hz. Tubular steel, diameter 3.6 mm.
A 440 Hz. Tubular steel, diameter 4.5 mm.
A 440 Hz. Rectangular steel 4 x 6 mm.
An ideal stand for all accordion players. It is a
practical aid to avoid overstressing your back and
useful for the musician when performing. The
stable foldable 4-legged construction with
integrated levelling screw is easy to transport. A
comfortable clamping screw adjusts the height from
730 to 1135 mm. An ergonomically optimal posture
is possible due to the fully adjustable angle of the
accordion holder from +/- 22º. The depth of the
stand can be adjusted from 135 to 250 mm and the
height from 380 to 585 mm. The stand is suitable
for all standard accordions.
The »Guardian« is now mobile! Retrofit caster set
for all Guardian guitar stands from models -016onwards. 4 locking casters. Soft casters for hard
floors, unlubricated and anti-scratch. Height 43 mm.

€106,95

17515 Five guitar stand »Guardian 5«

The »Guardian« holds 5 guitars securely, saves
space and allows you an easy overview of your
guitars. Ideal for use in the studio, on stage in a
shop or at home. No matter whether you have
acoustic, electrical or bass guitars, the special
instrument-compatible supports protectively hold
max. 5 guitars. The protective bars stop the guitars
from rotating and prevent inadvertent removal or
knocks or bumps when taking the guitars from the
stand or placing them. The soft pads made of high
quality thermoplastic elastomer have cushioning
characteristics. Therefore they protectively take the
weight of the guitar and avoid damages of the
instrument. The innovative folding mechanism used
on the »Guardian« allows the stand to be carried
easily and it can be left standing upright. Highly
flexible, sub-divided support arms with integrated
pick holders mean the guitar can be held from
either side (right or left) and that the strings are
untouched. The structural design allows the
»Guardian« to be positioned against a wall. The
»Guardian« is available entirely in black or with
translucent(colorless) elements made of high
quality Elastomer plastic,whichare suitable for all
kind of guitar lacquers, including nitro lacquer.
Discoloration from the stand to the guitar does not
occur.
17515 Five guitar stand »Guardian 5«
The »Guardian« holds 5 guitars securely, saves
space and allows you an easy overview of your
guitars. Ideal for use in the studio, on stage in a
shop or at home. No matter whether you have
acoustic, electrical or bass guitars, the special
instrument-compatible supports protectively hold
max. 5 guitars. The protective bars stop the guitars
from rotating and prevent inadvertent removal or
knocks or bumps when taking the guitars from the
stand or placing them. The soft pads made of high
quality thermoplastic elastomer have cushioning
characteristics. Therefore they protectively take the
weight of the guitar and avoid damages of the
instrument. The innovative folding mechanism used
on the »Guardian« allows the stand to be carried
easily and it can be left standing upright. Highly
flexible, sub-divided support arms with integrated
pick holders mean the guitar can be held from
either side (right or left) and that the strings are
untouched. The structural design allows the
»Guardian« to be positioned against a wall. The
»Guardian« is available entirely in black or with
translucent(colorless) elements made of high
quality Elastomer plastic,whichare suitable for all
kind of guitar lacquers, including nitro lacquer.
Discoloration from the stand to the guitar does not
occur.
17525 Five e-guitar stand »Guardian 5« The Guardian securely holds up to 5 E-guitars or
base guitars, saving space. Specially adjusted and
cushioned instrument supports and the flexible
protective arms provide a secure grip. The
Guardian is easy to transport and carry thanks to
an innovative folding mechanism. It can be stored
in an upright position. The individual upper support
brackets with integrated pick holders allow the
guitars to be placed either on the right or left side,
and also ensure that the guitar strings are not
touched. For mobile use castors can be mounted
optionally. The translucent (colorless) elements
made of high quality Elastomer plastic are suitable
for all kind of guitar lacquers, including nitro
lacquer. Discoloration from the stand to the guitar
does not occur.
17534 Four guitar stand »Guardian 3+1« The Guardian keeps one acoustic and 3 electric
guitars safe, saves space and keeps instruments
clearly arranged for musicians. Special cushioned
pads ensure secure, anti-scratch storage of guitars.
The flexible protective bars stop the guitars from
turning and protect them from unintentional knocks
when being picked up or put down. Thanks to its
innovative folding mechanism, the Guardian can be
carried comfortably and even be stored upright.
Highly flexible arms with integrated pick holders
protect the guitars and guarantee "unobstructed"
strings. Its advantageous slim means that the
Guardian can be positioned right next to the wall to
save space. In addition, the translucent elements
prevent discolouration of nitro lacquer guitars by
the stand. An optional caster set 17510 is also
available for additional mobility.

17515-016-00 black with translucent support
1 pcs. elements
€111,55

€133,86

17515-016-55 black

€111,55

€133,86

17525-016-00 black with translucent support
1 pcs. elements
€104,31

€125,17

17534-016-00 black with translucent support
1 pcs. elements
€97,06

€116,47

1 pcs.

17540 E-guitar stand

17540 E-guitar stand

17540 E-guitar stand

17541 A-guitar stand

17541 A-guitar stand

17550 Guitar stand »Memphis Travel«

17570 E+A guitar stand »Duet«

17580 A-guitar stand »Heli 2«

17580 A-guitar stand »Heli 2«

17580 A-guitar stand »Heli 2«

17580 A-guitar stand »Heli 2«

17581 E-guitar stand »Heli 2«

For electric guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple and easy
to adjust and fold. Width adjusts from 220 to 350
mm. Support arms are covered with exclusive nonmarring material to protect instrument finishes.
For electric guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple and easy
to adjust and fold. Width adjusts from 220 to 350
mm. Support arms are covered with exclusive nonmarring material to protect instrument finishes.
For electric guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple and easy
to adjust and fold. Width adjusts from 220 to 350
mm. Support arms are covered with exclusive nonmarring material to protect instrument finishes.
For acoustic guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple and
easy to adjust and fold. Width adjusts from 220 to
350 mm. Support arms are covered with exclusive
non-marring material to protect instrument finishes.
For acoustic guitars. Stable, sturdy, simple and
easy to adjust and fold. Width adjusts from 220 to
350 mm. Support arms are covered with exclusive
non-marring material to protect instrument finishes.
Wherever you go! The new guitar stand »Memphis
Travel« is perfect for travel. Thanks to its small
size, no more than a DIN A4 sheet in height and its
amazingly low weight of only 400 g, it belongs in
every Gig Bag. The adjustable support arms mean
the stand can be used for electric or acoustic
guitars. With just a few moves the compact stand is
ready to use. The non-marring plastic material
protects the guitar from damage.
One for All! This practical all-rounder is, in fact, very
versatile. Either for Bass, Acoustic or E-Guitars, the
specially formed support arms guarantee that all
instruments are on sound and stable footing. The
rubberized support arms protect the guitar finish. A
push-button-system makes it easy to set up the
stand for different sized guitars. For transport the
stand folds flat.
Worldwide proven guitar stand. The instrument is
particularly well cared for thanks to theelaborate
new rubber structure. With the innovative
adjustable cross bar, guitars of different sizes or
even other instruments such as a cello or French
horn can be placed on the stand. For storage and
transport the stand folds flat. In addition, we
provide a practical transport lock. An additional
feature includes integrated guitar pick holders.
»Heli 2« is available in black, red, blue and cork.
Worldwide proven guitar stand. The instrument is
particularly well cared for thanks to theelaborate
new rubber structure. With the innovative
adjustable cross bar, guitars of different sizes or
even other instruments such as a cello or French
horn can be placed on the stand. For storage and
transport the stand folds flat. In addition, we
provide a practical transport lock. An additional
feature includes integrated guitar pick holders.
»Heli 2« is available in black, red, blue and cork.
Worldwide proven guitar stand. The instrument is
particularly well cared for thanks to theelaborate
new rubber structure. With the innovative
adjustable cross bar, guitars of different sizes or
even other instruments such as a cello or French
horn can be placed on the stand. For storage and
transport the stand folds flat. In addition, we
provide a practical transport lock. An additional
feature includes integrated guitar pick holders.
»Heli 2« is available in black, red, blue and cork.
Worldwide proven guitar stand. The instrument is
particularly well cared for thanks to theelaborate
new rubber structure. With the innovative
adjustable cross bar, guitars of different sizes or
even other instruments such as a cello or French
horn can be placed on the stand. For storage and
transport the stand folds flat. In addition, we
provide a practical transport lock. An additional
feature includes integrated guitar pick holders.
»Heli 2« is available in black, red, blue and cork.
This proven E-Guitar Stand was revised and
features a new adjustable support system.
Instruments of different sizes can be placed in the 4
adjustable positions. The robust metal construction
and its stability and durability will not only be
appreciated by the "Heavy Metal" fraction. For
storage and transport the stand folds flat. The
rubberized support arms provide the guitar with
sound and stable footing and protect the guitar
finish. And as expected, this popular stand is
available in a range of colors.

17540-013-00 black with translucent support
1 pcs. elements
€25,07

€30,08

17540-013-55 black

1 pcs.

€23,23

€27,88

17540-013-95 cork

1 pcs.

€25,07

€30,08

17541-013-55 black

1 pcs.

€23,23

€27,88

17541-013-95 cork

1 pcs.

€25,07

€30,08

17550-000-35 black anodized

1 pcs.

€19,78

€23,74

17570-000-00 black with translucent support
1 pcs. elements
€15,41

€18,49

17580-014-54 blue

1 pcs.

€13,34

€16,01

17580-014-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,34

€16,01

17580-014-59 red

1 pcs.

€13,34

€16,01

17580-014-95 cork

1 pcs.

€15,87

€19,04

17581-014-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,03

€16,84

17581 E-guitar stand »Heli 2«

17590 E-guitar stand »Wave 20«

17591 A-guitar stand »Wave 10«

17595 Ukulele / Violin stand

17605 Four guitar stand »Roadie«

17620 Guitar stand »Double«

17670 Guitar stand »Memphis Pro«

17680 Guitar stand »Memphis 10«

This proven E-Guitar Stand was revised and
features a new adjustable support system.
Instruments of different sizes can be placed in the 4
adjustable positions. The robust metal construction
and its stability and durability will not only be
appreciated by the "Heavy Metal" fraction. For
storage and transport the stand folds flat. The
rubberized support arms provide the guitar with
sound and stable footing and protect the guitar
finish. And as expected, this popular stand is
available in a range of colors.
Easy-to-use guitar stand with an exceptionally light
construction for electric guitars. The use of high
quality corrugated plastic material ensures a very
stable stand that is genuinely lightweight. The
special mechanism allows a setup and folding with
one flick of the hand. The support arms are lined
with a soft plastic material to protect the instrument
finish. The stand can be adjusted to fit various
guitar sizes.
Easy-to-use guitar stand with an exceptionally light
construction for acoustic guitars. The use of high
quality corrugated plastic material ensures a very
stable stand that is genuinely lightweight. The
special mechanism allows a setup and folding with
one flick of the hand. The support arms are lined
with a soft plastic material to protect the instrument
finish. The stand can be adjusted to fit various
guitar sizes. Also suitable for french horns, cellos,
banjos.
Simple handling and minimum weight combined
with excellent stability are the special
characteristics of this A-Frame ukulele stand.
Thanks to the practical folding mechanism, the
stand is setup and folded in a snap. The flat
package is ideal for transport. Instrument protecting
rubber support surfaces round off the attractive
overall impression.
Have you ever inadvertently left your guitar on top
of a cable or jack plug? It simply cannot happen
with this unique four guitar stand. The newly
developed guitar stand is the ideal stage
companion, but it also does a superb job in the
studio or at home. Thanks to the moveable hanger
and easy height adjustment, up to 4 acoustic,
electric and bass guitars are always easy to hand
and ready for playing. Even unusually shaped
guitars can be stored safely. Large soft foam rolls
protect the guitars from inadvertent knocks or
bumps. The "fit-for-tour" steel tube construction is
stable and durable. The base legs can be folded
with little effort into a compact and flat package for
transport. The translucent (colorless) support arms
are suitable for all kinds of guitar lacquers,
including nitro lacquer. Discoloration from the stand
to the guitar does not occur.
Double storage with »Double«!Wherever space is
at a premium. The new stand for 2 guitars is
proving very popular.Acoustic, electric or bass
guitar – the patented hanger grasps the guitars
firmly and securely. The firm grip is provided by the
individual protectively covered moveable support
arms. The large lobes on the holder ends prevent
the guitar rotating or accidentally falling from the
hanger. The large soft foam roll protects the body
of the guitar and gives the stand its unique look.
The stand folds quickly and compactly for transport.

17581-014-95 cork

1 pcs.

€16,68

€20,01

17590-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€8,86

€10,63

17591-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€8,86

€10,63

17595-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,78

€11,73

17605-000-00 black with translucent support
1 pcs. elements
€89,70

€107,64

17620-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€39,91

€47,89

Folding stand for all guitars. Features a patented
17670-000-55 black
flexible hooking-in and clamping system which
quickly and firmly grasps the guitar neck. Fits most
instrument necks. Studs at support arms provide
extra protection. Height adjustment with convenient
locking levers. Anti-twist feature on the extension
rod for extra safety. High quality non-marring
rubber on the stand&rsquo;s neck grip and base
helps to protect the instrument. Stable robust base.
The collapsible guitar stand accommodates all
17680-000-55 black
kinds of guitars, banjos and basses. The height can
be adjusted by an easy-to-use clamping lever. The
stand is equipped with a locking mechanism to
prevent turning, a solid and collapsible yoke
construction with an additional safety strap and
special foam pads to protect the finish of the guitar.
Stable foot construction with reinforced base.

1 pcs.

€30,02

€36,02

1 pcs.

€21,97

€26,36

17685 Guitar stand »Memphis 20«

17685-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€18,86

€22,63

17700

17700-005-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

17710-005-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,78

€11,73

17720-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,96

€14,35

17725-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,96

€14,35

17731-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,20

€11,04

17738-005-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,94

€9,52

17741-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,20

€11,04

17782-005-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,21

€7,45

17786-005-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,21

€7,45

17788-005-55 black

1 pcs.

€5,52

€6,62

18020-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,80

€16,56

18810-015-55 black

1 pcs.

€94,88

€113,85

18810-015-91 ruby red

1 pcs.

€99,36

€119,23

17710
17720

17725

17731

17738

17741

17782
17786
17788
18020

18810

18810

A collapsible guitar stand for holding all kinds of
guitars. The instrument support arms adjust to fit
various guitar sizes. The support arms are lined
with a soft plastic material to protect the instrument
finish. The height can be adjusted by an easy-touse clamping lever. The solid and collapsible yoke
has a safety strap to provide extra protection.
Stable foot construction with reinforced base.
Foldable base
Nickel-plated or black powder-coated folding base
for one single peg.
Foldable base
Large black powder-coated folding base. For
multiple peg use.
Floor stand for spot lights
The robust cross base guarantees sturdiness for
floor spotlights. The stand is collapsible and is
ready for transport in a snap. Additional tools are
not required. The end caps are made of rubber and
protect the floor from scratches. A mini TV mount
(16 mm) is integrated.
Floor stand for spot lights
The robust cross base guarantees sturdiness for
floor spotlights. The stand is collapsible and is
ready for transport in a snap. Additional tools are
not required. The end caps are made of rubber and
protect the floor from scratches. Mounting the
spotlight with the bracket is fast and easy by
attaching the handy star knob nut to the M10
threaded bolt.
English horn peg
Black peg for English horn made from durable
plastic. The soft felt covering protects the
instrument from scratches. With the integrated
threaded pin M5 it can be mounted on bracket
12210, peg holder 14301, foldable bases 17700 or
17710.
Oboe peg
Sturdy black plastic peg for oboe. The integrated
M5 thread adaptor affords attachment to peg holder
14301, foldable base 17700 or 17710.
Clarinet peg
Black peg for Eb and C-Clarinets made from
durable plastic. The soft felt covering protects the
instrument from scratches. With the integrated
threaded pin M5 it can be mounted on Bracket
12210, Peg Holder 14301, foldable bases 17700 or
17710.
Recorder peg
Plastic peg with steel core suitable for soprano
recorders and/or piccolo recorders.
Recorder peg
Plastic peg with steel core suitable for alto
recorders and/or tenor recorders.
Flute peg
Plastic peg for bass flutes, Böhm flutes and/or
cross flutes.
Oboe stand
The world-wide acclaimed 4 leg base in stable zinc
die-cast guarantees excellent stand safety. The
legs can be retracted into the plastic peg to
transport within the instrument.
Table-style keyboard stand »Omega«
Its compact steel tubing construction and large
round floor protectors make this attractive keyboard
stand significantly more stable. Two sided springloaded locking screws make precision height
adjustment easy. The support arms can be
adjusted to suit the size of the keyboard. When
folded, the table is impressively flat. The design of
the table complements keyboard bench 14085 or
14086. An optional extra is the 18813 attachment
for a second keyboard or laptop. Use the adapter
18814 to mount the microphone boom arm 18956,
the music holder 18958, the iPad holder 18816 or
the universal holder 18817 easily and quickly.
Table-style keyboard stand »Omega«
Its compact steel tubing construction and large
round floor protectors make this attractive keyboard
stand significantly more stable. Two sided springloaded locking screws make precision height
adjustment easy. The support arms can be
adjusted to suit the size of the keyboard. When
folded, the table is impressively flat. The design of
the table complements keyboard bench 14085 or
14086. An optional extra is the 18813 attachment
for a second keyboard or laptop. Use the adapter
18814 to mount the microphone boom arm 18956,
the music holder 18958, the iPad holder 18816 or
the universal holder 18817 easily and quickly.

18813 Stacker

The ideal extension to the Omega 18810 keyboard 18813-016-55 black
table for a second keyboard or a laptop. The large
lower extension arms can even support the largest
master keyboards. The upper extension arms can
now also be adjusted down by 4 positions providing
an unobstructed view of the lower keyboard. The
height of the stacker can be adjusted as desired
quickly and easily using a ratchet-lock. Thanks to a
choice of 10 different heights, everyone will find
their personal setting. In addition, the upper
extension arms can be adjusted over 5 steps from
0º (horizontal) to 20º for further optimisation of
playing position. Self-adhesive rubber pads prevent
scratches or slipping of instruments.

1 pcs.

€62,45

€74,93

18813 Stacker

The ideal extension to the Omega 18810 keyboard 18813-016-91 ruby red
table for a second keyboard or a laptop. The large
lower extension arms can even support the largest
master keyboards. The upper extension arms can
now also be adjusted down by 4 positions providing
an unobstructed view of the lower keyboard. The
height of the stacker can be adjusted as desired
quickly and easily using a ratchet-lock. Thanks to a
choice of 10 different heights, everyone will find
their personal setting. In addition, the upper
extension arms can be adjusted over 5 steps from
0º (horizontal) to 20º for further optimisation of
playing position. Self-adhesive rubber pads prevent
scratches or slipping of instruments.

1 pcs.

€65,44

€78,52

18814 Adapter

With the adapter the table-style keyboard stand
18814-000-55 black
»Omega« 18810 can be extended even further.
The microphone boom arm 18956, the music
holder 18958, the iPad holder 18816 or the
universal holder 18817 can be quickly and easily
mounted onto the stand.
This newly designed holder for the keyboard tables 18815-000-55 black
»Omega« 18810, 18950 and 18953 provides a
good view of your laptop. You won&rsquo;t find a
more versatile laptop holder. There are 8 different
tilt positions for the laptop support. In addition the
holder can be attached to any of the legs of a
keyboard stand. The adjustable stop pins mean the
laptop connections are always accessible. The
support shelf is also suitable for small items of
equipment, e.g. an iPad.
Useful accessory for the table-style keyboard
18817-000-55 black
stands »Omega« 18810, 18950 and 18953. With
the correct adapter the universal holder can be
mounted to the table-style keyboard stands: 18814
for »Omega«; 18954 for the 18950 and 18953 (this
is only required, if an accessory is already mounted
to the existing support tubes). The height of the
vertical tube can be adjusted individually choosing
from 8 positions. The 3/8" threaded connector
connects other accessories, such as boom arm,
gooseneck, iPad holder, Tablet PC holder etc.

1 pcs.

€11,04

€13,25

1 pcs.

€79,35

€95,22

1 pcs.

€16,91

€20,29

Attaches to keyboard/stage piano stand 18950 or
18818-000-55 black
18953 and together with the adapter 18814 to the
table-style keyboard stand »Omega« 18810. The
height adjustment provides eight steps to choose
from. The music desk is 296 mm high and 416 mm
wide. The music desk can be removed separately
with the sturdy K&M prismatic "V-block" connector.
The sturdy aluminium tray offers new uses for the 18819-000-55 black
&lsquo;Omega&rsquo; keyboard stand. The rest on
the upper tray arms of the stacker 18813 provide
space for small synthesizers, controllers, drum
machines etc. The angled stop with padded edges
and the included rubber rests prevent small devices
from moving. The tray weighs only 1.6 kg.
Practical all-rounder stand! The equipment stand
18825-000-55 black
18825 is very versatile. Whether it is used for a
mixer, monitor, keyboard or amplifier, equipment is
secure on our stable stand. Setup is uncomplicated
- without the use of tools. The height of each
support arm can be adjusted between 660 mm and
915 mm with the help of user-friendly clampscrews. Both of the front rubber end caps can be
adjusted on their axis and as such can be adjusted
perfectly to the equipment width. Simple handling
and transport-friendly package dimensions make
this stand ideal for travel. Typical for K&M is the
solid workmanship and the durable steel
construction.

1 pcs.

€37,49

€44,99

1 pcs.

€31,17

€37,40

1 pcs.

€80,39

€96,46

18815 Laptop holder

18817 Universal holder

18818 Sheet music and concept holder

18819 Controller keyboard tray

18825 Equipment stand

18840 Keyboard stand »Baby-Spider Pro«The next generation of the »Baby-Spider«
keyboard stand, equipped with a pair of extendable
support arms, a 3/8" or 5/8" threaded connector for
the attachment of microphone booms and a cable
clamp for cable management. The stand provides
infinitely variable height adjustment and a gradually
adjustment of the depth. The stand collapses easily
in one piece. The »Baby-Spider Pro« can be
extended for a second keyboard with the support
arms 18865 or 18866. For transport the carrying
case 18846 is optional available. Maximum load
per tier: 35 kg.
18840 Keyboard stand »Baby-Spider Pro«The next generation of the »Baby-Spider«
keyboard stand, equipped with a pair of extendable
support arms, a 3/8" or 5/8" threaded connector for
the attachment of microphone booms and a cable
clamp for cable management. The stand provides
infinitely variable height adjustment and a gradually
adjustment of the depth. The stand collapses easily
in one piece. The »Baby-Spider Pro« can be
extended for a second keyboard with the support
arms 18865 or 18866. For transport the carrying
case 18846 is optional available. Maximum load
per tier: 35 kg.
18846 Carrying case
To store and transport keyboard stand »BabySpider Pro« 18840. Waterproof sturdy nylon fabric.
Features wrap-around zipper and 2 nylon handles.
18851 Carrying case
To store and transport keyboard stand »Spider«
18850 and »Spider Pro« 18860. Waterproof sturdy
nylon fabric. Features wrap-around zipper and 2
nylon handles.
18853 Adapter for »Spider Pro«
More options for your »Spider Pro« or »Baby
Spider Pro«: The metal adapter plate is simply
mounted under the plastic cover. The 3/8" threaded
bolt connection expands the range of Spider Pro
uses. You can also securely attach heavy booms
and sheet music holders.
18860 Keyboard stand »Spider Pro«
The »Spider Pro« is the further development of the
»Spider« keyboard stand. The »Spider Pro« is
equipped with a pair of extendable support arms,
as well as an additional pair of extendable support
arms with a 15º tilt angle. The »Spider Pro« can be
fitted with additional support arms for a third
keyboard. The »Spider Pro« also has a 3/8" or 5/8"
threaded connection for attaching microphone
booms. The tilt of the »Spider Pro« is greater than
that of the »Spider« to allow easier playing when
two keyboards are being used. On top of this, the
»Spider Pro« also provides optimum leg movement
thanks to the raised design of its feet, continuously
variable height adjustment and a special
mechanism for collapsing the stand as well as easy
carrying of the stand in the bag, which is available
as an optional extra.
18860 Keyboard stand »Spider Pro«
The »Spider Pro« is the further development of the
»Spider« keyboard stand. The »Spider Pro« is
equipped with a pair of extendable support arms,
as well as an additional pair of extendable support
arms with a 15º tilt angle. The »Spider Pro« can be
fitted with additional support arms for a third
keyboard. The »Spider Pro« also has a 3/8" or 5/8"
threaded connection for attaching microphone
booms. The tilt of the »Spider Pro« is greater than
that of the »Spider« to allow easier playing when
two keyboards are being used. On top of this, the
»Spider Pro« also provides optimum leg movement
thanks to the raised design of its feet, continuously
variable height adjustment and a special
mechanism for collapsing the stand as well as easy
carrying of the stand in the bag, which is available
as an optional extra.
18864 Threaded bolt set for »Spider Pro«Set of two threaded bolts to mount microphone
booms to the »Spider Pro« keyboard stand either
with or without laptop rest.
18865 Support arm set A
Additional extendable support arms for the »Spider
Pro« keyboard stand; available in black or silver
with fastening clamp.
18865 Support arm set A
Additional extendable support arms for the »Spider
Pro« keyboard stand; available in black or silver
with fastening clamp.
18866 Support arm set B
Additional extendable 15° tilt angle support arms
for the »Spider Pro« keyboard stand; available in
black or silver with fastening clamp.
18866 Support arm set B
Additional extendable 15° tilt angle support arms
for the »Spider Pro« keyboard stand; available in
black or silver with fastening clamp.

18840-000-30 anodized aluminum

1 pcs.

€189,29

€227,15

18840-000-35 black anodized

1 pcs.

€189,29

€227,15

18846-000-00

1 pcs.

€17,94

€21,53

18851-000-00

1 pcs.

€22,31

€26,77

18853-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,81

€12,97

18860-000-30 anodized aluminum

1 pcs.

€232,07

€278,48

18860-000-35 black anodized

1 pcs.

€232,07

€278,48

18864-000-25 black zinc-plated

1 pcs.

€7,36

€8,83

18865-000-30 anodized aluminum

1 pcs.

€44,05

€52,85

18865-000-35 black anodized

1 pcs.

€44,05

€52,85

18866-000-30 anodized aluminum

1 pcs.

€44,05

€52,85

18866-000-35 black anodized

1 pcs.

€44,05

€52,85

18868 Laptop rest

18868-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€55,78

€66,93

18868

A practical add-on for the »Spider Pro« and »Baby
Spider Pro« keyboard stands. The robust
attachment is a secure holder for a laptop. The
stable arms can be tilted easily and quickly. Four
positions are available, covering a tilt from
horizontal to 25º. The attachment can be
manoeuvred horizontally to position the notebook
where you want it to be. The support has rubber
pads to stop the notebook from slipping and to
protect it from scratches.
Laptop rest
A practical add-on for the »Spider Pro« and »Baby
Spider Pro« keyboard stands. The robust
attachment is a secure holder for a laptop. The
stable arms can be tilted easily and quickly. Four
positions are available, covering a tilt from
horizontal to 25º. The attachment can be
manoeuvred horizontally to position the notebook
where you want it to be. The support has rubber
pads to stop the notebook from slipping and to
protect it from scratches.
Extension rod
In combination with threaded bolt set 18864 to
mount microphone booms to the »Baby-Spider
Pro« 18840 and »Spider Pro« 18860 keyboard
stands when the laptop rest 18868 is installed. The
combination of laptop rest and boom arm is only
applicable with laptops up to 15" maximum screen
size.
Universal holder for »Spider Pro« The practical add-on for all »Spider Pro« and
»Baby Spider Pro« models: Thanks to the unique
bracket with the quick clamp system the universal
holder can be easily attached to the »Spider«
column. The holder height adjustment is variable.
The 3/8" threaded bolt connection significantly
expands the range of »Spider Pro« and »Baby
Spider Pro« uses.
Controller keyboard tray
The stable aluminum tray creates new uses for the
»Spider Pro« keyboard stand. By placing the tray
on the upper support arms of the »Spider Pro« now
even smaller synthesizers, controllers, drum
machines etc. can be used. The integrated handle
can also be used for cable management. The
equipment stop with an integrated edge protective
strip and the anti-slip rubber end caps provide extra
hold. And to top it off the tray only weighs 1 kg.

18868-000-81 silver

1 pcs.

€55,78

€66,93

18872-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,70

€12,83

18873-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€19,09

€22,91

18876-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€27,95

€33,53

18877 Lectern desk for the »Spider Pro« With this aluminum sturdy desk you can convert
your »Spider Pro« keyboard stand easily into a
lectern. The lectern desk is simply placed on the
angled upper support arms. Side lashes attach to
the desk and ensure that it does not slip. The desk
is equipped with integrated edge protectors and
provides enough space for two side by side DIN A4
sheets.
18878 Sheet music and concept holder forThis
»Spider
usefulPro«
sheet music and concept holder
attaches easily to the »Spider Pro« Models 18860
or 18840. The stable clamp with the ergonomic
clamp lever allows a variable height adjustment.
The angle is set using a mesh teeth joint, ensuring
that it is securely in place. The distance and
direction of the sheet music holder can be set using
a clamping screw. The music desk is 296 mm high
and 416 mm wide. The music desk can be removed
separately with the sturdy K&M prismatic "V-block"
connector.
18880 Table-style keyboard stand
Professional, black powder-coated aluminum
keyboard stand. The stand is height-adjustable
from 630 mm up to 960 mm. Can be used with
stackers to hold additional keyboards.
18881 Stacker A
Attachable to keyboard stand 18880 to hold an
additional keyboard. Fully adjustable in tilt.
18882 Stacker B
A versatile extension system for attaching
additional keyboards to the keyboard stand 18880.
Can be used with stacker A 18881. Fully adjustable
in depth and tilt.
18930 Keyboard stand
The new generation of X-Stands is comfortable and
convenient. The ergonomic clamping mechanism
makes setup or break down easy and fast. The
robust metal joint can be adjusted in 5º intervals;
the short intervals provide the user with a multitude
of positions. With the assistance of a scale the user
is able to easily find his preferred setting. Both of
the back rubber end caps can be adjusted on their
axis and as such can be adjusted perfectly to the
width of the keyboard. The maximum support depth
is 350 mm. The typical K&M quality characteristics,
such as solid workmanship, high quality surface
finishes and practical end caps to stabilize the
stand on uneven surfaces complete off the overall
concept.

18877-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€27,95

€33,53

18878-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€38,64

€46,37

18880-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€85,56

€102,67

18881-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€37,49

€44,99

18882-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€42,78

€51,34

18930-070-55 black

1 pcs.

€33,70

€40,43

18872

18873

18876

18933 Keyboard stand

18940 KEYBOARD STAND

18941 Stacker

18950 Table-style keyboard stand

18952 Stacker

18953 Table-style stage piano stand

18954 Adapter

18955 Carrying case

18956 Boom arm

18959 Carrying case

18962 Keyboard stand

The new generation of X-Stands for stage pianos is
comfortable and convenient. The ergonomic
clamping mechanism makes setup or break down
easy and fast. The robust metal joint can be
adjusted in 5º intervals; the short intervals provide
the user with a multitude of positions. With the
assistance of a scale the user is able to easily find
his preferred setting. Both of the back rubber end
caps can be adjusted on their axis and as such can
be adjusted perfectly to the width of the keyboard.
The maximum support depth is 250 mm. The
typical K&M quality characteristics, such as solid
workmanship, high quality surface finishes and
practical end caps to stabilize the stand on uneven
surfaces complete off the overall concept.
Extendable X-style keyboard stand with patented
quick-release push button height-adjustment
mechanism. The 18940 is designed to hold two
keyboards with the optional 18941 stacker. Nonmarring pads to protect instruments. Adjustable
end cap to stabilize the stand on uneven surfaces.
Optional stacker for 18930 and 18990, fully
adjustable in height, depth and tilt to accomodate
various types of instruments. All-metal construction,
black powder-coated. Big non-marring pads to
protect the keyboard. The new all-metal teeth
locking devices ensure tight non-slip settings at any
position.
The world-renowned table-style keyboard stand
has been upgraded. With a height adjustment
range from 600 - 1000 mm the keyboard stand can
now be used while standing or sitting. Adjusting the
table does not require any tools. As before our
keyboard stand impresses through its stability and
flexibility. The stand is equipped with height
adjustable legs with integrated levelling feet for
uneven surfaces. The keyboard stand is collapsible
for easy and compact transport. There is a wide
range of expansion options, such as a stacker for a
second keyboard, laptop or universal holder, which
round off the complete package.
Optional stacker for 18950 or 18953
keyboard/stage piano stand, fully adjustable in
height, tilt and depth to accomodate various types
of instruments. All-metal construction. Big nonmarring pads to protect the keyboard.
The stable and sturdy stage piano stand is great for
playing the piano in a seated or standing position.
The height can be adjusted between 600 and 1000
mm without the use of tools. The stand is equipped
with height adjustable legs with integrated levelling
feet for uneven surfaces. The stage piano stand is
collapsible for easy and compact transport. There is
a wide range of expansion options, such as a
stacker for a second keyboard, laptop or universal
holder, which round off the complete package.

18933-070-55 black

1 pcs.

€33,70

€40,43

18940-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€37,95

€45,54

18941-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€42,44

€50,92

18950-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€120,75

€144,90

18952-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€41,63

€49,96

18953-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€117,30

€140,76

Additional adapter to attach boom arm 18956,
music holder 18958, iPad holder 18816 or universal
holder 18817 to keyboard/stage piano stand 18950
or 18953. Only necessary, when stacker 18952 is
installed.
Convenient carrying case for the table-style stage
piano stand 18953. Tearproof nylon material, waterresistant. The case comes with padded handles
and an adjustable shoulder strap. Plastic rubber
feet protect the bottom of the case.
Attaches to keyboard/stage piano stand 18950 or
18953 and also with adapter 18814 to table-style
keyboard stand »Omega« 18810. Two-piece
telescopic boom arm. Complete with locking
washer and plastic grip. Smooth, silent and scratchfree adjustment thanks to large wing nut. Fully
adjustable in height and tilt.
Convenient carrying case for table-style keyboard
stand 18950. Tearproof nylon material, waterresistant. The case comes with padded handles
and an adjustable shoulder strap. Plastic rubber
feet protect the bottom of the case.
X-style stand with additional locking positions for
extremely low level usage. Quick and easy to set
up and fold. Because of the unique height
adjustment mechanism the stand always opens to
the desired height and width. Tubular construction,
black mat finish. Non-marring pads on support
arms to protect instrument.

18954-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,70

€12,83

18955-000-00

1 pcs.

€28,75

€34,50

18956-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,36

€36,43

18959-000-00

1 pcs.

€40,48

€48,58

18962-071-55 black

1 pcs.

€22,66

€27,19

18963 Keyboard stand

18969 Keyboard stand for kids

18990 Keyboard stand »Rick«

18993 Keyboard stand »Rick 20«

18993 Keyboard stand »Rick 20«

18995 Keyboard stand

19500 Speaker stand

195/8 Mounting adapter
19654 Flange adapter
19656 Flange adapter
19665 Flange adapter

Sturdy double brace X-Stand, securely holds large 18963-071-55 black
keyboards. Made from steel tubing. Because of the
unique height adjustment mechanism the stand
always opens to the desired height and width.
X-style keyboard stand, especially designed for
18969-071-55 black
children. Very low height-adjustable and easy to set
up and fold. Unique adjustment mechanism insures
the stand to open always to the desired height and
width. Slidable non-marring pads on the support
arms provide a firm fit also for smaller keyboards.

1 pcs.

€32,43

€38,92

1 pcs.

€23,12

€27,74

Our best X stand - comfortable and extremely
sturdy. The new design of the double brace stand
tubes provides for perceptible stability and
safety.The ergonomic clamping lever makes it easy
to setup and collapse the keyboard stand. The
robust metal joint is intermeshed in 5º steps and
provides for a multitude of different positions. The
scale provides the user with the option to always
select their preferred setting. Both of the back
rubber end caps can be adjusted on their axis and
as such can be adjusted perfectly to the width of
the keyboard. The maximum depth is 350 mm. The
typical K&M quality characteristics such as solid
workmanship, high quality powder coating and a
useful adjustable end cap for uneven surfaces
complete the overall concept and design. The
stand can be expanded for a second keyboard with
the 18941 stacker.
Comfortable and extremely sturdy X-stand for stage
pianos. The new design of the double brace stand
tubes provides for perceptible stability and safety.
The ergonomic clamping lever makes it easy to
setup and collapse the keyboard stand. The robust
metal joint is intermeshed in 5º steps and provides
for a multitude of different positions. The scale
provides the user with the option to always select
their preferred setting. The four fixed rubber end
caps and a depth of 250 mm makes this keyboard
stand perfect for all common stage pianos. The
typical K&M quality characteristics such as solid
workmanship, high quality powder coating and a
useful adjustable end cap for uneven surfaces
complete the overall concept and design.
Comfortable and extremely sturdy X-stand for stage
pianos. The new design of the double brace stand
tubes provides for perceptible stability and safety.
The ergonomic clamping lever makes it easy to
setup and collapse the keyboard stand. The robust
metal joint is intermeshed in 5º steps and provides
for a multitude of different positions. The scale
provides the user with the option to always select
their preferred setting. The four fixed rubber end
caps and a depth of 250 mm makes this keyboard
stand perfect for all common stage pianos. The
typical K&M quality characteristics such as solid
workmanship, high quality powder coating and a
useful adjustable end cap for uneven surfaces
complete the overall concept and design.
Heavy-duty adjustable steel construction with
double square tubular cross supports. Patented
push-button quick-release mechanism for easy
operation. Non-marring pads on support arms. Will
accommodate second keyboard with optional
stacker 18941. Adjustable end cap to stabilize the
stand on uneven surfaces.
The footprint of this unique speaker stand is
especially flat making it particularly useful when
space is restricted. The stable speaker stand is an
ideal solution for the ambitious solo entertainer or
professional event technician. Metal connectors
and tubing give the stand a very sturdy character.
Adjusting the height of the stand is easy and
reliably secure with K&M&rsquo;s tried-and-tested
locking bolt system. Integrated shock absorbers, a
safety device and the practical mounting aid are
extras which are standard on König &
Meyer&rsquo;s speaker stands.
Attachable to speakers. Slip-on adapter for speaker
stands with tube diameter 35 mm.
Can be inserted or screwed into speaker enclosure.
For stands with tube diameter 35 mm.
Can be inserted or screwed into speaker enclosure.
For stands with tube diameter 35 mm.
Suitable for 21420 or stands with tubing diameter of
25 mm. Designed to be inserted and screwed onto
speaker enclosures. Plastic-coated steel flange,
diameter 105 mm, depth 78 mm.

18990-015-55 black

1 pcs.

€47,04

€56,44

18993-015-55 black

1 pcs.

€47,04

€56,44

18993-015-76 pure white

1 pcs.

€49,80

€59,75

18995-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€52,33

€62,79

19500-011-55 black

1 pcs.

€78,20

€93,84

19580-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€15,41

€18,49

19654-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,76

€3,31

19656-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,13

€8,56

19665-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,03

€16,84

19670 Speaker tilt connector

black

1 pcs.

€25,19

€30,22

19674

black

1 pcs.

€41,52

€49,82

black

1 pcs.

€16,22

€19,46

black

1 pcs.

€27,14

€32,57

black

1 pcs.

€13,23

€15,87

black

1 pcs.

€13,23

€15,87

black

1 pcs.

€49,68

€59,62

black

1 pcs.

€21,39

€25,67

black

1 pcs.

€21,39

€25,67

black

1 pcs.

€21,39

€25,67

black

1 pcs.

€15,87

€19,04

19685

19688

19695

19695

19705

19712

19713

19714

19715

For speaker stands with tube diameter of 35 mm.
19670-000-55
Angle adjustable to 15°. Secured by locking screw.
Speaker tilt connector »Ring Lock«For speaker stands with tube diameter of 35 mm. A 19674-000-55
unique patented expanding mandrel system
provides a tight and firm fit for the speaker. The
moveable plastic splints separate the speaker from
the stand creating a vibration-free connection. Easy
to use ring lock.
Adapter for screens
Adapter for attaching a small LCD/LED screen to a 19685-300-55
stand using a swivel joint with a 3/8" thread. In
compliance with VESA75 / VESA100, the
attachment plate can easily be mounted on the
stand with the prismatic connection.
Speaker mount
This special adapter mounts the "JBL Control 1"
19688-300-55
speaker to a microphone stand. Mounting the
Control 1 is simple and quick. The speaker can be
placed at any angle thanks to the variable swivel
function. With the 3/8" threaded connector it can be
mounted on any universal microphone stand, be it
in the studio or in front of a live audience.
Universal joint
More room for maneuvre! The flexible universal
19695-100-55
joint can be used on practically any microphone
stand and gives you more freedom than ever by
providing maximum flexibility for positioning a range
of equipment such as microphones, hand-held
recorders, etc. Included are a 3/8" female thread
and 1/4" male thread. The integrated thread
adapter allows for even more combinations.
Universal joint
More room for maneuvre! The flexible universal
19695-300-55
joint can be used on practically any microphone
stand and gives you more freedom than ever by
providing maximum flexibility for positioning a range
of equipment such as microphones, hand-held
recorders, etc. Included are a 3/8" female thread
and 3/8" male thread. The integrated thread
adapter allows for even more combinations.
Shoulder bag for sheet music and tablets
Perfect Companion! The shoulder bag for sheet
19705-000-00
music, tablets, netbooks and ultrabooks is made
out of high quality, faux grain leather. The
cushioned outer zippered pocket can safely and
securely hold tablets or netbooks up to 11.6" for
easy access. An ultrabook up to 13.3" fits perfectly
into the zippered main compartment of the shoulder
bag. Two additional compartments, as well as slots
and pockets for Smartphones, pens, business
cards etc. are located under the flap providing
order and easy access. The wide cushioned
shoulder strap is adjustable.
iPad stand holder
A clever way to show off your iPad. The mount is
19712-300-55
guaranteed to hold the iPad effectively and safely.
For use on stage, in the rehearsal room or at home the 3/8" internal thread means the holder can be
attached to any microphone stand easily and
quickly.The iPad is clipped in and out of the holder
effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut adjusts the tilt
so the user can easily find a position to suit them.
The iPad switches rapidly between the vertical and
horizontal format without slipping.
iPad mini stand holder
A clever way to show off your iPad mini. The mount 19713-300-55
is guaranteed to hold the iPad mini effectively and
safely. For use on stage, in the rehearsal room or
at home - the 3/8" internal thread means the holder
can be attached to any microphone stand easily
and quickly.The iPad mini is clipped in and out of
the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut
adjusts the tilt so the user can easily find a position
to suit them. The iPad mini switches rapidly
between the vertical and horizontal format without
slipping.
iPad Air stand holder
A clever way to show off your iPad Air. The mount 19714-300-55
is guaranteed to hold the iPad Air effectively and
safely. For use on stage, in the rehearsal room or
at home - the 3/8" internal thread means the holder
can be attached to any microphone stand easily
and quickly.The iPad Air is clipped in and out of the
holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut adjusts
the tilt so the user can easily find a position to suit
them. The iPad Air switches rapidly between the
vertical and horizontal format without slipping.
Universal clamping holder
The robust clamping element with the ergonomic
19715-300-55
clamping screw provides for a quick and easy
mount to tubes with a diameter of up to 30 mm.
Thanks to the 3/8" screw all K&M iPad holders or
Tablet PC holders can be mounted easily.
Alternatively, an additional microphone or other
accessories (with 3/8" threaded connector) can
also be mounted.

19717 iPad Air 2 stand holder

19718 iPad mini 4 stand holder

19722 iPad holder

19723 iPad mini holder

19724 iPad Air holder

19727 iPad Air 2 holder

19728 iPad mini 4 holder

A clever way to show off your iPad Air. The mount 19717-300-55 black
is guaranteed to hold the iPad Air effectively and
safely. For use on stage, in the rehearsal room or
at home - the 3/8" internal thread means the holder
can be attached to any microphone stand easily
and quickly.The iPad Air is clipped in and out of the
holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut adjusts
the tilt so the user can easily find a position to suit
them. The iPad Air switches rapidly between the
vertical and horizontal format without slipping.
A clever way to show off your iPad mini. The mount 19718-300-55 black
is guaranteed to hold the iPad mini effectively and
safely. For use on stage, in the rehearsal room or
at home - the 3/8" internal thread means the holder
can be attached to any microphone stand easily
and quickly.The iPad mini is clipped in and out of
the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut
adjusts the tilt so the user can easily find a position
to suit them. The iPad mini switches rapidly
between the vertical and horizontal format without
slipping.
The clever way to display your iPad. The connector 19722-000-55 black
holds an iPad securely and comfortably. Whether
on stage, in the rehearsal room or at home – the
strong prismatic element with its ergonomic
clamping screw allows the iPad holder to be
attached quickly and easily to any tubes up to 30
mm diameter.The iPad snaps in and out of the
holder effortlessly. The pivoting range is second to
none, allowing the user the iPad position of their
choice. The swivel movement can be adjusted from
free to resistant. The iPad switches rapidly between
the vertical and horizontal format without slipping.

1 pcs.

€21,39

€25,67

1 pcs.

€21,39

€25,67

1 pcs.

€34,27

€41,12

The clever way to display your iPad mini. The
19723-000-55 black
connector holds an iPad mini securely and
comfortably. Whether on stage, in the rehearsal
room or at home – the strong clamping element
with its ergonomic clamping screw allows the iPad
mini holder to be attached quickly and easily to any
tubes up to 30 mm diameter.The iPad mini snaps in
and out of the holder effortlessly. The pivoting
range is second to none, allowing the user the iPad
mini position of their choice. The swivel movement
can be adjusted from free to resistant. The iPad
mini switches rapidly between the vertical and
horizontal format without slipping.
The clever way to display your iPad Air. The
19724-000-55 black
connector holds an iPad Air securely and
comfortably. Whether on stage, in the rehearsal
room or at home – the strong prismatic element
with its ergonomic clamping screw allows the iPad
Air holder to be attached quickly and easily to any
tubes up to 30 mm diameter.The iPad Air snaps in
and out of the holder effortlessly. The pivoting
range is second to none, allowing the user the iPad
Air position of their choice. The swivel movement
can be adjusted from free to resistant. The iPad
switches rapidly between the vertical and horizontal
format without slipping.
The clever way to display your iPad. The connector 19727-000-55 black
holds an iPad securely and comfortably. Whether
on stage, in the rehearsal room or at home – the
strong prismatic element with its ergonomic
clamping screw allows the iPad Air 2 holder to be
attached quickly and easily to any tubes up to 30
mm diameter.The iPad snaps in and out of the
holder effortlessly. The pivoting range is second to
none, allowing the user the iPad position of their
choice. The swivel movement can be adjusted from
free to resistant. The iPad switches rapidly between
the vertical and horizontal format without slipping.

1 pcs.

€34,27

€41,12

1 pcs.

€34,27

€41,12

1 pcs.

€34,27

€41,12

The clever way to display your iPad mini. The
19728-000-55 black
connector holds an iPad mini securely and
comfortably. Whether on stage, in the rehearsal
room or at home – the strong clamping element
with its ergonomic clamping screw allows the iPad
mini holder to be attached quickly and easily to any
tubes up to 30 mm diameter.The iPad mini snaps in
and out of the holder effortlessly. The pivoting
range is second to none, allowing the user the iPad
mini position of their choice. The swivel movement
can be adjusted from free to resistant. The iPad
mini switches rapidly between the vertical and
horizontal format without slipping.

1 pcs.

€34,27

€41,12

19732 iPad wall mount

19733 iPad mini wall mount

19734 iPad Air wall mount

19737 iPad Air 2 wall mount

19738 iPad mini 4 wall mount

19740 Tablet PC holder

19742 Tablet PC stand holder

The safe way to use your iPad in comfort. The new
wall mount holds your iPad securely and safely.
The mount is simply attached to the wall using the
3 fastening bores.The iPad clips effortlessly in and
out of the holder. Once attached, the iPad turnes
comfortably through 360º and won't slip.
The safe way to use your iPad mini in comfort. The
new wall mount holds your iPad mini securely and
safely. The mount is simply attached to the wall
using the 3 fastening bores.The iPad mini clips
effortlessly in and out of the holder. Once attached,
the iPad mini turnes comfortably through 360º and
won't slip.
The safe way to use your iPad Air in comfort. The
new wall mount holds your iPad Air securely and
safely. The mount is simply attached to the wall
using the 3 fastening bores.The iPad Air clips
effortlessly in and out of the holder. Once attached,
the iPad Air turnes comfortably through 360º and
won't slip.
The safe way to use your iPad in comfort. The new
wall mount holds your iPad securely and safely.
The mount is simply attached to the wall using the
3 fastening bores.The iPad clips effortlessly in and
out of the holder. Once attached, the iPad turnes
comfortably through 360º and won't slip.
The safe way to use your iPad mini in comfort. The
new wall mount holds your iPad mini securely and
safely. The mount is simply attached to the wall
using the 3 fastening bores.The iPad mini clips
effortlessly in and out of the holder. Once attached,
the iPad mini turnes comfortably through 360º and
won't slip.
A distinctive tensioning mechanism means this
holder is suitable forattaching tablet PCs like iPad,
iPad Air, iPad mini, Amazon Kindle, Amazon Fire,
Samsung GalaxyTab, Google Nexus, Asus
Transformer or Microsoft Surface in sizefrom 120 to
220 mm to a shaft diameter of max. 30 mm. The
holder is equally suitable for tablets with a
protective sleeve or case. A tension spring allows
the tablet to be clipped in and removed from the
holder easily and quickly. The adjustable, universal
clamping jaw with integrated moss rubber
protectors ensures a strong grip and eliminates
undesired vibration sound problems. The holder
does not affect the functioning of the operating
controls. The felt-protected adjustable bracket
provides extra security when the tablet holder is
positioned vertically and prevents the tablet PC
from falling, even under heavy use. The holder can
be rotated to a position to suit all users and the
rotation motion can be adjusted from easy to stiff
with a clamping screw. The tablet holder can of
course be switched between portrait and landscape
format and potential slippage is prevented.

19732-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,46

€16,15

19733-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,46

€16,15

19734-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,46

€16,15

19737-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,46

€16,15

19738-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,46

€16,15

19740-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€42,21

€50,65

A universal tablet holder for microphone stands.
19742-300-55 black
The holder can beattached quickly and easily to
any microphone stand with the 3/8" internal thread.
A unique tensioning mechanism with a clamping
width between 120 and 220 mm means the holder
is suitable for holdingsecurely all standard tablet
PC models like iPad, iPad Air, iPad mini, Amazon
Kindle, Amazon Fire, Samsung Galaxy Tab,
Google Nexus, Asus Transformer or Microsoft
Surface. The holder is especially suitable for tablets
with a protective sleeve or case. A tension spring
means the tablet can be clipped in or removed from
the holder in no time at all. The universal clamping
jaw with integrated moss rubber protectors ensures
a secure hold and eliminates undesired vibration
sound problems. The adjustable bracket with felt
protectors and a rubber end cap provide additional
stability when setting up the tablet holder in the
portrait format - so that the tablet is prevented from
falling from the holder, even when in use in the
toughest of stage environments. The clamping jaw
is adjustable, so the holder cannot impede the
functioning of the operating controls. The tablet PC
can of course be instantly switched between
landscape and portrait format and independent
rotation is prevented.

1 pcs.

€28,18

€33,81

19745 Smartphone holder

19752 iPad table stand

19754 iPad Air table stand

19757 iPad Air 2 table stand

19758 iPad mini 4 table stand

19760 iPad mini table stand

19772 iPad stand

With this universal holder you have your
smartphone always at hand. The holder is suitable
for all smartphones, such as e.g. iPhone 4, iPhone
6 Plus or Samsung Galaxy with widths ranging from
44 to 84 mm. Operation is quick and easy . Place
the smartphone in the holder, press the grips
together - and it&rsquo;s done. Simplyby pressing
a button the device can be removed. The clamps
with integrated moss rubber guarantee a secure
hold and eliminate unwanted vibration sounds. The
exchangeable support pins are available in different
sizes and can be adjusted to the needs of the
individual smartphone, so that the operating
elements of the respective device are
easilyaccessible. The holder can be placed at any
angle - between a vertical or horizontal position.
The sturdy clamping element with an ergonomic
knurled screw makes it easy to mount to any tube
with a diameter of up to 30 mm. The flexible
extension arm is 110 mm long - allowing the user to
place it in virtually any position.
Strength and stability! The mobile table stand for
your iPad. The iPad is held safely and securely
thanks to the sturdy steel base. With this highquality table stand, you can easily read, write, surf
the Internet or just view pictures or videos without
any vibrations. The iPad clips in and out of the
holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut adjusts
the tilt so that every user can adapt the viewing
angle to suit them optimally. The iPad can be
rapidly switched between the vertical and horizontal
format without slipping.
Strength and stability! The mobile table stand for
your iPad Air. The iPad Air is held safely and
securely thanks to the sturdy steel base. With this
high-quality table stand, you can easily read, write,
surf the Internet or just view pictures or videos
without any vibrations. The iPad Air clips in and out
of the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut
adjusts the tilt so that every user can adapt the
viewing angle to suit them optimally. The iPad Air
can be rapidly switched between the vertical and
horizontal format without slipping.
Strength and stability! The mobile table stand for
your iPad. The iPad is held safely and securely
thanks to the sturdy steel base. With this highquality table stand, you can easily read, write, surf
the Internet or just view pictures or videos without
any vibrations. The iPad clips in and out of the
holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing nut adjusts
the tilt so that every user can adapt the viewing
angle to suit them optimally. The iPad can be
rapidly switched between the vertical and horizontal
format without slipping.
Strength and stability! The mobile table stand for
your iPad mini. The iPad mini is held safely and
securely thanks to the sturdy steel base. With this
high-quality table stand, you can easily read, write,
surf the Internet or just view pictures or videos
without any vibrations. The iPad mini clips in and
out of the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing
nut adjusts the tilt so that every user can adapt the
viewing angle to suit them optimally. The iPad mini
can be rapidly switched between the vertical and
horizontal format without slipping.
Strength and stability! The mobile table stand for
your iPad mini. The iPad mini is held safely and
securely thanks to the sturdy steel base. With this
high-quality table stand, you can easily read, write,
surf the Internet or just view pictures or videos
without any vibrations. The iPad mini clips in and
out of the holder effortlessly. An easy-to-use wing
nut adjusts the tilt so that every user can adapt the
viewing angle to suit them optimally. The iPad mini
can be rapidly switched between the vertical and
horizontal format without slipping.
The combination of stand and iPad holder is great
to use on stage, at home or in the studio. The iPad
(2nd, 3rd or 4th generation) is easy to clip in and
out of the holder. Tilt is adjusted with an ergonomic
clamping screw. The iPad can of course be turned
to either the vertical or horizontal position and slip
is prevented. The simple stand, which telescopes in
2 sections, can be adjusted to any height between
70 and 155 cm. It folds to a small compact size,
which is easy to transport.

19745-015-55 black

1 pcs.

€21,05

€25,25

19752-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,36

€36,43

19754-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,36

€36,43

19757-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,36

€36,43

19758-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,36

€36,43

19760-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,36

€36,43

19772-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€41,52

€49,82

19774 iPad Air stand

19776 Tablet PC stand

19777 iPad Air 2 stand

19780 Inclinable stand adapter

19790 Tablet PC stand holder

The combination of stand and iPad Air holder is
great to use on stage, at home or in the studio. The
iPad Air is easy to clip in and out of the holder. Tilt
is adjusted with an ergonomic clamping screw. The
iPad Air can of course be turned to either the
vertical or horizontal position and slip is prevented.
The simple stand, which telescopes in 2 sections,
can be adjusted to any height between 70 and 155
cm. It folds to a small compact size, which is easy
to transport.
The combination of the stand and the tablet PC
Holder supports you on stage, at home or in the
studio. The unique clamp mechanism holds all
common Tablet PC models such as iPad, iPad
mini, Amazon Kindle, Amazon Fire, Samsung
Galaxy Tab, Google Nexus, Asus Transformer or
Microsoft Surface in size from 120 to 220 mm safe
and secure. The holder is particularly suitable for
the use of tablets with protective shields or cases.
Thanks to a tension spring clamp a tablet can be
attached and removed from the holder in a snap.
The universal gripping device with integrated moss
rubber guarantees a secure hold and eliminates
unwanted vibration sounds. The additional
adjustable bracket covered in felt and rubber caps
provides additional safety when setting the tablet
holder in the portrait format position, ensuring that
the tablet PC does not dislodge from the holder
even in the toughest of stage environments. The
clamp grips are adjustable, ensuring that one can
easily access the functions of the individual
devices. The Tablet PC can be switched from the
portrait to the landscape position and vice versa
without slipping. The two-piece rod combination
can be adjusted to any height between 700 and
1550 mm. The stand folds to a small and compact
size for an easy transport.
The combination of stand and iPad Air 2 holder is
great to use on stage, at home or in the studio. The
iPad is easy to clip in and out of the holder. Tilt is
adjusted with an ergonomic clamping screw. The
iPad can of course be turned to either the vertical
or horizontal position and slip is prevented. The
simple stand, which telescopes in 2 sections, can
be adjusted to any height between 70 and 155 cm.
It folds to a small compact size, which is easy to
transport.
Using this stand adapter, loud speakers or sound
columns can be mounted on speaker stands or wall
mounts without the need for an incorporated flange.
The mount is suitable for stands with a section
diameter of 35 mm. The adapter can be tilted to 30º
and adjusted to any height using the clamping
screw. Assembly is easy as the swivel mount is first
attached to the stand and then slotted into the
bracket.
Give your Tablet devices a safe and secure hold:
The Universal Tablet Holder can be adjusted
variably to accommodate different tablet sizes
without needing tools and holds the devices
securely and effectively for many different
situations. Be it on stage, in rehearsal rooms or at
home - thanks to the 3/8" female thread the holder
can be attached to for example any microphone
stand quickly and simply. The individually
adjustable support arms can accommodate the use
of tablets ranging in height from 222 to 334 mm
and width from 128 to 232 mm (for example iPad,
iPad Air, iPad Pro, Amazon Fire HDX 8.9,
Samsung Galaxy Tab from 9.7, Google Nexus 9,
Asus Transformer or Microsoft Surface as well as
Surface Pro). The depth of the tablets can vary
between 6 and 11 mm. For the first use of the
tablet holder the support arms settings are made by
adjusting the clamp screws to the size and depth of
the tablet. For other uses the tablet can be
attached and detached quickly and simply through
a snap lock. This provides maximum flexibility and
mobility. A handy wing nut allows one to adjust the
angle, so that each user will easily be able to find
their ideal individual position. The tablet can switch
between portrait and landscape positions. The
tablet is kept in place, there is no danger of the
tablet switching position by itself.

19774-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€41,52

€49,82

19776-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€49,68

€59,62

19777-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€41,52

€49,82

19780-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,71

€36,85

19790-316-55 black

1 pcs.

€25,88

€31,05

19791 Tablet PC holder

Universal Tablet Holder for different models. The
19791-016-55 black
Universal Tablet Holder can be adjusted variably to
accommodate different tablet sizes without needing
tools and holds the devices securely and effectively
for many different situations. Be it on stage, in
rehearsal rooms or at home - thanks to the strong
clamp element with the ergonomic clamp screw the
holder can be attached to any tube up to 30 mm
quickly and easily. The individually adjustable
support arms can accommodate the use of tablets
ranging in height from 222 to 334 mm and width
from 128 to 232 mm (for example iPad, iPad Air,
iPad Pro, Amazon Fire HDX 8.9, Samsung Galaxy
Tab from 9.7, Google Nexus 9, Asus Transformer
or Microsoft Surface as well as Surface Pro). The
depth of the tablets can vary between 6 and 11
mm. For the first use of the tablet holder the
support arms settings are made by adjusting the
clamp screws to the size and depth of the tablet.
For other uses the tablet can be attached and
detached quickly and simply through a snap lock. A
handy wing nut allows one to adjust the angle, so
that each user will easily be able to find their ideal
individual position. The tablet can switch between
portrait and landscape positions. The tablet is kept
in place, there is no danger of the tablet switching
position by itself.

1 pcs.

€37,49

€44,99

19792 Tablet PC table stand

Stable Table Stand with Universal Tablet Holder for 19792-016-55 black
different models. With this high quality table stand
your tablet is always close by, should you be
reading, surfing the Internet or just watching videos
or looking at pictures. The individually adjustable
support arms can accommodate the use of tablets
ranging in height from 222 to 334 mm and width
from 128 to 232 mm (for example iPad, iPad Air,
iPad Pro, Amazon Fire HDX 8.9, Samsung Galaxy
Tab from 9.7, Google Nexus 9, Asus Transformer
or Microsoft Surface as well as Surface Pro). The
depth of the tablets can vary between 6 and 11
mm. For the first use of the tablet holder the
support arms settings are made by adjusting the
clamp screws to the size and depth of the tablet.
For other uses the tablet can be attached and
detached quickly and simply through a snap lock.
The holder will hold the tablet safe and secure. A
handy wing nut allows one to adjust the angle, so
that each user will easily be able to find their ideal
individual position. The tablet can switch between
portrait and landscape positions. The tablet is kept
in place, there is no danger of the tablet switching
position by itself.
The combination of the stand and the Universal
19793-316-55 black
Tablet Holder supports you on stage, at home or in
the studio. The individually adjustable support arms
can accommodate the use of tablets ranging in
height from 222 to 334 mm and width from 128 to
232 mm (for example iPad, iPad Air, iPad Pro,
Amazon Fire HDX 8.9, Samsung Galaxy Tab from
9.7, Google Nexus 9, Asus Transformer or
Microsoft Surface as well as Surface Pro). The
depth of the tablets can vary between 6 and 11
mm. For the first use of the tablet holder the
support arms settings are made by adjusting the
clamp screws to the size and depth of the tablet.
For other uses the tablet can be attached and
detached quickly and simply through a snap lock. A
handy wing nut allows one to adjust the angle, so
that each user will easily be able to find their ideal
individual position. The tablet can switch between
portrait and landscape positions. The tablet is kept
in place, there is no danger of the tablet switching
position by itself. The light and expandable stand
can be adjusted to any height between 70 and 155
cm. A small and compact footprint makes this stand
easy to transport.

1 pcs.

€38,64

€46,37

1 pcs.

€47,27

€56,72

19793 Tablet PC stand

19794 Tablet PC wall mount

The universal tablet PC wall mount fits different
19794-000-55 black
tablet sizes. The individually adjustable support
arms can accommodate the use of tablets ranging
in height from 222 to 334 mm and a width from 128
to 232 mm (such as e.g. iPad, iPad Air, iPad Pro,
Amazon Fire HDX 8.9, Samsung Galaxy Tab ab
9.7, Google Nexus 9, Asus Transformer or
Microsoft Surface and Surface Pro). The depth of
the tablets can vary between 6 and 11 mm. Before
the first use of the tablet holder the three support
arms are adjusted by the clamp screws to the exact
size and depth of the tablet. For other uses the
tablet can be attached and detached quickly and
simply using a snap lock. The tablet can switch
between portrait and landscape positions. The
tablet is kept in place, there is no risk of the tablet
switching positions by itself. The wall mount is easy
to mount to the wall using the three drill holes.

1 pcs.

€24,96

€29,95

19850 Smartphone stand

With this elegant universal holder made out of high 19850-000-55 black
sheen, deep black acrylic glass, your Smartphone
has a prominent spot on your desk. Two grip pads
hold the Smartphone in place (without adhesives
and magnets), you can choose between vertical
and horizontal placement. The Smartphone is easy
to place into and remove from the stand. To
reactivate the grip pads simply clean them with
water. The 45º angle provides for viewing videos
and photos and for surfing and typing. The stand is
equipped with two non-slip pads on the bottom of
the stand.
With this elegant universal tablet pc stand made
19855-000-55 black
out of high sheen, deep black acrylic glass, your
tablet has a prominent spot on your desk. Two grip
pads hold the tablet in place (without adhesives
and magnets), you can choose between vertical
and horizontal placement. The tablet is easy to
place into and remove from the stand. To reactivate
the grip pads simply clean them with water. The 45º
angle provides for the viewing of videos and photos
and for surfing and typing. The stand is equipped
with two non-slip pads on the bottom of the stand.

1 pcs.

€8,17

€9,80

1 pcs.

€12,42

€14,90

Extremely compact microphone stand. Three-piece
shaft, non-marring height-adjustment system,
lightweight plastic base with folding legs.
Specially designed folding die-cast base with builtin anti-vibration filters in legs. Stand isolates
microphone from vibrations. Well suited for
recording studios.
Folding, short-legged design with die-cast base.
Noiseless height-adjustment.
A world-wide classic. Folding, long-legged die-cast
base for stabilty and ease of transport. Noiseless,
non-scratching clutch-style height-adjustment
mechanism.
A world-wide classic. Folding, long-legged die-cast
base for stabilty and ease of transport. Noiseless,
non-scratching clutch-style height-adjustment
mechanism.
This compact overhead microphone stand is now
even lighter and more stable. Thanks to a new leg
combination and a new clamping element, its
weight has been reduced to 3.6 kg. The leg base
diameter of 1 m affords stability and safety. A range
of different boom arms can be attached using the
3/8" thread adaptor. The stand extends to a height
of over 3 m.
A microphone stand in a two-piece folding design
that extends to over 4 m and as such is very
suitable for organ and choir recordings. There is an
extra safety ring for stability. The extension tube
has a 1/2" thread connector. The stand can
optionally be combined with boom arm 21231.
The industry standard for a mic stand and boom
arm combination. Package consists of the 201A/2
microphone stand and the 211 boom arm. Folding
base for ease of transport. Long legs for added
stability. The 210/2 - a classic for 30 years. More
than 2 million sold.
The industry standard for a mic stand and boom
arm combination. Package consists of the 201A/2
microphone stand and the 211 boom arm. Folding
base for ease of transport. Long legs for added
stability. The 210/2 - a classic for 30 years. More
than 2 million sold.
Especially designed for studios and drummers.
Taller and longer than most stands. Long legs fold
for compact storage and easy transport.

19900-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€31,63

€37,95

20000-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€51,29

€61,55

20120-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€29,67

€35,60

20130-300-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€31,86

€38,23

20130-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,36

€36,43

20800-309-55 black

1 pcs.

€65,67

€78,80

20811-409-55 black

1 pcs.

€158,47

€190,16

21020-300-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€38,66

€46,39

21020-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€36,92

€44,31

21021-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€60,15

€72,17

19855 Tablet-PC stand

199 Microphone stand

200 Microphone stand

201/2 Microphone stand
201A/2 Microphone stand

201A/2 Microphone stand

20800 Overhead microphone stand

20811 Overhead microphone stand

210/2 Microphone stand

210/2 Microphone stand

21021 Overhead microphone stand

210/6 Microphone stand

210/6 Microphone stand

21060 Microphone stand »Soft-Touch«

21070 Microphone stand

210/8 Microphone stand

210/8 Microphone stand

21080 Microphone stand »Soft-Touch«
210/9 Microphone stand

210/9 Microphone stand

211 Boom arm

211 Boom arm

21105 Counter weight

211/1 Boom arm

211/1 Boom arm

21140 Boom arm

21160 Boom arm

21231 Boom arm

213 Speaker stand

21302 Speaker stand

213/1 Safety ring
21311 Carrying case

21312 Carrying case »Pro«

Modern update of the classic 210/2. Zinc die-cast
base with long folding legs. Special heightadjustment mechanism.
Modern update of the classic 210/2. Zinc die-cast
base with long folding legs. Special heightadjustment mechanism.
Consists of tubing assembly, boom arm and zinc
die-cast base with long folding legs. Square swivel
joint with large wing nut. Attractive gray Soft-Touch
powder coating.
Low-priced all-metal-stand. Consists of tubing
assembly, boom arm and zinc die-cast base with
long folding legs. Square swivel joint with large
wing nut.
Consists of tubing assembly and extendable boom
arm. Zinc die-cast base with long folding legs.
Square swivel joint with large wing nut.
Consists of tubing assembly and extendable boom
arm. Zinc die-cast base with long folding legs.
Square swivel joint with large wing nut.
Like model 21060, but with extendable boom arm.
A more compact version of the classic 210/2. The
combination of the long-legged 201A/2 mic stand
and the 211/1 telescopic boom arm. Like the 210/2,
the 210/9 sets the standard for professional
microphone boom stands.
A more compact version of the classic 210/2. The
combination of the long-legged 201A/2 mic stand
and the 211/1 telescopic boom arm. Like the 210/2,
the 210/9 sets the standard for professional
microphone boom stands.
Classic one-piece boom arm with 3/8" thread, and
sliding adjustment through non-scratching swivel
joint. Easy tightening with T-bar locking screw.
Complete with locking washer and plastic handgrip.

21060-300-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€37,15

€44,57

21060-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€35,77

€42,92

21060-300-87 gray

1 pcs.

€38,30

€45,95

21070-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,71

€36,85

21080-300-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€40,94

€49,13

21080-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€39,33

€47,20

21080-300-87 gray
21090-300-02 chrome

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€41,86
€42,00

€50,23
€50,40

21090-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€39,07

€46,88

21100-300-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€15,41

€18,49

Classic one-piece boom arm with 3/8" thread, and 21100-300-55 black
sliding adjustment through non-scratching swivel
joint. Easy tightening with T-bar locking screw.
Complete with locking washer and plastic handgrip.

1 pcs.

€14,72

€17,66

Used for heavy microphones. Fits all one-piece
K&M boom arms with 3/8" thread connector or tube
diameter 15 mm. Easy mounting.
Classic tow-piece telescopic boom arm with 3/8"
thread. Silent, scratchless swivel joint for
adjustment of angle, easy tightening with T-bar
locking screw.
Classic tow-piece telescopic boom arm with 3/8"
thread. Silent, scratchless swivel joint for
adjustment of angle, easy tightening with T-bar
locking screw.
Two-piece telescopic boom arm with 3/8" thread.
Complete with locking washer and plastic grip.
Smooth, silent and scratch-free adjustment thanks
to large wing nut.
Short one-piece boom arm with 3/8" thread.
Locking washer and plastic grip. Smooth
adjustment. Easy to tighten with wing nut.
Telescopic boom arm with 1/2" thread. Adjustable
counterweight. For use with model 20811 and
21411.
A high quality steel speaker stand with zinc die-cast
clamps for professional use. Infinitely variable
height adjustment with a hand crank and push
button system which prevents an uncontrolled
reverse motion. There is an additional locking
screw for extra safety. Extension tube diameter 35
mm, suitable for speakers and lighting crossbars
with an integrated M10 thread connector.
A high quality steel speaker stand with plastic
clamps for professional use. Infinitely variable
height adjustment with a hand crank and push
button system which prevents an uncontrolled
reverse motion. There is an additional locking
screw for extra safety. Extension tube diameter 35
mm, suitable for speakers and lighting crossbars
with an integrated M10 thread connector.
Safety accessory for all extension tubes with
diameter of 36 mm.
Holds two K&M speaker/light stands 213, 214/6
etc. Made from black waterproof nylon with silkscreened K&M logo. Two inside compartments with
zipper and sturdy handles.
Holds two K&M speaker/light stands 213, 214/6
etc. Made from black waterproof nylon with silkscreened K&M logo. Two inside compartments with
zipper and sturdy handles.

21105-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€12,42

€14,90

21110-300-02 chrome

1 pcs.

€17,48

€20,98

21110-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,79

€20,15

21140-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,84

€17,80

21160-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,04

€13,25

21231-400-55 black

1 pcs.

€77,86

€93,43

21300-009-55 black

1 pcs.

€142,26

€170,71

21302-009-55 black

1 pcs.

€116,15

€139,38

21310-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,49

€17,39

21311-000-00

1 pcs.

€21,85

€26,22

21312-000-00

1 pcs.

€29,79

€35,74

21315 Carrying case

21315-000-00

1 pcs.

€50,60

€60,72

21326-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€1,32

€1,59

21329-025-55 black

1 pcs.

€19,09

€22,91

21330-900-55 black

1 pcs.

€23,46

€28,15

21333 Distance rod
21334 Distance rod

21333-000-55 black
21334-000-55 black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€12,08
€17,14

€14,49
€20,56

21334

21334-050-55 black

1 pcs.

€17,14

€20,56

21336-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€34,27

€41,12

21337-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€34,39

€41,26

21337-000-76 pure white

1 pcs.

€41,40

€49,68

21338-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€97,75

€117,30

21339-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€100,40

€120,47

21340-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€121,56

€145,87

21347-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€29,67

€35,60

21348-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€28,29

€33,95

21356-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€106,03

€127,24

21357-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€108,56

€130,27

21360-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€45,08

€54,10

21326 Adapter sleeve

21329 Adapter

213/3 Extension rod

21336
21337

21337

21338

21339

21340

21347

21348

21356

21357

Sturdy carrying case for 6 microphone stands.
Separate internal compartments prevent scratching
and damage of the stands. The case comes with
padded handles and an adjustable shoulder strap.
Plastic rubber feet protect the bottom of the case.
Polyamide. For speaker flanges with inside tube
diameter 38 mm. May be attached to K&M speaker
stands with tube diameter 35 mm.
For speaker-satellite systems. The short 250 mm
adapter is perfectly suited as a single rod or as an
extension rod. The adapter with a tube diameter of
35 mm has a M20 male threaded bolt on the one
end and a M20 female thread on the other end.
With the adapter the rod can be expanded to any
length.
For speaker and light stands. One end has internal
M10 thread, the other end has external M10 thread.

Connecting rod for satellite systems. Steel tubing.
Short steel rod with a M20 threaded bolt to connect
to speaker-satellite systems. The diameter is 35
mm and the length is 880 mm.
Distance rod
Short steel rod with a M20 threaded bolt to connect
to speaker-satellite systems. The diameter is 35
mm and the length is 500 mm.
Distance rod
Connecting rod for satellite systems. With springloaded locking screw and safety bolt. Steel tubing.
Distance rod
Steel tube combination to connect satellite
systems. With bottom M20 thread to attach
connector plate 24116. Zero backlash and absolute
vertical position. Height adjustment with springloaded locking screw and safety bolt.
Distance rod
Steel tube combination to connect satellite
systems. With bottom M20 thread to attach
connector plate 24116. Zero backlash and absolute
vertical position. Height adjustment with springloaded locking screw and safety bolt.
Distance rod with hand crank
Solid steel tubing to connect satellite systems.
Height-adjustment by hand crank. Extra safety
features provided by additional push-button and
locking screw to avoid uncontrolled reverse motion.
Distance rod with hand crank
Same as 21338, but with thread bolt M20 for
connector plate 24116 for zero backlash and
absolute vertical position.
Distance rod with hand crank and »Ring
An unstable
Lock« satellite system – who needs it?
Loudspeakers can be attached tightly and safely
with the patented »Ring Lock« system. A
comfortable hand crank allows you to adjust the
height of even the heaviest of speakers both easily
and safely. An M20 threaded bolt and the patented
expanding mandrel guarantee a professional and
exceptionally safe system.
Distance rod
Steel tube combination to connect satellite
systems. With bottom M20 thread to attach
connector plate 24116. Zero backlash and absolute
vertical position. Height-adjustable by locking screw
and »safety-pin«.
Distance rod
Steel rod combination for connecting satellite
systems. With additional plastic adapter for a
clearance-free fit. Height adjustable by locking
screw and »safety pin«.
Distance rod with pneumatic springStable and durable steel tube combination to
connect satellite systems. Height adjustable in 5
positions from 1025 to 1545 mm. With springloaded bolt and locking screw for secure fi t. The
integrated 17 kg pneumatic spring makes it much
easier to extend and retract the loud-speakers in a
controlled manner. The distance rod comes with a
mounting aid, which makes it much easier to mount
and remove the loudspeaker.
Distance rod with pneumatic springStable and durable steel tube combination used to
connect satellite systems. Height adjustable in 5
positions from 925 to 1445 mm. With spring-loaded
bolt and locking screw for secure fit. The integrated
17 kg pneumatic spring makes it much easier to
extend and retract the loud-speakers in a controlled
manner. The distance rod comes with a mounting
aid, which makes it much easier to mount and
remove the loudspeaker. M20 threaded bolts are
used to attach the 24116 connector plate, this
provides a firm fit and absolute vertical position.

21360 Distance rod »Ring Lock«

Steel connecting rod for satellite systems. Both
ends fitted with a unique patented expanding
mandrel system for a tight and firm fit for the base
and satellite speaker. Moveable plastic splints
separate the speaker from the stand creating a
vibration-free connection. Easy to use ring lock.

21364 Distance rod »Ring Lock«

Steel connecting rod for satellite systems. One end 21364-000-55 black
fitted with a unique patented expanding mandrel
system for a tight and firm fit for the speaker.
Moveable plastic splints separate the speaker from
the stand creating a vibration-free connection. Easy
to use ring lock. The other end of the rod features a
threaded bolt M20 for connector plate 24116.

1 pcs.

€35,08

€42,09

21366 Distance rod »Ring Lock«

Unshakable and Stalwart! This high quality, height 21366-014-55 black
adjustable distance rod is a guarantee for a secure,
stable and quiet connection to satellite systems.
The height is adjusted by an easy-to-use springloaded bolt and locking screw. The unique patented
expanding mandrel system provides a stable, tight
and firm fit for subwoofers and satellite speakers.
The movable plastic splints provide for a vibrationfree connection between the rod and the speaker.
Connecting the speaker is easy and is done using
the handy ring lock - which is simply placed in
position and screwed on.
Unshakable and Stalwart! This high quality, height 21367-014-55 black
adjustable distance rod is a guarantee for a secure,
stable and quiet connection to satellite systems.
The height is adjusted by an easy-to-use springloaded bolt and locking screw. The distance rod is
connected to the subwoofer using the M20
threaded bolt. The unique patented expanding
mandrel system provides a stable, tight and firm fit
for satellite speakers. The movable plastic splints
provide for a vibration-free connection between the
rod and the speaker. Connecting the speaker is
easy and is done using the handy ring lock - which
is simply placed in position and screwed on.

1 pcs.

€68,66

€82,39

1 pcs.

€49,80

€59,75

Unshakable and sturdy! This high quality, height
adjustable distance rod is a guarantee for a secure,
stable and quiet connection to satellite systems.
The height is adjusted by an easy-to-use springloaded bolt and locking screw. The distance rod is
connected to the subwoofer using the M20
threaded bolt. The unique patented expanding
mandrel system provides a stable, tight and firm fit
for satellite speakers. The movable plastic splints
provide for a vibration-free connection between the
rod and the speaker. Connecting the speaker is
easy and is done using the handy ring lock - which
is simply placed in position and screwed on.
For light stands. Rectangular steel tubing. Attaches
with M10 x 40 mm bolt and washer.
Attachable to light and speaker stands with
extension tube diameter of 35 mm. With 4 screw
fittings for spot lights.
For crossbars. Includes 4 screw fittings.
No more tripping: reflective collar of heavy duty
nylon fabric for better safety especially in poor
lighting conditions. Yellow/black stripes printed with
"CAUTION". Attaches to base of the stand with
Velcro.
Velcro cable holder, 220 x 25 mm. Set of three
pieces in a plastic bag.
Just say no to cable spaghetti and ugly cable tape!
Designed for speaker stands & lighting stands, this
smart cable clamp simply wipes the floor. It can
secure a total of 12 cables width 4 – 9 mm. The
cables are laid in a slot and secured in place with
velcro tape. The light and practical cable clamp can
be used on tube diameters from 35 – 42 mm. The
heavy-duty plastic and robust velcro tape ensures a
long lifetime, tidiness and safety – whether used at
a public event or at home. Each pack contains two
clamps.
Extremely sturdy overhead mic stand for studio and
broadcast applications. Extendible up to 2 m.
Locking height-adjustment mechanism for added
safety. 1/2" thread for use with 21231 boom arm.
Collapsible design for easy transport and storage.
Lightweight aluminum stand for loads up to 12 kg.
Ideal for small speakers and monitors. Extension
tube diameter 25 mm. Gradually height-adjustable.
Non-scratching locking screw. Foldable and light
weight for easy transport. Optional carrying case
21422 and flange adapter 19665 available.
Designed to carry 2 K&M microphone stands. Made
of waterproof nylon. Black with screenprinted logo.
Two inside compartments with zipper and sturdy
handles.

21368-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€56,81

€68,17

21390-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,79

€20,15

21393-070-55 black

1 pcs.

€35,42

€42,50

21394-000-55 black
21402-000-00

4 pcs.
1 pcs.

€13,11
€7,82

€15,73
€9,38

21403-003-55 black

3 pcs.

€2,30

€2,76

21404-000-55 black

2 pcs.

€5,64

€6,76

21411-400-55 black

1 pcs.

€76,94

€92,32

21420-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€34,85

€41,81

21421-000-00

1 pcs.

€11,73

€14,08

21367 Distance rod »Ring Lock«

21368 Distance rod »Ring Lock«

213/9 Crossbar
21393 Crossbar

21394 Screw fitting set
21402 Warning strip

21403 Cable holder
21404 Cable clamp

21411 Overhead microphone stand

21420 Speaker/Monitor stand

21421 Carrying case

21422 Carrying case

21430 Overhead microphone stand

21431 Mini boom arm

21435 Speaker stand

21436 Speaker stand

21441 Adapter sleeve »Ring Lock«

21445 Leveling leg for speaker stand

21445 Leveling leg for speaker stand

Designed to carry 2 K&M speaker/monitor stands
21422-000-00
21420. Made of black waterproof nylon. Two inside
compartments with draw-string closure and sturdy
handles.
Mobile heavy steel microphone stand for studio or 21430-500-55
stage. 10 kg cast metal base, low centre of gravity
for high level safety with 3 lockable castor wheels.
Rod combination extends to over 2 m with
additional locking mechanism. Extendable boom
arm with a 3 kg counterweight and 5/8" connecting
thread. Additional mini boom arm with 5/8"- and
3/8"- connecting thread, fully adjustable regardless
of the position of the main boom arm, e.g. to use
with studio microphones.
The short moveable microphone boom arm is
21431-300-55
suitable for many applications. It is particularly
appropriate for overhead uses. There are 3/8" and
5/8" threaded connectors to take the microphone
holder. Thanks to the flexible clamping, the boom
arm can be positioned in length and angle with one
simple movement.
The standard speaker stand constructed from steel 21435-009-55
tubing has been significantly improved. The new
legs with a tubing diameter of 35 mm and the large,
fixed foot end caps guarantee stability and safety.
Lasered bore holes and durable, robust plastic
saddle washers improve the coefficient of friction
between the legs and braces and prevent
scratching of the finish. A compact clamp with a
patented push-button system affords user-friendly
stand height adjustment. The locking screw
provides additional stability and vibration-free
speaker mount. Additional features include a pullout guard for the extension tube, the mounting aid
and an integral anti-shock component.
The standard speaker stand constructed from
21436-009-55
aluminum has been significantly improved. The
new legs with a tubing diameter of 35 mm and the
large, fixed foot end caps guarantee stability and
safety. Lasered bore holes and durable, robust
plastic saddle washers improve the coefficient of
friction between the legs and braces, and prevent
scratching of the finish. A compact clamp with a
patented push-button system affords user-friendly
stand height adjustment. The locking screw
provides additional stability and vibration-free
speaker mount. Additional features include a pullout guard for the extension tube and an integral
anti-shock component.
Steel adapter sleeve attaches to speaker stands
21441-000-55
with tubing diameter of 35 mm, mounts with a
locking screw. Integrated unique patented
expanding mandrel system which provides a tight
and firm fit for the speaker. The moveable plastic
splints separate the speaker from the stand
creating a vibration-free connection.
Adapt your speaker stand to the respective stage, 21445-000-55
studio or practice room using this leveling leg - a
useful supplement forthe followingKönig & Meyer
speaker stands:21300-009-55,21302-009-55,21435009-55,21436-009-55,21460-009-55,21460-00976,21460-009-81,21463-000-55,21467-000-55 and
24630-009-55.With the help of this adapter you can
easily level uneven surfaces, stairs, steps or sloped
surfaces. The leveling leg is attached to one of the
speaker feet and set using a clamping bracket. The
required leveling length is variable and allows a
height adjustment of max. 200 mm. If the surface is
even, you simply leave the adapter in the initial
position on the speaker foot.

1 pcs.

€11,73

€14,08

black

1 pcs.

€200,56

€240,67

black

1 pcs.

€12,42

€14,90

black

1 pcs.

€48,18

€57,82

black

1 pcs.

€54,74

€65,69

black

1 pcs.

€33,01

€39,61

black

1 pcs.

€19,09

€22,91

1 pcs.

€19,09

€22,91

Adapt your speaker stand to the respective stage, 21445-000-59 red
studio or practice room using this leveling leg - a
useful supplement forthe followingKönig & Meyer
speaker stands:21300-009-55,21302-009-55,21435009-55,21436-009-55,21460-009-55,21460-00976,21460-009-81,21463-000-55,21467-000-55 and
24630-009-55.With the help of this adapter you can
easily level uneven surfaces, stairs, steps or sloped
surfaces. The leveling leg is attached to one of the
speaker feet and set using a clamping bracket. The
required leveling length is variable and allows a
height adjustment of max. 200 mm. If the surface is
even, you simply leave the adapter in the initial
position on the speaker foot.

21449 Speaker stand package

21449-000-55 black

2 pcs.

€104,88

€125,86

21450

21450-000-30 anodized aluminum

1 pcs.

€52,33

€62,79

21450-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€46,35

€55,61

21455-009-55 black

1 pcs.

€81,77

€98,12

21459-000-55 black
21460-009-55 black

2 pcs.
1 pcs.

€98,79
€77,28

€118,54
€92,74

21460-009-76 pure white

1 pcs.

€92,46

€110,95

21460-009-81 silver

1 pcs.

€84,64

€101,57

21463-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€133,63

€160,36

21467-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€92,00

€110,40

21500-000-29 zinc-plated

1 pcs.

€1,55

€1,86

21600-000-29
21700-000-29
21800-000-29
21900-000-29
21900-208-29

zinc-plated
zinc-plated
zinc-plated
zinc-plated
zinc-plated

1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€2,19
€0,98
€2,07
€1,96
€4,37

€2,62
€1,17
€2,48
€2,35
€5,24

21918-000-29 zinc-plated

1 pcs.

€4,60

€5,52

21450

21455

21459
214/6

214/6

214/6

21463

21467

215
216
217
218
219
21900

21918

Two easy-to-carry speaker stands made of high
quality aluminum ina carrying case. Fiberglassreinforced fittings and a compact clampwith a
patented push-button system affords user-friendly
height adjustmentand ensures stable support for
the speakers. The leg constructionadjusts by an
easy-to-use clamping lever.
Speaker stand
An easy-to-carry speaker stand made of high
quality aluminum. Fiberglass-reinforced fittings and
an additional safety pin ensure stable support for
the speakers. The height and feet adjust by an
easy-to-use clamping lever.
Speaker stand
An easy-to-carry speaker stand made of high
quality aluminum. Fiberglass-reinforced fittings and
an additional safety pin ensure stable support for
the speakers. The height and feet adjust by an
easy-to-use clamping lever.
Speaker stand
Aluminum speaker stand especially designed for
low to medium height applications. Extension tube
diameter 35 mm. Height-adjustable by a springloaded locking screw and safety bolt.
Speaker stand package
2 x K&M Speaker Stand 21450 in a Carrying Case.
Speaker stand
All clamps are high quality zinc die-cast. The leg
construction and large fixed foot end caps enhance
safety and stability. This professional stand is TüV
(German Technical Supervisory Agency) approved
for a maximum central load capacity of 50 kg. Other
features are the pull-out guard for the extension
tube, the integral anti-shock component and
comfortable height adjustment with spring-loaded
bolt and locking screw.Comes with a mounting aid
on the extension rod.
Speaker stand
All clamps are high quality zinc die-cast. The leg
construction and large fixed foot end caps enhance
safety and stability. This professional stand is TüV
(German Technical Supervisory Agency) approved
for a maximum central load capacity of 50 kg. Other
features are the pull-out guard for the extension
tube, the integral anti-shock component and
comfortable height adjustment with spring-loaded
bolt and locking screw.Comes with a mounting aid
on the extension rod.
Speaker stand
All clamps are high quality zinc die-cast. The leg
construction and large fixed foot end caps enhance
safety and stability. This professional stand is TüV
(German Technical Supervisory Agency) approved
for a maximum central load capacity of 50 kg. Other
features are the pull-out guard for the extension
tube, the integral anti-shock component and
comfortable height adjustment with spring-loaded
bolt and locking screw.Comes with a mounting aid
on the extension rod.
Speaker stand with pneumatic spring
Experience serious support from this new speaker
stand due to the built-in pneumatic spring. With a
lifting power of 25 kg, heavy speakers are lifted up
safely and ergonomically – with no stress on
one&rsquo;s back! The world-wide acclaimed
speaker stand 21460 with its impressive stability
and reliability provides the stand&rsquo;s
foundation. Additional features such as the
mounting aid, pull-out guard and height adjustment
with spring loaded bolt are integrated standards for
K&M speaker stands.
Speaker stand »Ring Lock«
An exceptional aluminum speaker stand with a
unique patented expanding mandrel system that
provides a stable, tight and firm fit for speakers.
The movable plastic splints provide for a vibrationfree connection between the rod and the speaker.
Connecting the speaker is easy and is done using
the handy ring lock - which is simply placed in
position and screwed on. The height is adjusted by
an easy-to-use spring-loaded bolt and locking
screw. Double foot struts, zinc die cast clamping
brackets and large end caps provide for highest
degree of stand stability. It can't get any better than
this!
Thread adapter
1/2" and 3/8" female thread, 5/8" 27 gauge male
thread.
Thread adapter
5/8" 27 gauge female thread, 3/8" male thread.
Thread adapter
3/8" female thread, 5/8" 27 gauge male thread.
Thread adapter
1/2" female thread, 3/8" male thread.
Thread adapter
3/8" female thread, 1/2" male thread.
Thread adapter
Thread adapter with 16 mm external diameter. 3/8"
female and 1/2" male thread. Fits the boom arm
21231.
Thread adapter
Thread adapter with an external diameter of 18 mm
x 30 mm. Female thread of 3/8". Male thread M8 x
12 mm.

21920 Thread adapter
21950 Thread adapter

21980 Thread adapter

221 a Table flange
221 c Table flange

221 d Table flange
22160 Ceiling stand

223
223
224
224
225
226
227
228
230/1

Gooseneck
Gooseneck
Gooseneck
Gooseneck
Gooseneck
Gooseneck
Gooseneck
Gooseneck
Gooseneck

230/2 Gooseneck
230/3 Gooseneck

230/4 Gooseneck
23105 Table microphone stand

231/1 Table microphone stand
23150 Tabletop microphone stand

23150 Tabletop microphone stand

232 Table microphone stand
23220 Table microphone stand
23230 Table microphone stand

23250 Design microphone table stand

23266 Table microphone stand

233 Table- /Floor microphone stand

Thread adapter with an external diameter of 18
mm. Female thread 3/8". Male thread 1/4".
The reducing thread adapter M 20 male threaded
bolt fits with a M20 x 1.25 mm female thread.
Microphone rods can be connected to base plates
(ø 450 mm) such as e.g. 6-26740-2-56.
Thread adapter with an external diameter of 20
mm. Female thread 3/8". Male thread M 10 mm.
With a width across flats of 17.
Black base and tube with 3/8" thread.
With 3/8" hexagonal screw for vertical and lateral
connection of goosenecks, etc. 4 mm cable entry
hole.
Black flange with 3/8" hexagonal screw to connect
goosenecks etc. 4 mm cable entry hole.
To mount a microphone to the ceiling. The rod
combination can be detached from the flange using
the screw. The length can be set between 860 and
1560 mm.
3/8" female and male thread.
3/8" female and male thread.
3/8" female and male thread.
3/8" female and male thread.
3/8" female and male thread.
3/8" female and male thread.
3/8" female and male thread.
3/8" female and male thread.
3/8" female threading with lateral cable entry
terminating in a 3 pole bushing with NC3FX XLR
spring bushing.
3 pole plug NC3MX XLR terminating in a 3 pole
bushing with NC3FX XLR spring bushing.
3/8" female threading with lateral cable entry
terminating in a 3 pole bushing with NC3FX XLR
spring bushing.
3 pole plug NC3MX XLR terminating in a 3 pole
bushing with NC3FX XLR spring bushing.
Inexpensive, handy table microphone stand for
professional use. Sturdy plastic base with
collapsible light-weight plastic legs and 3/8" thread.
Small, lightweight stand, plastic base with folding
legs, 3/8" thread.
The telescopic microphone stand with a 1/4"
threaded connector is extremely versatile. Its height
can be adjusted from 230 to 400 mm using the
practical clamping lever. This light-weight threelegged stand with folding legs is suitable for mobile
operation. The robust foot end caps provide
stability and reduce undesirable transmission
noise.
The telescopic microphone stand with a 3/8"
threaded connector is extremely versatile. Its height
can be adjusted from 230 to 400 mm using the
practical clamping lever. This light-weight threelegged stand with folding legs is suitable for mobile
operation. The robust foot end caps provide
stability and reduce undesirable transmission
noise.
Sound-absorbing cast-iron base with black powdercoated screw-in rod, 3/8" thread.
Sound absorbing cast-iron base with 3/8" thread.
Interesting Perspective! Affordable table
microphone-stand in a new attractive form,
compact and practical. The low stand with its
distinctive trilobular base (triangle form) holds the
microphone reliably and securely in place. The
circular rubber insert ring filters foot step sounds,
reduces the transmission of unwanted sounds and
provides a non-slip vibration-free stand.
Flat line design and functionality are the special
features for this unique microphone table stand.
The flat and stable foot provides an easy to use,
space saving construction. A wide surface area on
the back is perfect for labelling. Whether using a
nameplate or company logo with this extraordinary
table stand, you&rsquo;ll know exactly who has the
mic. Four rubber feet reduce unwanted noise from
reaching the microphone.
Unique and small table mic stand with compact
base. With anti-vibration felt insert for noise
filtration. 3/8" thread.
Combination floor and table stand. Heavy black
cast-iron base with sound absorbing rubber insert.
Height-adjustable 2-piece tubing.

21920-000-29 zinc-plated

1 pcs.

€3,80

€4,55

21950-000-25 black

1 pcs.

€3,11

€3,73

21980-000-29 zinc-plated

1 pcs.

€5,29

€6,35

22110-300-55 black
22130-300-55 black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€13,00
€14,38

€15,59
€17,25

22140-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€5,18

€6,21

22160-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€31,28

€37,54

22300-300-01
22300-300-55
22400-300-01
22400-300-55
22500-300-55
22600-300-55
22700-300-55
22800-300-55
23010-300-55

nickel
black
nickel
black
black
black
black
black
black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€17,37
€17,71
€13,80
€13,46
€10,93
€8,40
€44,16
€48,99
€28,64

€20,84
€21,25
€16,56
€16,15
€13,11
€10,07
€52,99
€58,79
€34,36

23020-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€29,33

€35,19

23030-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€32,09

€38,50

23040-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,71

€36,85

23105-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,25

€8,69

23110-316-55 black

1 pcs.

€5,52

€6,62

23150-100-55 black

1 pcs.

€23,69

€28,43

23150-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€23,69

€28,43

23200-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€18,17

€21,80

23220-300-55 black
23230-300-55 black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€16,68
€10,35

€20,01
€12,42

23250-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€19,90

€23,87

23266-300-74 gray

1 pcs.

€16,68

€20,01

23300-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€27,72

€33,26

23320 Microphone stand

23323 Microphone stand

23325 Table- /Floor microphone stand

234 Table- /Floor microphone stand

23510 Microphone bar

23550 Microphone bar

23560 Microphone bar

236 Microphone bar
237 Table clamp
23720 Table clamp

23721 Threaded bolt

23721 Threaded bolt

23721 Threaded bolt

23750 Microphone »Fishing Pole«

23760 Microphone »Fishing Pole«
23770 Microphone »Fishing Pole«

23780 Microphone »Fishing Pole«

Low stand with a heavy cast iron base for
maximum stability. Well suited for microphoning
amps, percussion, etc.The circular rubber insert
ring filters foot step sounds and reduces the
transmission of unwanted sounds. Sleek adjustable
clutch for easy height adjustment.
Medium high stand with a heavy cast iron base for
maximum stability. Well suited for microphoning
amps, percussion, and string instruments etc. The
circular rubber insert ring filters foot step sounds
and reduces the transmission of unwanted sounds.
Sleek adjustable clutch for easy height adjustment.
Short stand with small cast iron base. Well suited
for microphoning amps, percussion, etc. The
circular rubber insert ring filters foot step sounds
and reduces the transmission of unwanted sounds.
Sleek adjustable clutch for easy height adjustment.
Black rectangular cast-iron base with tilt angle
adjustment, 2-piece adjustable extension tubing
with non-marring height-adjustment mechanism.
Ideal for drums and studios.
The flexible microphone bar for microphone stands.
Two moveable bars position the microphone where
ever you would like it. Each bar is fitted with a
captive knurled screw. The entire bar can be
screwed onto all standard microphone stands with
a 3/8" threaded connector.
Connects to top of mic stands for holding 2
microphones or boom arms. 3/8" locking screws,
adjustable from 60 to 172 mm.
Extra-long microphone bar (850 mm) for different
recording techniques.Stable, vibration-free design.
6 elongated mounting slots including knurled
screws for continuous adjustment.
Connects to top of mic stands for holding 4
microphones or boom arms. 3/8" locking screws.
3/8" threaded bolt. For goosenecks, etc.
The new table clamp with a 3/8" threaded
connector is a true all-rounder. The threaded bolt
can be fixed in four different directions using the
universal spanner included. The clamp can also be
extended using additional or other threaded bolts
(1/4", 3/8", 5/8"). Having a clamping range of 0 to
48 mm the clamp is suitable for a wide spectrum of
mounting. The stable metal construction with high
quality plastic inserts guarantees a secure and
strong hold. The cleverly shaped clamping parts
allow the clamp to be used on smooth surfaces and
round-shaped tubes.
To upgrade table clamp 23720 for additional
applications. The threaded bolt will be attached to
the table clamp by using a M6 screw thread. The
threaded bolt allows the mounting of a camera,
handheld recorder, additional microphones or
similar equipment.

23320-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€26,91

€32,29

23323-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€28,06

€33,67

23325-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€24,84

€29,81

23400-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€38,30

€45,95

23510-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,04

€13,25

23550-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,94

€9,52

23560-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€30,94

€37,12

23600-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€15,76

€18,91

23700-300-55 black
23720-300-55 black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€6,67
€15,76

€8,00
€18,91

23721-100-25 black passivated

1 pcs.

€2,19

€2,62

To upgrade table clamp 23720 for additional
applications. The threaded bolt will be attached to
the table clamp by using a M6 screw thread. The
threaded bolt allows the mounting of a camera,
handheld recorder, additional microphones or
similar equipment.
To upgrade table clamp 23720 for additional
applications. The threaded bolt will be attached to
the table clamp by using a M6 screw thread. The
threaded bolt allows the mounting of a camera,
handheld recorder, additional microphones or
similar equipment.
Lightweight, adjustable 2-piece aluminum tube
used for remote positioning of microphones for
recording and broadcasting. Gummed hand-grips
and secure locking rings. Handy carrying case
included.
Same as 23750, but with 3-piece tubing.
Lightweight, 4-piece glass fibre rod combination,
extra long. Supports 0.5 kg. Microphone cable can
be routed through the tubing. Padded, anti-slip grip
section. Folds compactly into a practical carrying
case.
Professional carbon microphone fishing pole. The
exceptional characteristics of this microphone
fishing pole include sturdiness and high stiffness
considering its light weight. The four clamps with
the innovative locking system are easy to use and
provide highly functional locking force. The fishing
pole can be adjusted variably between 600 and
1.825 mm. Cables can be placed inside the pole. A
upholstered carrying case is included.

23721-300-25 black passivated

1 pcs.

€2,19

€2,62

23721-500-25 black passivated

1 pcs.

€2,19

€2,62

23750-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€46,69

€56,03

23760-000-55 black
23770-000-55 black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€75,33
€83,49

€90,39
€100,19

23780-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€195,16

€234,19

23785 Microphone »Fishing Pole«

23785-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€229,77

€275,72

23790

23790-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€267,84

€321,40

23800-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,81

€12,97

23850-311-55 black

1 pcs.

€69,00

€82,80

23855-000-55 black
23860-311-55 black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€11,62
€127,08

€13,94
€152,49

23910-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,70

€12,83

23956-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,68

€20,01

23966-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€23,46

€28,15

24010-314-55 black

1 pcs.

€22,77

€27,32

238

23850

23855
23860

23910

23956

23966

240/1

Professional carbon microphone fishing pole. The
exceptional characteristics of this microphone
fishing pole include sturdiness and high stiffness
considering its light weight. The four clamps with
the innovative locking system are easy to use and
provide highly functional locking force. The fishing
pole can be adjusted variably between 800 and
2.825 mm. Cables can be placed inside the pole. A
upholstered carrying case is included.
Microphone »Fishing Pole«
Professional carbon microphone fishing pole. The
exceptional characteristics of this microphone
fishing pole include sturdiness and high stiffness
considering its light weight. The four clamps with
the innovative locking system are easy to use and
provide highly functional locking force. The fishing
pole can be adjusted variably between 1000 and
3825 mm. Cables can be placed inside the pole. A
upholstered carrying case is included.
Microphone holder
Attaches to stands with diameter up to 30 mm. 3/8"
threaded bolt for attaching goosenecks and mic
clips.
Microphone desk arm
Our popular, smooth-running microphone desk arm
with 3/8" or 5/8" thread connector for sound studios
and multimedia work stations with a new innovative
table clamp. Easy to position and suitable for
microphones to max. 0.8 kg. The 5 m long
microphone cable with a 3 pin XLR plug connector
is included in the delivery. Having a clamping range
of 0 to 48 mm the clamp is suitable for a wide
spectrum of mounting. The stable metal
construction with high quality plastic inserts
guarantees secure and strong hold. The cleverly
shaped clamping parts allow the clamp to be used
on smooth surfaces and round-shaped tubes. The
microphone arm can also be fixed with the table
flange 23855 available as an optional extra.
Table flange
Suitable for microphone arm 23850 and 23860.
Microphone desk arm
This exclusive microphone arm with a 3/8" or 5/8"
thread connector in a modern design with a new
innovative table clamp for quick and easy
positioning of a microphone in the studio or at a
multimedia work station. The 6 m long internally
guided microphone cable has a 3 pin XLR plug
connector. Microphones to max. 1.5 kg are easily
held in any position. The clamping width of 0 to 48
mm allows the clamp to be attached to a wide
variety of surfaces. The stable metal construction
with high quality plastic inserts guarantees secure
and strong hold. The cleverly shaped clamping
parts allow the clamp to be used on smooth
surfaces and round-shaped tubes. The microphone
arm can also be fixed with the table flange 23855
available as an optional extra.
Quick-Release Adapter for microphones
The König & Meyer Quick Release Adapter makes
quickly switching of microphones or other
accessories on stage or in studio easier. The
adapter consists of two components. The lower
section is screwed into the 3/8" or 5/8" microphone
stand thread, and the upper section is screwed on
using a 3/8" or 5/8" microphone clamp or holder or
to other accessories. The lower section ensures the
secure and flexible hold of the upper section
through 8 punched bore holes. The upper section is
used to remove or click the microphone into place
using the quick-release adapter. By pressing the
scored plastic handle on the upper section both
sections can either be disconnected or clicked in
place. The adapter is made of high-quality
aluminum. A thread adapter is included with the
delivery for 5/8" threading. Both adapter
components can be left attached to the stand i.e.
on the microphone/accessories.
Popkiller
The K&M Popkiller - a world-wide classic. For
stands with diameter of up to 30 mm. Double nylon
screen for superior performance. Unobtrusive black
round filter frame. Non-marring locking screw
prevents scratching of mic stand.
Popkiller
The large Popkiller for modern studio engineering.
The large 200 mm nylon screen guarantees
optimum sound filtering during studio recording.
The Popkiller with flexible gooseneck can be
screwed to all standard microphone stands (rod
diameter max. 30 mm).
Microphone arm
Attaches to stands with diameter from 15 to 30 mm.
With prismatic clamp connector. Comes complete
with adjustable and swiveling boom arm with 3/8"
thread.

24030 Microphone holder for drums

24035 Microphone holder for drums

240/5 Microphone holder

24105 Speaker mounting fork
24110 Speaker wall mount

24110 Speaker wall mount

24116 Connector plate

24120 Speaker wall mount

24140 Speaker wall mount

24150 Speaker wall mount
24161 Universal speaker wall mount

24161 Universal speaker wall mount

24180 Speaker wall mount
24180 Speaker wall mount
24185 Speaker wall/ ceiling mount

Unique, compact holder to attach microphones to
drums. Easy to mount and remove. Rubber inserts
absorb noise and shock. No parts to lose. Tightens
securely. With 3/8" thread.
Compact holder to attach microphones to drums,
esp. bass drums. The microphone can be slided up
to 70 mm on the mounting rail and placed very near
to the drum. Easy mounting, no parts to lose.
Rubber washer and inserts absorb noise and
shock, "R.I.M.S" suitable. With 3/8" thread.
Universal microphone holder suitable for many
applications. The microphone can be mounted
vertically or at an angle of 90º. In addition the
hexagonal rod can also be attached horizontally or
vertically to the table clamp. The clamping width of
0 to 48 mm allows the clamp to be attached to a
wide variety of surfaces. Its stable metal
construction with high quality plastic inserts
guarantees secure and strong hold. The cleverly
shaped clamping parts allow the clamp to be used
on smooth surfaces and round-shaped tubes.
Steel tube combination for 2 speakers, for tube
diameter of 35 mm.
Screw-on wall mount with innovative, patented
straddling bearing-anchors. Suitable for speakers
with connector diameter of 35/37 mm. This mount
provides simple attachment and guaranteed
effective clamping of speaker in any position.
Screw-on wall mount with innovative, patented
straddling bearing-anchors. Suitable for speakers
with connector diameter of 35/37 mm. This mount
provides simple attachment and guaranteed
effective clamping of speaker in any position.
Zinc die-cast plate. Attachable to speakers.
Diameter 105 mm. Four 6.5 mm holes. May be
used with distance rods with M20 bolt.
The swivelling and tiltable wall mount holds your
speaker at the angle you want. The mount has 11
different tilt settings moving through 22º. The swivel
is adjustable to any angle. The patented expanding
mandrel for loud speakers with cabinet interiors of
diameter from 35 to 37 mm is tightened with a key
for a non-wobble and low-resonance speaker fit.

24030-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,93

€13,11

24035-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€11,62

€13,94

24050-311-55 black

1 pcs.

€21,97

€26,36

24105-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€35,42

€42,50

24110-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€52,21

€62,65

24110-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€52,21

€62,65

24116-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,67

€8,00

24120-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€102,70

€123,23

Wall mount for speaker boxes with 36 mm flange
mounting. This design largely conceals the wall
mounting with the speaker box. Very strong and
sturdy design, intended for a max. load of 35 kg.
The speaker distance from the wall can be
individually adjusted in 4 positions.
With a joint and a tube clamp.
Flexible and compact wall mount for loud speakers
up to 15 kg. The variable wall mount has two
adjustments - angle and direction. In addition, it
keeps the speaker close to the wall. Whether it is
used for loud speakers that are equipped with
vertical or horizontal drill holes, both options can be
mounted easily and securely to the wall mount. The
decor-wall plate rounds off the look of this attractive
product.
Flexible and compact wall mount for loud speakers
up to 15 kg. The variable wall mount has two
adjustments - angle and direction. In addition, it
keeps the speaker close to the wall. Whether it is
used for loud speakers that are equipped with
vertical or horizontal drill holes, both options can be
mounted easily and securely to the wall mount. The
decor-wall plate rounds off the look of this attractive
product.
Two adjustable brackets 20 x 98 mm and 24 x 98
mm, tilt angle to 15°. Wall clearance 105 mm.
Two adjustable brackets 20 x 98 mm and 24 x 98
mm, tilt angle to 15°. Wall clearance 105 mm.
The practical wall and ceiling mount for smaller
loudspeakers has been upgraded. A new feature is
a cable outlet, which now provides an internal cable
guide for hidden installations. Thanks to two special
threaded pins and the Allen wrench / hexagon key
included in the delivery, the universal joint can be
positioned and set exactly. As such the maximum
load increases to 10 kg. The wall distance has
been reduced to 160 mm.

24140-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€36,69

€44,02

24150-000-55 black
24161-000-56 structured black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€53,82
€40,02

€64,58
€48,02

24161-000-66 structured white

1 pcs.

€40,02

€48,02

24180-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€23,12

€27,74

24180-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€23,12

€27,74

24185-017-55 black

1 pcs.

€19,90

€23,87

24185 Speaker wall/ ceiling mount

24195 Speaker wall/ ceiling mount

24281 Screw-on adapter

24352 Adapter panel 1

24352 Adapter panel 1

24354 Adapter panel 2

24354 Adapter panel 2

24356 Adapter panel 3
24356 Adapter panel 3
24357 Adapter panel 4
24357 Adapter panel 4
24358 Adapter panel 5
24358 Adapter panel 5
24359 Adapter panel 6

24359 Adapter panel 6

24465 Speaker wall mount

24465 Speaker wall mount

24471 Speaker wall mount

24471 Speaker wall mount

24481 Speaker wall mount

24481 Speaker wall mount

The practical wall and ceiling mount with 3/8"
threaded connector has been upgraded. A new
feature is a cable outlet, which now provides an
internal cable guide for hidden installations. Thanks
to two special threaded pins and the Allen wrench /
hexagon key included in the delivery, the universal
joint can be positioned and set exactly. As such the
maximum load increases to 10 kg. The wall
distance has been reduced to 160 mm.
Wall and ceiling bracket for speakers, adjustable,
additional security by wire cable. Wall clearance
271 mm.
Attachable to speakers. Slip-on adapter for speaker
stands with tube-diameter 35 mm. With 2 drill holes
diam. 11 mm at intervals of 115 mm and locking
device. Mounting bolts M10 x 40 mm, washers and
nuts (2 of each) included.
Universal Mounting Bracket vertical, large with the
following mounting templates:
69,9 x 127 mm - M8
50,8 x 107,9 mm - M6
62 x 47 mm - M6
70 to 76,2 mm - M6
Universal Mounting Bracket vertical, large with the
following mounting templates:
69,9 x 127 mm - M8
50,8 x 107,9 mm - M6
62 x 47 mm - M6
70 to 76,2 mm - M6
Universal Mounting Bracket horizontal, large with
the following mounting templates:
127 x 69.9 mm - M8
107.9 x 50.8 mm - M6
70 to 76.2 mm - M6
Universal Mounting Bracket horizontal, large with
the following mounting templates:
127 x 69.9 mm - M8
107.9 x 50.8 mm - M6
70 to 76.2 mm - M6
Bracket vertical, mounting template:
50.8 x 107.9 mm - M6
Bracket vertical, mounting template:
50.8 x 107.9 mm - M6
Bracket horizontal, mounting template:
107.9 x 50.8 mm - M6
Bracket horizontal, mounting template:
107.9 x 50.8 mm - M6
Bracket vertical, mounting template:
115 mm - M10
Bracket vertical, mounting template:
115 mm - M10
T-Mounting bracket horizontal/vertical, mounting
template:
70 to 76.2 mm - M6
T-Mounting bracket horizontal/vertical, mounting
template:
70 to 76.2 mm - M6
Screw-on type wall mount to hold a "JBL Control 1"
speaker. The mounted speaker can be swiveled
sideways and tilted.
Screw-on type wall mount to hold a "JBL Control 1"
speaker. The mounted speaker can be swiveled
sideways and tilted.
Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers. The
mounted speaker can be swiveled to the sides and
tilted up to 30°. Easy mounting by convenient
hooking in and screw locking.
Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers. The
mounted speaker can be swiveled to the sides and
tilted up to 30°. Easy mounting by convenient
hooking in and screw locking.
Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers with large
wall plate for heavy speakers. The mounted
speaker can be swiveled to the sides and tilted up
to 30°. Easy mounting by convenient hooking in
and screw locking.
Multi-purpose wall mount for speakers with large
wall plate for heavy speakers. The mounted
speaker can be swiveled to the sides and tilted up
to 30°. Easy mounting by convenient hooking in
and screw locking.

24185-317-55 black

1 pcs.

€19,90

€23,87

24195-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€26,22

€31,46

24281-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€19,90

€23,87

24352-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

24352-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

24354-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,90

€8,28

24354-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€6,90

€8,28

24356-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

24356-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

24357-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

24357-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

24358-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€5,64

€6,76

24358-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€5,64

€6,76

24359-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

24359-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€6,33

€7,59

24465-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€28,18

€33,81

24465-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€28,18

€33,81

24471-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€40,25

€48,30

24471-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€40,25

€48,30

24481-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€43,24

€51,89

24481-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€43,24

€51,89

24484 Speaker wall mount

24496 Speaker ceiling mount

24496 Speaker ceiling mount

24516 TV pin
24518 TV pin
24519 TV pin
24521 Reducer flange

24521 Reducer flange

24521 Reducer flange

24521 Reducer flange

24521 Reducer flange

24528 Reducer flange
246/1 Lighting/Speaker stand

24611 Carrying case

24613 Rigging

24620 Lighting stand

24621 Screw fitting set
24622 Crossbar

Stable wall mount for JBL loud speakers. The wall
mount swivels approx. 60º to the right and to the
left. And the mounting plate can also tilt up to 30º.
The extension arm is simply screwed to the loud
speaker or monitor, which is then attached to the
wall mount. Screws and keys are included. The
maximum load bearing weight is 20 kg. The mount
is suitable for JBL Series LSR 2328 P, 2325 P,
4328 P and 4326 P.
Robust and useful loudspeaker ceiling mount with
250 mm distance and internal cable management.
The swivel area is +/-45 º. Within the parameters the settings range from 0 to 45º. The clamping
bracket is for loudspeakers with a vertical mounting
template from 70 to 76.2 mm. For other attachment
possibilities additional adapter brackets are
available. A mounting bracket with side and central
cable management makes mounting to the ceiling
easier.
Robust and useful loudspeaker ceiling mount with
250 mm distance and internal cable management.
The swivel area is +/-45 º. Within the parameters the settings range from 0 to 45º. The clamping
bracket is for loudspeakers with a vertical mounting
template from 70 to 76.2 mm. For other attachment
possibilities additional adapter brackets are
available. A mounting bracket with side and central
cable management makes mounting to the ceiling
easier.
Male thread M10 x 17 mm. Aluminum, blank,
diameter 16 mm, L: 46.5 mm.
Female thread M10 x 35 mm. Steel, nickel finish,
diameter 28/35 mm, L: 215 mm.
Female thread M10 x 34 mm. Diameter 28 mm, L:
115 mm.
Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tube-diameter
35 mm. With threaded bolt M10 x 12 mm and a
large, comfortable handknob.
Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tube-diameter
35 mm. With threaded bolt M6 x 18 mm and a
large, comfortable handknob.
Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tube-diameter
35 mm. With threaded bolt M8 x 18 mm and a
large, comfortable handknob.
Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tube-diameter
35 mm. With bolt ø 25 mm and a large, comfortable
handknob.
Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, tube-diameter
35 mm. With threaded bolt 3/8" x 12 mm and a
large, comfortable handknob.
Suitable for all K&M speaker stands, with female
thread M10 and a large, comfortable handknob.
High quality lighting stand for professional use.
New die-cast zinc clamps and the larger aluminum
leg tubing enhance safety. Height adjustment to
any height is by means of a hand crank and push
button system. The integrated M10 thread adaptor
can be used to attach crossbars 213/9 and 21393.
Rigging 24613 included.
To store and transport two lighting/speaker stands
246/1. Sturdy nylon fabric, water-resistant. Two
inside compartments and two parallel zip closures
with large carrying straps. Black with green K&M
logo.
Rigging for all K&M loudspeaker and lighting
stands with extension tube diameter of 30-35 mm.
Installation using a threaded pin and Allen wrench /
hexagon key included in the delivery. The guy wire
ring is made from aluminum and has 3 drill holes ø
10 mm to connect the rigging lines.
Lightweight aluminum lighting stand with cross bar.
Stable folding 3-leg construction. Height and feet
adjust by an easy-to-use clamping lever. Additional
safety pin ensures secure support. Cross bar with
boreholes for up to 8 spotlights. Optional
corresponding screw fitting set 24621 available.
4 fittings to mount spotlights to lighting stand 24620
or cross bar 24622.
Attaches to lighting / speaker stands with extension
tube diameter of 35 mm, easy-to-use locking screw
fixing. Aluminum cross bar with 4 boreholes for up
to 8 spotlights. Optional corresponding screw fitting
set 24621 available.

24484-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€77,28

€92,74

24496-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€60,72

€72,86

24496-000-57 white

1 pcs.

€60,72

€72,86

24516-000-00 blank

1 pcs.

€2,76

€3,31

24518-000-29 zinc-plated

1 pcs.

€15,18

€18,22

24519-000-29 zinc-plated

1 pcs.

€5,75

€6,90

24521-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,23

€15,87

24521-060-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,68

€20,01

24521-070-55 black

1 pcs.

€21,85

€26,22

24521-250-55 black

1 pcs.

€15,53

€18,63

24521-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,49

€17,39

24528-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,80

€16,56

24610-009-55 black

1 pcs.

€201,48

€241,78

24611-000-00

1 pcs.

€31,86

€38,23

24613-000-00

1 pcs.

€11,73

€14,08

24620-000-35 black anodized

1 pcs.

€86,94

€104,33

24621-000-55 black

4 pcs.

€8,40

€10,07

24622-000-35 black anodized

1 pcs.

€22,66

€27,19

24624 Lighting stand

24625 Lighting stand

24627 Carrying case for base plate

24628 Carrying case for base plate

24629 Carrying case for base plate

24630 Lighting stand

24637 Side crossbar
24640 Lighting stand

24645 Lighting stand

252 Microphone stand

25400 Microphone stand

255 Microphone stand
25600 Microphone stand

25680 One hand microphone stand

Attractive lighting stand. Thanks to the heavy, flat
steel plate the stand is well suited for use in small
areas. The proven safety bolt with locking screw
provides for comfortable and safe height
adjustment. The stand&rsquo;s maximum
extension height is 2.400 mm and maximum weight
is 18 kg. The integrated M10 threaded bushing
provides for the attachment of crossbars.
Easy to transport, lightweight aluminum lighting
stand, extension rod with adapter to take a TV pin
(inner extension tube diameter 28 mm). Stable
tripod construction. Height adjustable with handy
clamping levers and additional safety pin.
The carrying case is made from tear-resistant nylon
material for base plate 26705 and protects against
dirt and scratches. A robust zipper and cushioned
handle provide extra comfort and safety.
The carrying case is made from tear-resistant nylon
material for base plate 26704 and protects against
dirt and scratches. A robust zipper and cushioned
handle provide extra comfort and safety.
The carrying case is made from tear-resistant nylon
material for base plate 26703 and protects against
dirt and scratches. A robust zipper and cushioned
handle provide extra comfort and safety.
The standard lighting stand constructed from steel
tubing has been significantly improved. The new
legs with tubing diameter of 35 mm guarantee
stability and safety. Lasered bore holes and
durable, robust plastic saddle washers improve the
coefficient of friction between the legs and braces,
and prevent scratching of the finish. A compact
clamp with a patented push-button system affords
user-friendly stand height adjustment. The locking
screw provides additional stability. The integrated
M10 thread adaptor can be used to attach the
crossbars 213/9 and 21393.
Accommodates 4 spot lights. Light-weight
aluminum tubing with tube-diameter 36 mm.
Extending to over 4 m, this lighting stand is for
professional use. The new zinc die-cast clamps
and the larger steel leg tubing give this top of the
range stand more stability. The infinitely variable
non-marring height adjustment can be reinforced
with two safety rings. A variety of crossbars may be
attached using the M10 thread adaptor.
Light and stable aluminum lighting stand. The 3piece extension reaches a height of 3,097 mm. The
transport dimension of the collapsed lighting stand
is only 1,170 mm. Compared to other lighting
stands the transport size is very economical. The
integrated M10 socket provides for the installation
of a single lighting fixture or the use of different
crossbars. Additional locking rings provide for more
safety and expanded functionality. Thanks to the
integrated adapter, loudspeakers can also be
attached to the stand using 36 mm flange
bushings.
Three-piece telescoping shaft. Metal, non-marring
height-adjustment mechanisms, complete with
boom arm.
Entry-level, low-priced microphone stand. The
practical swivel joint allows the one-piece boom
arm to be simultaneously positioned for tilt and
length. Thanks to a low weight of only 1.85 kg, it is
particularly suitable for the mobile musician. The
stand requires little space as its base diameter is
only 660 mm. The large foot end caps help to make
the stand stable and reduce unpleasant
transmission noise.
Low-level stand with folding base, complete with
long, 2-piece extendable boom arm.
High-quality microphone stand with telescopic
boom arm. Die-cast base with folding legs. Unique
design retains all screws and levers without
tension. Patented clamping lever can be fixed in
any position, for holding mic cable, etc.
With the unique »Soft-Touch« one-hand clutch the
height can be adjusted with a quick squeeze to
easily raise and lower the mic. Metal base with
foldable legs for compact transport. Quality black
powder coating is extremely durable.

24624-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€158,36

€190,03

24625-000-35 black anodized

1 pcs.

€68,08

€81,70

24627-000-00

1 pcs.

€17,60

€21,11

24628-000-00

1 pcs.

€17,02

€20,42

24629-000-00

1 pcs.

€16,45

€19,73

24630-009-55 black

1 pcs.

€71,30

€85,56

24637-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€24,04

€28,84

24640-009-55 black

1 pcs.

€162,61

€195,13

24645-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€92,00

€110,40

25200-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€50,83

€61,00

25400-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€18,52

€22,22

25500-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€50,49

€60,58

25600-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€63,94

€76,73

25680-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€43,47

€52,16

258 Table microphone clamp

black

1 pcs.

€32,20

€38,64

259

black

1 pcs.

€44,05

€52,85

gray

1 pcs.

€46,92

€56,30

black

1 pcs.

€36,00

€43,19

gray

1 pcs.

€37,84

€45,40

black

1 pcs.

€39,22

€47,06

black

1 pcs.

€43,47

€52,16

chrome

1 pcs.

€35,31

€42,37

black

1 pcs.

€33,70

€40,43

chrome

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€3,22
€28,52

€3,86
€34,22

black

1 pcs.

€24,84

€29,81

pure white

1 pcs.

€36,23

€43,47

gray

1 pcs.

€33,81

€40,57

1 pcs.

€46,58

€55,89

black

1 pcs.

€29,56

€35,47

black

1 pcs.

€43,47

€52,16

black

1 pcs.

€41,86

€50,23

black

1 pcs.

€37,26

€44,71

25900

259/1

25910

25950

25960

260

260

26004
260/1
260/1
260/1

26010

26019

26045

26075

26085

26125

This variable microphone clamp has everything you 25800-311-55
need. A sophisticated mechanism allows the clamp
to be rotated 360º. At the same time the height and
position can be varied as required. A
supplementary extension tube can be used for an
even greater range. The clamping width of 0 to 48
mm allows the clamp to be attached to a wide
variety of surfaces. The stable metal construction
with high quality plastic inserts guarantees secure
and strong hold.The cleverly shaped clamping
parts allow the clamp to be used on smooth
surfaces and round-shaped tubes.
Microphone stand
Low-level, telescopic stand with foldable legs.
25900-300-55
Comes with 2-piece boom arm.
Microphone stand »Soft-Touch« Low-level, telescopic stand with foldable legs.
25900-370-87
Comes with 2-piece boom arm. Attractive gray SoftTouch powder coating.
Microphone stand
Extra low design for bass drums or special use. Die- 25910-300-55
cast base with folding legs. Comes complete with
boom arm.
Microphone stand »Soft-Touch« Extra low design for bass drums or special use.
25910-300-87
Comes complete with boom arm. Attractive gray
Soft-Touch powder coating.
Microphone stand »Rien«
Extra low design for bass drums or special use.
25950-300-55
Very short and heavy legs provide maximum
stability. Legs are foldable for easy transport.
Comes with two-piece boom arm 21140.
Microphone stand
Low profile round-base mic stand with telescopic
25960-300-55
boom arm, designed for bass drums and acoustic
instruments. Heavy cast-iron round base, with antivibration rubber insert for noise filtration.
Microphone stand
Heavy cast-iron round base, with anti-vibration
26000-300-02
rubber insert for noise filtration, plastic clutch-style
height-adjustment system.
Microphone stand
Heavy cast-iron round base, with anti-vibration
26000-300-55
rubber insert for noise filtration, plastic clutch-style
height-adjustment system.
Knurled washer
To secure rod combination in the round base.
26004-000-00
Microphone stand
Cast-iron round base, with anti-vibration rubber
26010-300-02
insert for noise filtration.
Microphone stand
Cast-iron round base, with anti-vibration rubber
26010-300-55
insert for noise filtration.
Microphone stand
Round base with an integrated steel plate with an 26010-300-76
attractive plastic cover,with anti-vibration rubber
insert for noise filtration.
Microphone stand »Soft-Touch« Cast-iron round base, with anti-vibration rubber
26010-300-87
insert for noise filtration. Attractive gray Soft-Touch
powder coating.
Carrying case
Sturdy carrying case for 3 microphone stand with
26019-000-00
round base. Tearproof nylon material, waterresistant. The case comes with padded handles
and an adjustable shoulder strap. Plastic rubber
feet protect the bottom of the case. 3 separate
internal compartments and fixed Velcro strips
provide maximum protection for the stands.
Stackable microphone stand
This model has a round, heavy cast-base with a cut- 26045-300-55
out design that allows for stacking of up to 5
microphone stands. Height is adjusted with a
comfortable clutch.
Stackable one-hand microphone stand
This model has a round, heavy cast-base with a cut- 26075-300-55
out design that allows for stacking of up to 5
microphone stands. It has the unique »Soft-Touch«
one-hand clutch which allows height to be adjusted
with a quick squeeze to easily raise and lower the
mic.
One hand microphone stand
With the unique »Soft-Touch« one-hand clutch the 26085-300-55
height can be adjusted with a quick squeeze to
easily raise and lower the mic. Sleek, flat, cast-iron
base is very stable and durable. Quality black
powder coating is extremely durable.
Microphone stand
Perfect presentation and function: this heavy duty, 26125-300-55
large round base microphone stand is impressive
both for the studio and on stage. The robust and
tall tubing combination with the slim clutch provide
a very tight and secure connection. A full circle antivibration rubber damping ring prevents unwanted
floor vibration impacting the sound. The formidable
base scores additional points for its clean design,
visually appealing plastic covering and advanced
functionality - and the integrated metal plate makes
the stand extraordinarily stable. In addition, due to
the extremely solid and stable base, an extendable
boom arm can also be installed on the stand.

26145 Microphone stand

Significant Stand Point! The larger tubing reaches a 26145-300-55 black
height of 1.7 m and as such is well suited for taller
individuals. The sleek clutch provides for user
friendly height adjustment and it is easy to fix in
place. A very heavy round cast-iron base with a
diameter of 300 mm provides the stand with both
exceptional stability and a small footprint. The
circular rubber insert ring filters foot step sounds
and reduces the transmission of unwanted sounds.
The stand weighs 6.2 kg and is equipped with an
extendable boom.
26200 One-hand microphone stand »Elegance«
The new star in your show!
26200-300-55 black
The avant-garde, one-hand microphone stand is
setting new standards in design and function. The
elegant combination of triangular-shaped sections
and the new design of the slender one-hand
adjustment mechanism go harmoniously with
standard microphone clips and microphones. The
integrated knurled screw is impossible to lose and
makes tightening and positioning the microphone
clip easy. The stand&rsquo;s simple elegance
loses nothing by the addition of König &
Meyer&rsquo;s classic swivel arm. The height of
the stand can be adjusted soundlessly, simply and
easily using the unique one-hand clutch. The stand
is significantly lightweight, but nonetheless stable
due to the ingenious round base with an integrated
steel plate with an attractive plastic cover. The
base&rsquo;s circumferential rubber profile reduces
undesirable vibration and footfall noise even when
the stand is tilted far over to the side. Damage to
flooring (e.g. parquet) is also prevented.

1 pcs.

€60,72

€72,86

1 pcs.

€71,19

€85,42

26250 One-hand microphone stand »Performance«
The practical one-hand microphone stand
»Performance« impresses through its reliability and
functionality. The stable combination of high quality
round-shaped rods and the elegant one-hand
adjustment present a harmonious overall
appearance. Also in connection with the classic
König & Meyer expandable boom, the stand's
elegant design is not diminished in any way. With
the practical one-hand system the height of the
stand can be adjusted smoothly and silently (no
scratching noises). The ingenious steel base with
its elegant plastic cover provides more stability
even though the base is much lighter. A circular
rubber insert ring on the base also reduces
unwanted vibrations and foot traffic noise, even
when the stand is placed in extreme positions. In
addition, the floor (e.g. wood floor) is protected
from possible damage.
26700 Base plate
Flat round base suitable for all common distance
rods and rod combinations using a M20 threaded
bolt. The diameter of the round base is 450 mm.
Felt strips for floor protection are included. Optional
carrying case 26751 is available.
26703 Base plate
The smallest base plate from the K&M series is
only 410 x 410 mm in size and weighs 7 kg.
Thanks to the integrated socket, the base plate is
compatible with all common distance rods and tube
combinations with M20 threaded bolts. Additional
useful advantages include a practical integrated
handle, a cable management and four stable feet
covered in felt. With the included wrench the tube
combination can be setup to individual
specifications.
26704 Base plate
The external dimensions of the medium-sized base
plate are 480 x 480 mm and it weighs 10 kg. All
common distance rods and tube combinations with
M20 threaded bolts can be used with this base
plate. Additional useful advantages include a
practical integrated handle, a cable management
and four stable feet covered in felt. With the
included wrench, the tube combination can be
setup to individual specifications.
26705 Base plate
Heavy and sturdy base plate for all common
distance rods and tube combinations with M20
threaded bolts. Additional useful features include a
practical integrated handle, a cable management
and four stable feet covered in felt. With the
included wrench the tube combination can be setup
to individual specifications.
26720 Monitor stand
Steel stand for monitors with 3-leg base, stable and
solid. Height adjustable with a non-scratching
locking screw and additional safety pin, internal
cable routing possible.

26250-300-55 black

1 pcs.

€61,87

€74,24

26700-000-56 structured black

1 pcs.

€45,77

€54,92

26703-000-56 structured black

1 pcs.

€73,03

€87,63

26704-000-56 structured black

1 pcs.

€80,50

€96,60

26705-000-56 structured black

1 pcs.

€102,35

€122,82

26720-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€53,25

€63,89

26734 Speaker stand

26735 Speaker stand

26735 Speaker stand

26736 Distance rod

26737 Speaker stand »Ring Lock«

26740 Monitor stand

26747 Projector tray

26750 Speaker stand

26751 Carrier bag for round base

26782 Screen/Monitor stand

This speaker stand with a flat base plate is stable
and compact anddoes not take up much space.
The robust tube combination can beextended to
1.81 m and can support loudspeakers up to 20 kg.
The spring-loaded bolt with locking screw provides
forcomfortable and safe height adjustment. The
inconspicuous flat steelplate provides sufficient
stability. Additional useful features includea
practical integrated handle, a cable management
and four stable feetcovered in felt. With the
included wrench, the tube combination can besetup
to individual specifications.
A decorative space saving speaker stand. The
heavy cast iron plate with a relatively small
diameter requires little space. The tried-and-tested
spring-loaded bolt with locking screw makes height
adjustment easy and safe. The stand has a
maximum pull-out height of 1800 mm and is
suitable for speakers with a maximum weight of 20
kg. The integrated mounting aid simplifies mounting
the loud speaker cabinets.
A decorative space saving speaker stand. The
heavy cast iron plate with a relatively small
diameter requires little space. The tried-and-tested
spring-loaded bolt with locking screw makes height
adjustment easy and safe. The stand has a
maximum pull-out height of 1800 mm and is
suitable for speakers with a maximum weight of 20
kg. The integrated mounting aid simplifies mounting
the loud speaker cabinets.
Steel tube combination to connect satellite
systems. With bottom M20 thread to attach
connector plate 24116. Zero backlash and absolute
vertical position. Height adjustment with springloaded locking screw and safety bolt.
A decorative speaker stand with a unique patented
expanding mandrel system that provides a stable,
tight and firm fit for speakers. The movable plastic
splints provide for a vibration-free connection
between the rod and the speaker. Connecting the
speaker is easy and is done using the handy ring
lock - which is simply placed in position and
screwed on.. The heavy cast iron plate with a
relatively small diameter requires little space. The
tried-and-tested spring-loaded bolt with locking
screw makes height adjustment easy and safe. The
stand has a maximum pull-out height of 1.800 mm
and is suitable for speakers with a maximum weight
of 20 kg.
Stable steel stand for monitors with broad
completely level round cast-iron base-diameter 450
mm. Rod combination height adjustable using
clamping screw and safety splint. For the direct
attachment of monitors with 3/8" threaded joint
(thread length 12 mm) or to screw in a connector
plate 205 x 245 mm for Genelec monitor 1030 or
monitors by other manufacturers. Includes 4 thread
points and 4 rubber knobs.
The practical projector tray can be used universally
for projectors, monitors and for other equipment.
The tray's dimensions are 420 x 380 mm. The
flange adapter dimension is ø 36 mm and the
clamp nut connects to the loud speaker stands or
other stands with a corresponding tube diameter.
Stable steel stand with broad completely level
round cast-iron base-diameter 450 mm. Rod
combination height adjustable using clamping
screw and safety splint. Speaker will be fixed with
flange adapter. Also available as monitor stand
(Order No. 26740-000-55).
In response to customer demand, we have
designed a robust bag for our heavy round base.
The tear-proof, high quality linen-look nylon fabric
is also water-repellent. The bag has two strong
hand straps to carry the 7.5 kg cast metal base.
A representative screen/monitor stand with a
beautifully designed heavy cast iron base.The
assembly accessories provided with the product
allow one to set up according to the VESA
Standard for 24" to 46" flat screens. The large
tubing saves space by providing a place to
organize and store the cables. The height can be
adjusted in steps using an ergonomic height
adjustment screw.

26734-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€123,05

€147,66

26735-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€76,82

€92,18

26735-000-76 pure white

1 pcs.

€82,57

€99,08

26736-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€39,68

€47,61

26737-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€95,80

€114,95

26740-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€86,94

€104,33

26747-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€42,21

€50,65

26750-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€68,08

€81,70

26751-000-00

1 pcs.

€14,49

€17,39

26782-000-56 structured black

1 pcs.

€263,70

€316,43

26783 Screen/Monitor stand

26785 Design monitor stand

26792 Bearing plate

26792 Bearing plate

26792 Bearing plate

26793 Adapter

26795 Design monitor stand

27105 Microphone stand

27195 Microphone stand

28070 Hackbrett stand

28075 Mixer stand

28101 Monitor stand

28130 Amp stand

28200 Rack wagon

28201 Side cover
28210 Panel
28220 Panel
28230 Panel
28240 Panel
28306
28308
28312
28410
28451
28452
28480

Panel
Panel
Panel
Single rack rail
Ventilation panel
Ventilation panel
Rackshelly

28481 19" Rack shelf

A high degree of stand stability and easy handling 26783-000-56
are the special characteristics of this impressive
screen/monitor stand. The universal mount allows
one to set up according to the VESA Standard for
42" to 65" flat screens. Two strips are screwed to
the back of the screen/monitor, which is then
attached to the wall mount. The large tubing saves
space by providing a place to organize and store
the cables. The height can be adjusted in steps
using an ergonomic height adjustment screw. The
integrated adjustable feet stabilize the stand on
uneven surfaces, providing for stability.
Steel stand for the Genelec 8000 monitor series.
26785-000-56
This stable elegant stand has a 420 x 420 mm cast
base with an oversized rod combination. Gradual
height adjustment is made by a superior positioning
and clamping knob. Quick, uncomplicated
mounting of the monitor is accomplished using the
suspension device.
Bearing plate for monitors, suitable for the design
26792-024-56
monitor stand 26795. Available in three different
sizes. Includes 4 spikes and 4 rubber knobs.
Bearing plate for monitors, suitable for the design
26792-032-56
monitor stand 26795. Available in three different
sizes. Includes 4 spikes and 4 rubber knobs.
Bearing plate for monitors, suitable for the design
26792-042-56
monitor stand 26795. Available in three different
sizes. Includes 4 spikes and 4 rubber knobs.
Adapter for design monitor stand 26795 to mount
26793-000-56
audio monitors and loudspeakers with 36 mm
flange bushing. Comes with 2 fastening screws.
Maximum load capacity of 50 kg.
Steel stand for monitors with a stable, elegant 480 26795-000-56
x 480 mm cast base. This stand has an oversized
rod combination and a superior positioning and
clamping knob that allows gradual height
adjustable. There are three bearing plates (item
26792) available to match the monitor size.
Inexpensive stand with professional features.
27105-300-55
Fiberglass-reinforced plastic base with foldable
legs. Complete with boom arm.
Inexpensive stand with professional features.
27195-300-55
Fiberglass-reinforced plastic base with foldable
legs. Complete with extendable boom arm.
Heavy-duty steel construction, felt-lined instrument 28070-070-55
support brackets adjustable in length and width.
Folding base for easy transportation.
Heavy duty stand for amplifiers and mixers.
28075-000-55
Foldable. Spring-loaded locking bolt and locking
screw. Felt-lined supporting brackets.
Perfect for amplifiers or monitor speakers. The
28101-000-55
support arms have a tilt angle of 42° and are heightadjustable. The stand is foldable for easy transport.
The amp stand can hold monitors, amps or other
28130-011-55
equipment to a max. weight of 35 kg without a
problem. The angled front legs have significantly
improved the stand&rsquo;s stability and strength.
The low centre of gravity ensures even larger amps
are securely displayed. The fine adjustment on the
supporting leg allows a tilt between 15º and 28º. A
microphone can be attached to the telescopic tube
using a boom arm with a thread of either 3/8" or
5/8". Folds compactly.
19" rack wagon, welded-steel construction with four 28200-000-55
casters, two of them locking. 7 space units in top
section, 16 in front section. Cage nuts included.
Additional blank and ventilation panels are
available.
For rack wagon 28200. Contains 2 steel side
28201-000-55
covers with drillings and 14 screws M5 x 16 mm.
Flat style, aluminum 2 mm thick, black. 1 space
28210-070-55
unit.
Flat style, aluminum 2 mm thick, black. 2 space
28220-070-55
unit.
Flat style, aluminum 2 mm thick, black. 3 space
28230-070-55
unit.
Flat style, aluminum 2 mm thick, black. 4 space
28240-070-55
unit.
For XLR connectors. 6 XLR. 1 space, black.
28306-000-55
For XLR connectors. 8 XLR. 1 space, black.
28308-000-55
For XLR connectors. 12 XLR. 1 space, black.
28312-000-55
Steel, 10 spaces. Other space units upon request. 28410-000-55
With ventilation slots. 1 space unit, black.
28451-000-55
With ventilation slots. 2 space unit, black.
28452-000-55
Two optional rackshellies suitable for rack shelves 28480-000-55
no. 28482 and 28483.
Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black. 28481-000-55
1 space unit.

structured black

1 pcs.

€275,89

€331,06

structured black

1 pcs.

€163,30

€195,96

structured black

1 pcs.

€24,15

€28,98

structured black

1 pcs.

€30,36

€36,43

structured black

1 pcs.

€43,47

€52,16

black

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

structured black

1 pcs.

€171,58

€205,90

black

1 pcs.

€28,64

€34,36

black

1 pcs.

€32,55

€39,05

black

1 pcs.

€117,19

€140,62

black

1 pcs.

€115,00

€138,00

black

1 pcs.

€72,34

€86,80

black

1 pcs.

€35,19

€42,23

black

1 pcs.

€174,23

€209,07

black

1 pcs.

€68,89

€82,66

black

1 pcs.

€5,52

€6,62

black

1 pcs.

€7,25

€8,69

black

1 pcs.

€9,09

€10,90

black

1 pcs.

€10,58

€12,70

black
black
black
black
black
black
black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€7,36
€7,59
€7,71
€4,72
€6,56
€8,74
€10,93

€8,83
€9,11
€9,25
€5,66
€7,87
€10,49
€13,11

black

1 pcs.

€18,86

€22,63

28481 19" Rack shelf
28482 19" Rack shelf
28482 19" Rack shelf
28483 19" Rack shelf
28483 19" Rack shelf
28635 Double rack rail
28664 19" Power box

28665 19"-Power box

28668 19" Power box

28670 19" Power box

28675 19" Power box

28676 19" Power box

286/8 Support bracket

286/8 Support bracket

286/8 Support bracket

29375 Microphone table base

29376 Microphone table base

29377 Microphone table base

29390 Microphone table base

30900 Guitar capo

30910 Guitar capo

30920 Capo for ukuleles

40900 Rack desk stand

Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black.
1 space unit.
Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black.
2 space unit.
Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black.
2 space unit.
Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black.
3 space unit.
Easy-to-install shelf for various components, black.
3 space unit.
Steel, 35 spaces. Other space units on request.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum housing. Only
for power current 16A 380 V~, with 5 pole CEEplug and cable (length 2 m), 6 sockets 230 V~ in
different colors on the front side.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum housing. Only
for alternating voltage. Power supply 16 A 230 V~.
Plug with 2 m cable. With on/off switch on the front
side and 7 sockets on the back side.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum housing. Only
for alternating voltage. Power supply 16 A 230 V~.
New type of plug »power con« without cable, but
with on/off switch on the front side and 6 sockets
on the back side.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum housing. Only
for alternating voltage. Power supply 16 A 230 V~.
Without on/off switch. With plug and 2 m cable and
8 sockets on the front side.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum housing. Only
for alternating voltage. Power supply 16 A 230 V~.
With on/off switch, plug and 2 m cable and 7
sockets on the front side.
1 space Power Box, sturdy aluminum housing. Only
for alternating voltage. Power supply 16 A 230 V~.
With on/off switch and 6 sockets on the front side
and 6 sockets on the back side. Plug and 2 m
cable.
Additional steel plate support bracket with diameter
6.5 mm drill holes for 19" equipment. Black powder
coating. Other measurements on request.
Additional steel plate support bracket with diameter
6.5 mm drill holes for 19" equipment. Black powder
coating. Other measurements on request.
Additional steel plate support bracket with diameter
6.5 mm drill holes for 19" equipment. Black powder
coating. Other measurements on request.
Beautifully designed, compact, zinc die-cast base.
3-pin XLR connections (male/female), completely
mounted, crackle-free switching, with phantom
powering-pilot light, with switch (gray). Two diodes
indicate the operating state (voltage / microphone
ON/OFF).
Beautifully designed, compact, zinc die-cast base.
3-pin XLR connections (male/female), completely
mounted, without pushbutton or switch.
Beautifully designed, compact, zinc die-cast base.
3-pin XLR connections (male/female), completely
mounted, crackle-free switching, with phantom
powering-pilot light, with pushbutton "push-to-talk"
(black). Two diodes indicate the operating state
(voltage / microphone ON/OFF).
Black cast-iron base with a horizontally mounted
XLR-style female socket on upper face. Removable
plate, suitable for fitting switches, indicators,
controls or connectors, with access to space for
additional circuitry. Base is fitted with rear-mounted
3-pole XLR male connector.
Professional capo for western and E-guitars, in
particular for rounded frets. The clamping
mechanism is quick and easy to attach using one
hand. The capo only weighs 0.038 kg and does not
obstruct playing due to its slim and elegant shape.
The capo&lsquo;s rubber covered brackets stick
tightly on the fret ensuring that is does not slip.
Professional capo for classical guitars with flat
fretboards. The clamping mechanism can be
operated quickly and easily with just one hand.
Light construction, matt chrome-plated finish. The
rubber padding secures the capo to the fretboard
and prevents slipping.
A beautiful little capo for ukuleles. The clamping
mechanism can be operated quickly and easily with
just one hand. The rubber padding secures the
capo to the fretboard and prevents slipping.
19" standard 8 unit-rack desk stand. Sturdy Uprofile with steel rack rails. Comes with 16 cage
nuts and screws.

28481-070-55 black

1 pcs.

€21,97

€26,36

28482-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€20,13

€24,15

28482-070-55 black

1 pcs.

€23,92

€28,70

28483-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€22,20

€26,63

28483-070-55 black

1 pcs.

€24,73

€29,67

28635-000-55 black
28664-000-55 black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€16,10
€92,12

€19,32
€110,54

28665-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€69,46

€83,35

28668-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€85,56

€102,67

28670-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€52,56

€63,07

28675-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€55,55

€66,65

28676-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€120,06

€144,07

28680-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€5,75

€6,90

28681-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,82

€9,38

28687-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€8,74

€10,49

29375-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€86,60

€103,91

29376-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€62,10

€74,52

29377-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€86,60

€103,91

29390-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€66,13

€79,35

30900-000-02 matt chrome

1 pcs.

€10,58

€12,70

30910-000-02 matt chrome

1 pcs.

€10,58

€12,70

30920-000-02 matt chrome

1 pcs.

€10,58

€12,70

40900-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€61,07

€73,28

42020 Rack wagon

black

1 pcs.

€229,77

€275,72

42021

black

1 pcs.

€50,72

€60,86

black

1 pcs.

€84,64

€101,57

1 pcs.

€0,00

€0,00

black

1 pcs.

€3,11

€3,73

black

1 pcs.

€13,34

€16,01

black

1 pcs.

€7,59

€9,11

black

1 pcs.

€7,13

€8,56

black

1 pcs.

€8,28

€9,94

black

1 pcs.

€7,82

€9,38

black

1 pcs.

€15,07

€18,08

black

1 pcs.

€46,58

€55,89

black

1 pcs.

€8,28

€9,94

black

1 pcs.

€13,46

€16,15

black

1 pcs.

€11,50

€13,80

black

1 pcs.

€11,50

€13,80

black

1 pcs.

€38,87

€46,64

black

1 pcs.

€38,87

€46,64

42040
44000

44060

441/1

44130
44132

44135
44137

44140

44155

44160
44170

44180

44181

44185

44186

Heavy-duty steel construction. Four casters, two
42020-000-55
lockable. Angle adjustable to 45º with spring-loaded
locking mechanism. 12 space units in top section, 9
in lower section. Cage nuts incl. (32 pcs.). Rack
shelves, drawers, blank and ventilation panels are
available.
Extender brackets 19"
For 42020. Provides additional 9 space units above 42021-000-55
rear of top section.
Mixer stand
Sturdy aluminum construction. Folds flat.
42040-000-55
Adjustable desk width. Non-skid rubber pads.
SpaceWall®
The SPACEWALL® shop-fitting system can be
44000-000-00
individually implemented in already existing shops
or in complete new stores. You can choose for
example from following surface finishes for your
slatwall: unfinished or paint finished surface or a
painted wall according to your desired RAL/NCS
color. You also have the choice between a
melamine resin coated surface in the colors white,
grey, ivory or cream-white or a plastic-laminated
slatwall in either white E110 MP or grey E 6 MP.
Further possibilities are metallic or acrylic mirror
designs or wood veneer finishes like pine, spruce,
maple or alder. Further finish variations on request.
We offer you the following slat widths: 53.1 mm,
76.3 mm, 88.0 mm*, 101.8 mm, 152.6 mm, 203.5
mm, 244.2 mm, 305.3 mm.
Head pieces and bases can be produced on
request. Ask for special design variations and other
sizes for your slatwall! *Size 2430 mm x 1210 mm
or 1210 mm x 2430 mm.
Adapter for product holder
With this practical adapter now it is simple and easy 44060-000-55
to attach all SpaceWall® product support
arms/holder to any normal wall. The frame is
attached to the wall using 3 screws. The product
support arms can then be directly attached and
removed. An additional security screw ensures that
the product support arm is stable and held in place.
The adapter makes it easy to quickly change or
exchange different product support arms. If a
product support arm is not needed, only the flat
inconspicuous housing remains on the wall.
Product support arm
Suitable for heavy products. Telescoping from 261 44110-000-55
to 461 mm, 23º tilt angle. Black powder-coated with
felt pads.
Product holder
For product packaging with holes. Length 150 mm. 44130-000-55
Round steel, polished chrome.
Product holder
Product holder for Euro Hole packaging for hanging 44132-000-55
on slat walls. The robust holder is made from 2.5
mm steel with black powder coating. The length is
150 mm.
Product holder
For product packaging with holes. Length 280 mm. 44135-000-55
Round steel, black powder-coated.
Product holder
Product holder for Euro Hole packaging for hanging 44137-000-55
on slat walls. The robust holder is made from 2.5
mm steel with black powder coating. The length is
280 mm.
Product holder for guitar
The patented guitar holder 16240 is now also
44140-000-55
available for Spacewall. The flexible hooking-in and
clamping system quickly and firmly grasps the
guitar neck when the guitar is put into place and the
rubber covered support arms release automatically
on removal.
Tray
Practical tray for slat walls to present a wide range 44155-000-55
of small parts, electronic devices and much more.
Included in the delivery are two support arms and
an aluminum tray with angled sides. A lip with edgeprotection provides extra safety.
Product holder for guitar
Black powder-coated, flat steel. Protective covering 44160-000-55
on instrument support.
Product holder for guitar
Right- or left-facing instrument support. Black
44170-000-55
powder-coated, flat steel. Protective covering on
instrument support.
Product holder for guitar
Right-facing instrument support. Black powder44180-000-55
coated, flat steel. Protective covering on instrument
support.
Product holder for guitar
Left-facing instrument support. Black powder44181-000-55
coated, flat steel. Protective covering on instrument
support.
Product holder for acoustic guitar Mount to hang electric guitars on slat walls.
44185-000-55
Features flexible support arms for neck and body
for a perfect presentation of the instrument.
Support arms are covered with non-marring rubber
to protect the instrument.
Product holder for acoustic guitar Mount to hang acoustic guitars on slat walls.
44186-000-55
Features flexible support arms for neck and body
for a perfect presentation of the instrument.
Support arms are covered with non-marring rubber
to protect the instrument.

44192 Universal holder

44195 Product holder for headphone

44210 Product holder for violin

44220 Product holder for ukuleles
44240 Product holder for saxophone
44250 Product holder for trombone

44380 Product holder for cymbal
44385 Price tag holder
44420 Leaflet holder
44500 Product holder for microphone

48240 Rack
48240 Rack
48260 Rack

48260 Rack

49035 Universal rack shelf

49070 Sliding shelf

491/2 Rackmount storage
491/2 Rackmount storage
491/2 Rackmount storage
49302 Headphone holder

494/1 Panel
494/1 Panel
494/1 Panel
494/1 Panel
494/2 Panel
494/2 Panel
494/2 Panel
494/2 Panel

Stable holder for slat walls for all K&M instrument
pegs with threaded bolts M5. Wall distance 140
mm.
A new holder for the SPACEWALL® shop design
system for the professional presentation of
headphones and ear phones. This soft, rubber
support can easily hold 2 pairs of standard
headphones. In addition, 2 pairs of in-ear
headphones can be hung conveniently on the
slotted side of the holder – giving maximum
attention to headphones.
The new König & Meyer violin holder allows the
safe and practical presentation of the instrument on
a display unit. The violin is not held by its neck but
by the curved end of the peg box. The depth of the
holder means it is virtually impossible to remove the
instrument inadvertently nor can it fall from the
holder. The bow holder integrated at the side
allows the violin and bow to be picked up
comfortably and easily. The durable flocked
covering is protection for the violin and perfectly
complements this quality product.
Product holder for ukuleles. Rubber coating
protects instruments from scratches.
Black powder-coated steel tubing and flat steel.
Protective covering on instrument support.
Black powder-coated steel tubing and flat steel.
With adjustable support cone made of soft material
to protect the instrument.
Round steel, diameter 10 mm, length 300 mm,
black powder-coated.
2 mm clear acrylic.
Hand made, 4 mm clear acrylic.
Classic Holder for the SPACEWALL® Shop Display
System - with the 3/8" knurled screw microphones
and other equipment with 3/8" threads are
displayed and presented in an attractive manner.

44192-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,10

€7,31

44195-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,12

€12,14

44210-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€13,69

€16,42

44220-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€12,19

€14,63

44240-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€20,24

€24,29

44250-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€18,06

€21,67

44380-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€10,81

€12,97

44385-000-00
44420-000-00
44500-000-55 black

1 pcs.
1 pcs.
1 pcs.

€6,90
€29,79
€10,47

€8,28
€35,74
€12,56

Sturdy steel 19" rack with rack rails on the front and
back side. 8 spaces. Appr. 430 mm deep.
Sturdy steel 19" rack with rack rails on the front and
back side. 12 spaces. Appr. 430 mm deep.
Sturdy steel 19" rack with rack rails on the front and
back side. Sloped front. 16 spaces, 425 mm deep
at the top, H: 840 mm, at the bottom 561 mm deep.
4 casters are included.
Sturdy steel 19" rack with rack rails on the front and
back side. Sloped front. 21 spaces, 390 mm deep
at the top, H: 1070 mm. At the bottom 561 mm
deep. 4 casters are included.
To mount half rack components, wireless units, and
other gear horizontally. 1 space with several
drillings for consumer equipment, appr. 240 mm
deep.
Sliding shelf. Heavy duty, all steel construction.
Security lock for uncontrolled reverse motion. 1
space, 360 mm deep.
Utility drawer with keylock, 390 mm deep. Heavyduty slides and steel construction. 2 spaces.
Utility drawer with keylock, 390 mm deep. Heavyduty slides and steel construction. 3 spaces.
Utility drawer with keylock, 390 mm deep. Heavyduty slides and steel construction. 4 spaces.
Ideal for headphones, cables or other technical
equipment. The stable headphone holder swivels
and can be turned away to save space if it is not
needed. The rubber base has a strong and robust
steel core. The mounting long holes and the size of
the screw plate are suited for 19" racks.
Steel panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. 1 space
unit.
Steel panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. 2 space
unit.
Steel panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. 3 space
unit.
Steel panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. 4 space
unit.
Aluminum panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. 1
space unit.
Aluminum panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. 2
space unit.
Aluminum panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. 3
space unit.
Aluminum panel, black, flanged style, 1.5 mm. 4
space unit.

48240-008-55 black

1 pcs.

€118,57

€142,28

48240-012-55 black

1 pcs.

€144,44

€173,33

48260-016-55 black

1 pcs.

€226,90

€272,27

48260-021-55 black

1 pcs.

€245,53

€294,63

49035-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€18,17

€21,80

49070-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€109,60

€131,51

49122-072-55 black

1 pcs.

€93,04

€111,64

49123-073-55 black

1 pcs.

€99,59

€119,51

49124-074-55 black

1 pcs.

€108,22

€129,86

49302-012-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,89

€11,87

49411-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€4,03

€4,83

49412-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€4,72

€5,66

49413-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€5,29

€6,35

49414-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€6,67

€8,00

49421-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€5,87

€7,04

49422-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,25

€8,69

49423-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€8,40

€10,07

49424-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,78

€11,73

50500 Trumpet work station

50500-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€108,91

€130,69

50510

50510-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€16,56

€19,87

66350-070-55 black

1 pcs.

€24,15

€28,98

77977-000-00

10 pcs.

€0,00

€0,00

83845-000-00

1 pcs.

€20,59

€24,70

85035-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,42

€2,90

85035-500-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,19

€2,62

85040-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€0,75

€0,90

85045-217-55 black

1 pcs.

€0,75

€0,90

85050-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,42

€2,90

85050-500-55 black

1 pcs.

€1,96

€2,35

85055-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,53

€3,04

85055-500-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,42

€2,90

85060-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,65

€3,17

85060-500-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,53

€3,04

85070-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,88

€3,45

85070-500-55 black

1 pcs.

€2,88

€3,45

85610-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,09

€10,90

85620-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€7,48

€8,97

85620-000-63 silver

1 pcs.

€7,48

€8,97

66350
77977

83845

85035
85035
85040
85045
85050
85050
85055
85055
85060
85060
85070

85070

85610

85620

85620

The unique work station is an indispensible aid
when cleaning, maintaining or repairing your
trumpet. The horn of the instrument is placed on
the peg and fixed on the opposite side by a cone in
the mouth piece tube. This system allows the
instrument to be turned 360º and stopped in the
precise position you require, allowing easy access
to the whole instrument. The 4 foldable legs ensure
the stand is stable and firm. The work station can
be attached to a worktop with the table clamp
included in the delivery.
Clarinet peg-set
Perfect for cleaning, maintenance and repair of
clarinets. The practical supplement for the trumpet
workstation 50500. Easy to change from trumpet to
clarinet or vice versa. The set includes 2 clarinet
pegs which can be screwed to the holding brackets
using the wing nuts. Set-up, positioning and
handling apply accordingly to the trumpet
workstation 50500.
Connection sleeve
Attaches to all K&M speaker stand, for TV-pin
diameter 28 mm and M10 x 20 mm thread.
Product label bundle
To support dealers and sales promotion there are
product labels in the product range on our website.
Dealers can now print them and affix the label on
its product using a DIN A6 plastic cover. The
appropriate instruction you also find in our product
range.
Guitar tool
The precision guitar tool includes hardened steel
hex wrenches (1.5 mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm, .050 hex),
Phillips head screwdriver, flat head screwdriver,
and a bridge pin puller. Carbide steel blade cuts all
strings, even bass strings. Made in America.
Microphone clip
Tapered slip-in microphone clip, diameter 17-21
mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Microphone clip
Tapered slip-in microphone clip, diameter 17-21
mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Thread adapter
Plastic material, 3/8" female thread, 5/8" 27 gauge
male thread.
Thread adapter
Plastic material, 3/8" female thread, 5/8" 27 gauge
male thread.
Mikrofonklammer
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 22-28
mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Microphone clip
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 22-28
mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Microphone clip
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 28-34
mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Microphone clip
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 28-34
mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Microphone clip
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 34-40
mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Microphone clip
Tapered slip-in microphone clip diameter 34-40
mm, high quality elastic rubber.
Microphone clip
The microphone clip is made from an elastic, high
quality plastic material which holds absolutely
securely most popular types of microphones with a
shaft diameter of 34 – 40 mm. Its unique
construction means the microphone can be
attached and engaged at the centre so the
microphone is quick and easy to mount or remove.
Microphone clip
The microphone clip is made from an elastic, high
quality plastic material which holds absolutely
securely most popular types of microphones with a
shaft diameter of 34 – 40 mm. Its unique
construction means the microphone can be
attached and engaged at the centre so the
microphone is quick and easy to mount or remove.
Reading light »Mighty Bright - Xtra New,
Flex 2«
bright and trendy – the new »Mighty Bright
Xtra Flex 2« will convince you right down the line.
The name says it all, for with its two bright LEDs it
is twice as bright as a classical »Xtra Flex«. The
LEDs can also be switched individually at the press
of a button. The lamp is available in several colors
(blue, violet, green and black) and is ideal as a
reading light or for clamping to music stands or
instruments.
Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Xtra
Multi-purpose
Flex«
Mini light with extra bright LED (1
piece). Includes 3 batteries (1,5 V AAA).
Gooseneck for a very flexible adjustable light
beam. With clip to attach to music stands etc., also
usable as desk lamp. Very compact and handy
size, folded up only 70 x 55 x 50 mm.
Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Xtra
Multi-purpose
Flex«
Mini light with extra bright LED (1
piece). Includes 3 batteries (1,5 V AAA).
Gooseneck for a very flexible adjustable light
beam. With clip to attach to music stands etc., also
usable as desk lamp. Very compact and handy
size, folded up only 70 x 55 x 50 mm.

85625 Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Nu
Compact
Flex« music stand light with 3 warm white
energy efficient (3000K) LEDs. LED lifetime up to
100,000 hours. Dimmer range up to 55 lumens.
Precisely engineered optical grade lenses spread
light evenly across pages. Flexible silicone goose
neck with handy clip. Includes 3 (AAA) batteries for
up to 16 hours running time. Use of micro USB cord
possible (not included).
85628 USB cable
USB Cable for Music stand light 85625 »Mighty
Bright - Nu Flex« and 85635 »Mighty Bright Wonder Flex«. Cable length 4 m.
85635 Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Wonder
BeautifulFlex«
music stand light with 2 warm white
energy efficient (3000K) LEDs. LED lifetime up to
100,000 hours. Dimmer range up to 20 lumens.
Precisely engineered optical grade lenses spread
light evenly across pages. Flexible silicone goose
neck with handy clip. Includes 3 (AAA) batteries for
up to 30 hours running time. Use of micro USB cord
possible (not included).
85640 Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Double
Universal
Flex«
mini light with extra bright light-emitting
diodes (2 pieces). Gooseneck for a multi-directional
adjustable light beam. Clips onto music stands etc.
The »Double Flex« can also be used as a freestanding light. Very compact and practical, only 70
x 55 x 50 mm when collapsed.
85650 Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Duet
Universal
2« mini light with 4 extra bright LEDs
switched on/off individually. Flexible gooseneck for
easy light positioning. Clips onto music stands, etc.
but can also be used as a free-standing lamp. Very
compact and practical, only 90 x 60 x 50 mm when
collapsed. The light can also be used with a power
supply unit.
85655 Power unit
AC adapter for Germany and most European
countries. Input 230V AC. Output 4V DC. With jack
connector 3.5 mm. Length of cable 3 m.
85660 Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Pedal
Universal
Board
mini
Light«
light with 4 extra bright LEDs
switched on/off individually. Flexible gooseneck for
easy light positioning. Clips onto music stands, etc.
but can also be used as a free-standing lamp. Very
compact and practical, only 90 x 60 x 50 mm when
collapsed. The light can also be used with a power
supply unit.
85665 Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Hammer
Multi-purpose,
Head«mini light with 6 extra bright, light
emitting diodes. The »Hammer Head« is battery
powered as standard or optionally with an external
power supply. Two levels of brightness are
selected using the push button. The flexible
gooseneck turns and angles the light beam in any
direction. The light is attached to the stand with a
practical clip. With the magnet holder 85695, the
light can also be used as a stand light. Three AAA
batteries and a practical carrying bag are included
in the delivery.
85670 Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Orchestra
The new design
Light« orchestra light with batteries and
mains operation. Nine LEDs provide an even light
rich in contrast. The flexible goose neck is fully
adjustable. There are two levels of brightness ,
selected using the press button. The complete set
includes 3 AA 1.5 V batteries, a power supply with
a practical carrying case.
85675 Music stand light »Mighty Bright - Encore
Attractive,
Light«
mini light with 6 extra bright, light
emitting diodes. The »Encore« delivery includes 3
AAA batteries, an external power supply and a
practical carrying bag. Two levels of brightness are
selected using the push button. The light beam is
confined to the music sheet by a glare protector
and angled in any direction with the flexible
gooseneck. The light is attached to the stand with a
practical clip. With the magnet holder 85695, the
light can also be used as a stand light.
85682 2 LED USB light »Mighty Bright« Light for you notebook – at any time. No matter
whether you are travelling or at home and there
isn&rsquo;t enough light. With this new type of LED
light, you can work with your notebook at any time.
The light does not need batteries, but is simply
plugged into a USB port. The two bright,
maintenance-free LEDs illuminate the entire
keyboard and a flexible gooseneck makes it easy
to position.
85695 Magnet holder
This practical mounting device allows the Mighty
Bright Light XtraFlex, Double Flex, Duet2 and
Pedal Board Light to be used freestanding. With
the integrated magnets the holder can be attached
to all metal stands. The rubber supports and the
practical attaching clip are additional intelligent
features.

85625-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€17,83

€21,39

85628-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€4,49

€5,38

85635-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€15,30

€18,35

85640-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€9,78

€11,73

85650-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,38

€17,25

85655-000-00 black

1 pcs.

€7,02

€8,42

85660-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€17,25

€20,70

85665-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€14,72

€17,66

85670-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€36,80

€44,16

85675-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€28,18

€33,81

85682-000-63 silver

1 pcs.

€10,35

€12,42

85695-000-55 black

1 pcs.

€3,91

€4,69

85890 Levelling adapter

The plastic levelling adapter ensures a wobble-free 85890-000-55 black
mount for distance rods in combination with
satellite systems. Two adapter rings, one at each
side of the rod, should be used with a satellite
system.

2 pcs.

€2,53

€3,04

